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Introduction 

Staff from the Center for Survey Methods Research (CSMR), Demographic Surveys 
Division, and Field Division conducted cognitive interviews in CSMR's Response 
Research Laboratory as part of the questionnaire development process for the 
CPS Tobacco Use Supplement for the ASSIST evaluation. The interviews were 
conducted between April 5 and 16, and current smokers, former smokers, and 
nonsmokers were asked to participate. To recruit the subjects , posters were 
displayed at local shopping malls , libraries, and non-census offices located 
in the Washington Plaza Building. An ad was also placed in the Capital Flyer, 
t he newspaper distributed at Andrews Air Force Base, which is located in the 
vicinity of the laboratory. Twenty-one interviews were conducted in all : six 
with smokers, nine with former smokers, and six with nonsmokers. 

Summaries of each individual interview are included as attachments to this 
report. The next part of the report contains an item-by-item review of the 
problems that were observed during the interviews; the final section contains 
recommendations for changes to the questionnaire. 

Item-bv-Item 	Review of the Questionnaire 

A. Smoking Prevalence/ Screener 

Question 1. 	 Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 

None of the respondents had any difficulty answering this 
question immediately. 

Question 2. 	 How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes fairly 
regularly? 

Respondents dealt with this question in different ways . All 
except one of the smokers and former smokers was able to recall a 
specific time in their life (such as a grade in school or entry 
into the military) and then relate that to their age. Three of 
the respondents first answered with something other than their 
age: the number of years they had smoked, the year they started 
smoking, their grade in school. By probing, the interviewer 
obtained the needed answer. 

Three out of eleven respondents (27%) did not consider that the 
question asked about smoking "fairly regularly" until the 
interviewer probed. Each revised the answer that was originally 
given. 
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Respondents defined "fairly regularly" in different ways: 

"smoking every day a few cigarettes."

"about 10 cigarettes a day;" "smoking one cigarette every


day is not smoking regularly . " 
"at least a couple of cigarettes a day." 
"a pack a day . " 
"frequent and when smoking becomes a habit." 
"half a pack a day." 
"something other than very seldom." 
" reg u 1 a r 1 y . " 
"a pack a day." 
"a pack every other day . " 
"every day." 
"twice a day." 
"a pack every two days." 

Question 3. 	 Do you smoke cigarettes now? 

Respondents had no difficulty answering this question
immediately. 

Question 4. 	 Do you smoke cigarettes every day or some days? 

Respondents had no difficulty answering this question
immediately. Each of them ans·wered "every day , " so item 7a was 
never asked . 

Question 5. 	 Do you now smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? 

Respondents had no difficulty answering this question
invnediately. Each of them answered "not at all," so item 7a was 
never asked. 

Question 6. 	 On the average, how many cigarettes do you now smoke a day? 

Respondents came up with an average by thinking about how many 
packs they smoke and then converting that to the number of 
cigarettes . The one respondent whose amount of smoking varied 
(by whether she was at work or not} had more difficulty deciding 
on an average. 

Question 7a. 	On how many of the past 30 days did you smoke cigarettes? 

This question was never asked . 

Question 7b. 	On the average, when you smoked, about how many cigarettes did 
you smoke a day? 

This question was never asked. 
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B. Current Smoker 

All the smokers who participated in the cognitive interviews reported in the 
screener section that they smoked every day. As a result, no one was asked 
questions 1, 2, 3a, or 3b. 

Question 4. 	 What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not 
include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months 
or longer.) 

Respondents tended to approach this question by thinking of the 
age at which 	 they started smoking (which they had already
reported in the screener section) and subtracting that from their 
current age. They did not seem to have problems in answering the 
question . Respondents seemed to interpret the additional 
instruction correctly and to subtract time periods when they were 
not smoking as necessary. 

Question 5. 	 Have you ever stopped smoking for one day or longer? 

Many respondents interpreted this question as asking about 
deliberate attempts to quit smoking. However, in half the cases 
(three out of six), respondents replied "yes'' when they had in 
fact not smoked for a day because they were sick, had drank and 
smoked too much the night before, didn't have money to buy
cigarettes, or didn't have time for them . 

Question 6a. 	During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day 
or longer? 

Four respondents answered this question. Probing of one 
respondent indicated that she was considering the period of time 
since January 1, 1990 (or about 15 months) in answering this 
question. Another respondent admitted using the same reference 
period in response to probes at other questions, but she was not 
probed in connection with this particular question . 

Question 6b. 	 How many times during the past 12 months have you stopped smoking
for one day or longer? 

The responses to this question do not always reflect attempts to 
quit smoking. One respondent counted up the number of times she 
had strep throat or had had too much to drink the night before. 
Another respondent's initial answer included times when she had 
not smoked to due extraneous circumstances; only after probing
did she include the days she had deliberately tried to quit (this 
more than doubled her original response). The third respondent 
to this question included only deliberate attempts to quit 
smoking. The fourth respondent had difficult time trying to 
count up all 	the times that he had gone for one day without a 
cigarette; when the question was reworded to include times he had 
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actively decided to quit for one day or longer , he easily 
answered "three . " 

Question 7a. 	 In the past year, have you seen a medical doctor/dentist? 

While some respondents used the proper reference period in 
answering the question, others used January 1, 1990 (15 months 
ago) as a reference date. One respondent included a doctor visit 
that occurred a year and a half ago . Another respondent didn't 
realize that the question referred strictly to medical 
professional visits. His wife works with doctors, and he 
responded in the affirmative, since he sees doctors all the time. 

Question 7b. 	 In the past year, did any medical doctor/dentist advise you to 
stop smoking? 

Respondents didn ' t seem to have a problem with this item. All 
positive reports reflected conversations with the doctor in which 
the medical situation would change if the respondent were to quit 
smoking. 

Question 7c . 	Has a medical doctor or dentist ever advised you to quit? 

This question was not asked of any respondent. It should have 
been asked in two cases, but the interviewer found the 
instruction confusing and did not ask the question. 

Question Ba . 	Are you seriously considering quitting within the next 6 months? 

For the most 	part, respondents did not have a problem with this 
question. However, one respondent thought the question was 
asking if she even thinks about quitting. (Even with this 
incorrect interpretation, her answer was technically correct, 
since she said "no.") 

Question Sb. 	Are you planning to quit in the next 30 days? 

This question was asked twice ; once the respondent couldn't 
really answer it--she said "don ' t know." In the other case, the 
respondent said "no." 

Question 9. 	 During the past year, have any organizations in your area offered 
you stop smoking information or activities? 

Respondents did not seem to have a problem with this question. 
They gave a number of examples of the kind of thing that was 
intended by this question, including booklets from school, 
brochures in 	a grocery store or library, seminars at a hospital, 
support groups. 
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C. Former Smoker 

Question 1. 	 Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months? 

None of the respondents had any difficulty answering this 
question . Only one respondent an swered NO . The other eight 
respondents answered yes, without any problems. 

Question 2. 	 How long have you been off cigarettes, since you stopped 
completely? 

Only one respondent answered this question . The respondent had 
no problem answering this question. "Completely" meant stopped 
smoking and never smoked again . 

Question 3. 	 About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes 
(every day)? 

None of the respondents had any problem answering the question , 
but they would answer giving t he year they last smoked instead of 
the number of years. Most of them required probing to get the 
number of years since they last smoked . All recalled an event i n 
their lives related to their deci s ion about quitting smoking . 

Question 4. 	 On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when you
last smoked every day? 

All answered right away. They all based their answers on the 
fact that there are 20 cigarettes in a pack. Their answers were 
between 10 and 40 cigarettes a day . 

Question 5. 	 What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not 
include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months 
or longer) . 

Four respondents did not have any problem answering this 
question . They were all probed about their answer and all 
recalled an event in their lives that helped them to come up with 
their answers. Three respondents seemed to have problems with 
the second part of the question: do not include any time you 
stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months on longer . Basicall y 
because they had to figure out if it was really a period of 6 or 
more months (like pregnancies). 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la . 	Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, 
chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? 

Four of the 21 respondents (19%) answered "yes" to this question. 
Three answered pipes, two answered cigars . There seemed to be no 
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problem making the distinction between occasional and regular 
use. The term "snuff" was not definable by all respondents. 

none of each of the following places? Private offices? Open 

Quest i on lb. Do you currently use (pipes/cigars/chewing tobacco/snuff)? 

One respondent currently uses 
to cause any difficulties. 

cigars . This question didn't seem 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question 1. Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some , or 

work and production areas? Break areas and lounges? Cafeterias? 
Restrooms? 

Two thirds of the respondents were asked this series of 
questions . There are several notable points. First, respondents 
answered ''none" when asked about cafeterias even though there was 
no cafeteria. These respondents should have answered "NA." 
Break area and lounges caused some confusion to respondents who 
worked in totally nonsmoking buildings. They included outside as 
"break areas" and then said the areas inside are all nonsmoking
and the ones outside are all smoking. They didn ' t think it was 
appropriate to mark "some." Several respondents were unsure if 
smoking was allowed in restrooms. In this situation, one 
respondent saw that there was a "don ' t know" category and told 
the interviewer to mark that. Others chose either the "all" or 
"none" category. 

This question didn't work at all for the person who was self 
employed and worked out of his home. 

A couple of respondents had difficulty answering the question 
using the prescribed format. They either responded "yes" or "no" 
and then the interviewer had to clarify the answer . 

The definition of worksite ranged from a person's own office, to 
the company's suite of offices in the building, to the whole 
building, to the entire military - inside and outside the office. 

Question 2. 	 Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any
other help to employees who want to quit smoking? 

This question confused one respondent who had been previously
asked question 89. When the interviewer repeated the question, 
the respondent answered "yes". Then she realized she was talking
about a previous employer. Her current employer offered no such 
program. 

"Any other help" had several definitions. One respondent said 
encouragement while another one said she did not interpret 
someone suggesting that she quit smoking as help; another 
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respondent said doctor; another though it might mean whether 
insurance would cover the cost of a program. 

Again, this question did not apply to the respondent who was self 
employed. 

Question 3. 	 Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any other 
help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 
months? 

A couple of the respondents who answered this question did not 
realize that 	the difference between this and the last question 
was in the reference period. One thought the question was 
referring to 	programs she didn ' t think of in the previous 
question . Another said her supervisor and coworker joined the 
program. 

F. Other Issues 

Question 1. 	 Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it 
should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only 
in designated areas or not be allowed at all in restaurants, 
hospitals, government buildings, worksites, bars and cocktail 
lounges, indoor sporting events, shopping malls, and buses and 
trains? 

The majority of the respondents had no problems understanding the 
format of this question and answering using the predefined 
response categories. The wording of the question was clear and 
caused no confusion on the part of the subjects. Only one 
individual immediately responded with "not be allowed at all" 
before the interviewer was able to read the list of places. This 
reaction may not have been a function of the respondent's 
misunderstanding of the question, but rather his strong 
opposition to smoking. This question did solicit discussions by
respondents regarding their opinions about smoking and about 
smokers' and non-smokers' rights. 

Several of the response categories caused problems for the 
respondents primarily due to unclear definition of each of the 
places. A description of the problems encountered for each of 
the prescribed categories is provided below. 

For restaurants: Three respondents had problems with the 
definition of restaurants . One stated his answer depended on 
whether the restaurant had an open or closed air system. Another 
subject stated his answer depended on whether it was a large or 
small restaurant . The final respondent who had problems with 
this category just could not decide on an answer. 

For hospitals: All the respondents had a clear interpretation of 
what was meant by hospitals. 
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For government buildings : The term "government buildings" was 
defined quite differently by the subjects. Each one had a 
different interpretation of the category. Some of the ways it 
was defined are listed below. One individual could not define a 
government building because there were so many different types.
Another person thought there was no difference between government
buildings and worksites. The largest percentage of subjects
thought government buildings meant office buildings. 

"office buildings where government employees work . " 

"where people work." 

"courthouses, county buildings, museums." 

"someplace like here." (meaning CSMR 's offices) 

"Census Bureau or Naval Intelligence."

"the Capitol." 

"office buildings ." 

"office buildings like at Andrews Air Force Base or Crystal

City . " 

"Andrews Air Force Base." 

"offices." 

"embassy, passport office . " 

"any building owned by the government." 

"a bureaucratic building, a several story building primarily 

with the function of providing government service." 


For worksites: Once again, there were many definitions of 
worksites . Some of the interpretation given by respondents are 
listed below. A couple of individuals had problems responding to 
worksite because they said it depended on the type of worksite, 
for example, whether it was indoors or outdoors or whether there 
are hazardous materials at the worksite. 

space where I do work, i.e., my office." 
individual private offices . " 
place where people work like McDonalds." 
a construction worksite." 
a car body shop." 
where work takes place." 

"construction." 
"where people work . " 
"group of areas in office such as inner offices, open work 
spaces, and lobby . " 
"areas or building where I go to work ." 

For bars and cocktail lounges : All respondents had a clear 
understanding of this category. 

For indoor sporting events: Most respondents had no problems
with this category. However, a few stated their answer depended 
on the type of sporting event and where it is taking place. 
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For shopping malls: Several of the respondents stated that they 
were confused over whether the question meant the concourse or 
the stores or both. In addition, some felt their answers 
depended on whether we were referring to an open or enclosed 
ma11 . 

For buses and trains: One respondent had problems answering this 
question because her answer would differ depending on whether you 
were referring to long distance trains or local Metro buses. 
Several individuals felt there should be separate categories for 
buses and trains because they had a different response to each. 

Question 2. 	 If you wanted information about stopping smoking, what local 
person or organization would you most likely contact? 

Most of the respondents clearly understood this question and 
answered with one of the response categories listed on the 
questionnaire. Some of the non-smokers and former smokers were 
confused with this question because they felt that it did not 
apply to them. They did not need information on stopping 
smoking . The term "local" lead to several different 
interpretations such as Maryland and Andrews Air Force Base. 
Another problem was that some of the respondents did not provide 
the exact title for the organizations which were listed as 
responses. For example, Cancer Institute was given as a 
response. This may cause recording problems in the field if an 
interviewer cannot determine which category to check. The probe
for "any others" only solicited additional responses in a very 
few cases. Some of the other write-in entries included the 
foll owing: 

"fire department . " 

"supermarkets." 

"library. 11 


"newspaper . " 

"NCI, NIH, Surgeon General . " 

"the Census Bureau since we are doing the survey . " 


Question 3. 	 In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and 
fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? 

The responses to thi s question ranged from 10 percent to 100 
percent. It 	was evident that this question posed significant
problems to respondents. A large number of subjects hesitated 
before answering and expressed concern that they were not 
confident about their answers. Some felt their answers were 
strictly guesses . On the other hand, there were some individuals 
who were very confident in their answers . These individuals 
answered at either the low or high end of the scale. Some 
respondents stated they did not eat out very much and therefore 
could not provide an accurate response. Others stated they only 
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eat at fast-food restaurant and had no personal experience with 
the policies at other types of restaurants . 

Some of the responses given indicate the problems with this 
question . For example, one respondent answered every one of the 
establishments in the area have nonsmoking section, but then gave 
an answer of 80 percent. Another individual gave an initial 
response of 100 percent and later changed her answer to 50 
percent . The reason she gave for the change was that she had 
been to about 50 percent of the restaurants in her area and they
all had nonsmoking sections. She did not consider places she 
never went to. 

Question 4. 	 Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your 
home or residence? 

This question posed some problems for the respondents. First, 
most individuals felt that home and residence meant the same 
thing. Individuals who saw a difference between the two terms 
did not define them the same way . For example, one respondent
thought a home was a place that you own while residence is a 
place you are renting. Another respondent defined the two 
exactly the opposite. 

Second, respondents had a problem with the second choice, 
"smoking is occasionally allowed." Some people felt occasionally
allowed applied to a party situation . Others felt it referred to 
a particular room in the house. There was confusion whether this 
choice meant a time or place orientation. Related to this 
problem, several respondents stated there should be a "designated 
areas" category . Addition of this option would help to clarify
the meaning of occasionally allowed . 

All but one of the respondents allowed the interviewer to read 
the complete list of responses before providing an answer . One 
individual felt that the first category, "no one is allowed to 
smoke anywhere in my home," was too negative. He stated his 
preference was that no one smoked in his home. Another 
interesting answer from a respondent was that he felt his home 
was his individual apartment while his residence was the entire 
apartment complex. 

Question Sa. 	 Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an 
addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think 
smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither? 

All of the respondents but four answered "both" to this question. 
The format of the question appeared to be clear to the subjects. 
Most of the respondents were able to define the difference 
between a habit and an addiction, although all were not in 
agreement. One person stated that the answer to this question 
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depended on the individual. Listed below are the ways habit and 
addiction were defined by respondents. 

"habit is something you are use to ; addiction is caused by 
the nicotine . " 
"habit is something you do of choice ; addiction takes you 
over and you are out of control . " 
"habit is something you do; addiction means that your body 
or mind absolutely has to have it , so that it becomes a 
necessity." 
"habit is an everyday routine; addiction is a need and you
can't stop." 
"habit is something you do; addiction is something you can't 
stop doing. " 
"habit is something you are use to doing; addiction is 
something you want to do . " 
"habit is a routine ; addiction is something you can't help 
but do . " 
"habit is going through the motions; addiction is like an 
addiction to drugs. " 
"habit you do automatically ; addiction is a craving or 
need." 
"habit is a routine of doing things; addiction is a physical 
need." 

Question Sb . 	 In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes 
compare to other substances . Are cigarettes more addictive, less 
addictive or about the same as cocaine, heroin, alcohol , 
caffeine, marijuana, and valium? 

The respondents had several problems with this question. These 
areas are discussed below. 

1. 	 There were serious response and recording problems with this 
question. The question asked were cigarettes more 
addictive, less addictive, or about the same as . .. a list 
of substances. In many cases, as the list was read one by 
one, the respondent would answer more, less, or about the 
same, meaning that the substance was more, less, or about 
the same as cigarettes. This is the reverse of how the 
question is phrased. The interviewers had to clarify the 
opposite, that is, that cigarettes are more, less, or about 
the same as the substance. In some cases, the answers were 
recorded incorrectly . The question could be phrased as 
follows: Are the following substances more addictive, less 
addictive, or about the same as cigarettes? This appeared 
to be the most natural way to ask this question since this 
was the way most respondents were answering the question. 

2. 	 Several of the respondents were sensitive to the discussion 
of these substances. This was apparent by their physical 
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reaction as well as their quick and short responses to the 
categories . 

3. 	 Many of the respondents stated they had never used the 
substances listed and could not answer the question. There 
were many "don ' t know" responses. Some individuals did 
attempt to answer the questions without personal experience. 
These answers were strictly based on what they had heard . 

4. 	 One person responded that the answers to this question
depended on the individual. 

5. 	 Another respondent felt that valium should not be included 
on the list since it was a prescription drug and the others 
were not . 

6. 	 The definition of addictive nature was different for several 
of the respondents . One person thought of addictive nature 
in terms of how accessible the substance was , for example, 
cigarettes were more addictive than heroin because 
cigarettes are more accessible. Other definitions of 
addictive nature included: doing anything to get it; a 
need; a compulsion; and getting hooked and being a slave to 
a substance . 

Question 6. 	 Do you think laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors have been adequately enforced? 

Almost every respondent answered "No" to this question. Upon
probing, most of the individuals stated that they were not 
familiar with the specific laws regarding the sale of tobacco 
products to minors . The subjects were not sure whether the legal 
age to purchase cigarettes was 16 or 18 years old. A couple of 
individuals felt that it likely varied by state . Most of the "No" 
responses were based on observing minors purchase cigarettes in 
convenience stores or from vending machines. Some were able to 
base 	their answers on personal experience. One of the subject 
was a minor and she stated she had no problem purchasing 
cigarettes. 

Question 7. 	 Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco 
samples on public property should be allowed without any
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? 

The phrasing of this question did not pose any problems for 
respondents . However , there were some problems in the 
interpretation of "distribution of free cigarettes" and the 
interpretation of what was meant by "public property." Only a 
few individuals stated they did not understand the meaning of 
distribution of free cigarettes. Most people who defined this 
statement said it meant giving out packs of three to four 
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cigarettes as samples. The definitions for public property were 
more diverse. Examples of these are listed below: 

"malls, parks, Capital Center . " 

"liquor and convenience stores , county fairs , exhibits." 

"schools, malls, Capital Center . " 

"malls" 

"street corners, supermarkets." 

"outside government buildings." 

"public schools, government buildings . " 

"street corners, public buildings, malls." 

"malls, parks, cinemas." 

"malls, outside grocery stores." 

"outside a mall or grocery store . " 

"buildings, streets, airline terminals." 

"parks, streets." 

"parks, tourist areas." 

"something that is controlled, financed, and maintained by

local county, city, or state government." 


One respondent confused this question with the selling of 
cigarettes overseas to underdeveloped countries. 

Question 8. 	 Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by 
tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, 
some restrictions, or banned completely? 

There were a number of problems with this question. First, many 
of the respondents did not understand what was meant by
"sponsorship." When asked to define the term, many different 
interpretations were given. Second, several people asked what 
kinds of restrictions we were referring to in this question. 
There seemed to be some confusion with this term also. One 
individual stated restrictions meant that tobacco sponsorship on 
television should only be shown when kids are not as likely to be 
watching. Third, most of the respondents keyed in on sporting 
events and did not think about cultural events. Listed below are 
some of the definitions given for sponsorship. Many related 
sponsorship to advertising. 

"funding." 

"wearing a t-shirt from a tobacco company that was 

sponsoring you to walk in the March of Dimes Walkathon." 

"cigarette commercial on television during a football game ." 

"car race." 

"advertising." 

"sponsoring a wrestling match." 

"Virginia Slims tennis tournament." 

"tennis tournament or billboards at stadiums." 

"billboards when viewing televised events such as boxing." 
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Question 9. 	 Do you think advertising of tobacco products should be allowed 
without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 
completely? 

The 	 primary problem with this question was that some people were 
not familiar 	with the current laws regarding cigarette
advertising. Their concept of the laws played a part in how they
answered the question, especially in regards to advertising on 
television. 	 Some of the people who answered "some restrictions" 
were specifically referring to television. Others who answered 
"some restrictions" were thinking above and beyond television 
since it is already illegal. One respondent initially answered 
without restrictions but then changed her answer to "some 
restrictions" when she thought of the current laws concerning
television. It is hard to tell whether others who answered 
"without restrictions" took into consideration television 
advertising since it has been illegal for a long period of time. 
Some people acknowledged understanding of the current laws while 
others were unclear about this area. Most people thought of 
advertising in terms of billboards, magazines, and television . 

Recommendations 

We have included the following recommendations for changes in the 
questionnaire, based both on the results of the cognitive interviews and our 
own review of the questionnaire. These recommendations fall into two general
categories: specific recommendations about wording, and more general
suggestions about things that should be taken into consideration in revising 
the questionnaire. 

Specific Recommendations 

1. 	 Items A3, 4, and 5 - Although respondents did not have a problem with 
these items, their wording seems somewhat awkward. This seems 
particularly true for A5, after respondents have already reported in A3 
that they do not smoke cigarettes. We suggest combining these items into 
a single question: "Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or 
not at all?" This would also facilitate shortening the questionnaire, 
which is another goal of the revision. 

2. 	 Items B3a and C4 - These questions also did not pose a problem for 
respondents, but they sound wordy. We suggest rewording the question to 
eliminate some unnecessary verbiage: "When you last smoked every day, how 
many cigarettes did you smoke daily, on average?" 

3. 	 Items B3b and 4 - This is slightly picky, but the parenthesized statements 
included in this question should be read to respondents in every instance. 
Therefore, we suggest that the parentheses be deleted. 

4. 	 Items C3 and 5 - These questions also contain parenthesized phrases that 
should be read to respondents in every instance. Therefore, we suggest 
that the parentheses be deleted . 
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5. 	 Item El - There are categories of employees for whom this question is not 
appropriate. For example, people who work at home, who drive buses or 
trucks, or who make many stops throughout the course of the day may not be 
able to answer these questions about their worksite. A screener question 
is necessary to skip these kinds of respondents out of item El. One 
possible wording of a screener is: "Do you have a central worksite, other 
than your home, where you have an office or spend time on a regular 
basis?" 

The current wording of the question is somewhat awkward in that it places
the emphasis on the worksite itself rather than on the employees. We 
suggest the following lead-in: "In your worksite, are employees allowed 
to smoke in all, some, or none of the following places?" 

We are unclear as to what would constitute an 11 other 11 response. It seems 
as if the 11 N/A 11 and "DK 11 categories cover all the remaining options. We 
suggest that this category be deleted. 

6. 	 Items E2 and 3 - The wording of these two items is so similar that some 
respondents didn't catch the subtle difference between the phrases "ever" 
and "within the past 12 months." In order to clearly differentiate 
between the two questions, we suggest that the order of these items be 
reversed. In addition, the current E3 should be reworded to emphasize the 
reference period: "Within the past 12 months, has your employer ... ? 11 

Then, the current E2 would be asked, and it would be limited only to 
11 no 11 11 DK 11respondents who answered or to the first question . Response to 

the second question is unnecessary for people who answer 11 yes 11 to the 
first question, s i nee by definition their answer will be "yes." 

7. 	 Item Fl - Several respondents had problems answering the question about 
buses and trains, since there are real differences in the structure of 
these two types of vehicles that affect the ability to restrict smoking. 
The best way to deal with this problem would be to split this item into 
two separate questions. If this is not feasible due to the time 
constraints of the questionnaire, we suggest that only one of these 
vehicles be included in the question . 

8. 	 Item F3 - The wording of this question contains many sources of ambiguity, 
as enumerated in the previous section. In addition, the process by which 
respondents came up with their answers seemed somewhat problematic. We 
suggest going back to the wording of this question that was contained in a 
previous draft of the questionnaire: "When you eat out in restaurants and 
fast food establishments, how many have non-smoking sections? Would you 
say all, some, a few, or none?" This wording would eliminate problems for 
respondents in deciding what restaurants to include--it clearly refers to 
restaurants the respondent has eaten at--and the task of formulating an 
answer is also simplified. 

9. 	 Item F4 - Most respondents did not see a difference between the terms 
11 home 11 and "residence," so a differentiation between them is not 
necessary. In the few cases where respondents did see a difference, 
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including two different terms is confusing . We suggest deleting the words 
"or residence" from the question. 

Another problem here is that the response categories mix restrictions 
related to both time and place . To remedy this, we suggest revising the 
middle response category to be more explicit: "smoking is allowed in some 
places or at some times . " We further suggest that the words "in my home" 
be deleted from the response categories. They are not really necessary,
since they are included in the wording of the question. 

10. 	 Item F5b - Respondents had a lot of problems with this item because they 
reversed the direction of the comparison they were requested to make, and 
therefore gave answers that were the opposite of what they intended. We 
suggest revising the question to read : "In your opinion, are the 
following substances more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as 
cigarettes?" This would seem to frame the question in a way that is more 
consistent with the way respondents think about it . 

11. 	 Item F7 - Respondents did not understand the term "public property" and 
thus did not seem to be answering the question in the exact context 
intended . We suggest simply deleting the phrase; however, if it is 
necessary to incorporate this concept into the question, perhaps a phrase 
that conveys the intent of public property, such as "on a city sidewalk," 
could be substituted. 

Also, we wonder whether respondents pay attention to the phrase "and 
tobacco samples." This seems to be a relatively minor aspect compared to 
cigarettes, and we suggest that it be deleted from the question. 

12 . Item F8 - Respondents had a lot of problems with this item and clearly did 
not respond to its intended meaning. One problem was that they 
interpreted it to be asking about advertising at sporting or cultural 
events rather than sponsorship . To deal with this problem, we suggest 
that items F8 and F9 be reversed. Perhaps if respondents are asked 
explicitly about advertising (F9) first, they will be less likely to think 
about advertising in this question. However, another problem is that 
respondents don't understand the concept of sponsorship and so they answer 
the question in terms of something they do understand (like advertising).
We suggest that "sponsorship" be either explicitly defined in the 
question, or else examples of the concept be included. However, since we 
ourselves are not totally familiar with what sponsorship entails, we do 
not feel qualified to come up with an alternative question wording. 

13 . Item F9 - There is ambiguity with this question as it is currently worded. 
Some respondents considered current advertising restrictions when 
answering, but others did not . The latter respondents sometimes changed
their answers when they were reminded that advertising is currently 
restricted on TV. We suggest including specific advertising media in the 
wording of the question, so that respondents are forced to think about 
them in coming up with their answers. Our proposed wording is : "Do you
think advertising of tobacco products on billboards, magazines , TV, and 
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radio should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or 
banned completely?" 

General Recommendations 

I. 	 Item A2 - We note that there is inconsistency in the objective criteria of 
how respondents define "fairly regularly" and thus there may be some lack 
of comparability in responses to the question. The answers do have in 
common that they reflect the respondents' perception of fairly regularly,
which may be part of the question's intent. While this is something to 
keep in mind at the analysis stage, we do not have any suggestions for 
changing the wording of the question . 

2. 	 Items BS and 6b - Similar inconsistencies were observed in these items. 
Respondents used varying interpretations of the phrase "stop smoking for 
one day or longer," ranging from deliberate attempts to quit to refraining
from smoking due to illness or being out of cigarettes . These 
inconsistencies seem to us to be more problematic in terms of how they 
might affect measurement of the critical variable here--i.e., stop smoking
behavior. If deliberate quit attempts are the focus of interest here, we 
suggest that consideration be given to making this explicit in the 
question. 

3. 	 Item Fl - The list of places in this question is already fairly lengthy,
and, as reported previously , the cognitive interviews reveal problems with 
grouping buses and trains together. If some of the categories could be 
deleted here, this might help get the questionnaire down to a more 
appropriate length . We assume that some items on this list are more 
relevant to the ASSIST program than others, and that this information 
could guide the paring . 

4. 	 Item F2 - Depending on the needs of the analysis, we suggest that 
consideration be given to limiting this question to smokers. This is 
because the nonsmokers we interviewed didn't feel that the question 
applied to them. 



ATTACHMENT 1 

Report on Cognitive Interviewing 

for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 


Date: April 11, 1991 
Time: 12:00 noon 
Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
Respondent: Former smoker, white, female, 33 years old, married, employed 

A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 

Question 1. "Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" 
Respondent had no problem answering "yes". She said she used to smoke at least 
a pack a day for close co 10 years. 

Question 2. "How old were you when you first staned smoking cigarettes fairly regularly?" 
Answered "16" right away. Said she did it to fit in. 
"Fairly regularly" meant every day to the respondent. 

Question 3. "Do you smoke cigarettes now?" 
Respondent answered "no". She defined "now" as today. 

Question 5. "Do you now smoke cigarettes not at all or some days ?" 
Respondent answered "not at all". She did not have any problems with the item. 

C. Former Smoker 

Question l. 	 "Have you EVER smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months?" 
Respondent answered "yes". Said she defined "6 months" as a period of 6 
consecutive months; "every day" as every single day of the 6 months. Then said if 
she was sick and didn't smoke for a day, wouldn't consider that as a break. A 
break would be about 2 weeks because that's when you start feeling different. 

Question 3. 	 "About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every day)r 
Respondent thought briefly then said "3 years". She tied this to a significant 
event in her life. Said 4 years ago she actually quit for 2-3 weeks or longer but 
something happened and she went back to smoking. Said she smoked enough 
after that first time she quit that she really couldn't have considered herself to 
have quit. 

Question 4. 	 "On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when you last smoked 
every day?" 
Respondent replied probably 10. She said she knew she didn't smoke more than a 
half a pack a day but later said 2 packs would last a week. Even though the 
respondent had quit smoking once before, she focused correctly on the period 
right before she last quit smoking. 
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Question 5. 	 "What is the total number ofyears you smoked every day? (Do not include any time 
you stayed offcigarettes for at least 6 months or longer.)" 
This question caused some problems with the respondent. She first said "OK, so 
don't include the time while I was pregnant, because I did quit then". This 
indicated that she picked up on that concept. However, when she counted up the 
total years, she excluded the first period that she smoked. She smoked from age 
16 to 22, quit smoking while she was pregnant, then smoked from age 23 to 30. 
She counted this as 7 years. I asked if she included the time she smoked in high 
school and reread the question. She said that would make it 13, probably 13 1/2 
years. Then she added in the year after she quit smoking the first time and came 
up with 14 years. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la. 	 "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco 
or snuffon a regular basis?" 
Respondent answered "no". She said as I read the list of examples, she mentally 
answered no to all of the items then answered no. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question 	 "Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" 
The respondent answered "yes". 

Question 1. "Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach of the 
following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas 
and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
When we talked about break areas and lounges, the respondent said that was 
dependent on whether we meant inside or outside. She said she knew the policy 
was no smoking at all in the building so she based her answer on that. Also, she 
based answer on allowed and not if people actually abide by the rules. 

Question 2. 	 "Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to 
employees who want to quit smoking?" 
Respondent answered "yes" then asked what we meant by "employer" - the 
Federal government? Andrews Air Force Base? Her supervisor? She took it as 
the Federal government. She thought of "ever" as being the 3 years since she's 
worked there. 

Question 3. 	 "Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any help to employees who 
want to quit smoking within the past 12 months?" 
Respondent answered "yes". She thought this question was referring to any other 
programs that she didn't think about in the previous question. She didn't pick up 
that the difference in the two questions was the reference period. Once the 
correct reference period was established, she didn't have any problems with 
correctly identifying it. 
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F. Other Issues 

Question 1. "Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed 
without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail 
Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
The respondent hesitated when I read Bars and Cocktail Lounges, Indoor 
Sporting Events, and Shopping Malls. She didn't, however, have any problem 
coming up with an opinion or verbalizing why she felt the way she did about each 
of these. 

Question 2. "Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization 
would you most likely contact?" 
The only thoughts the respondent had about this question was the hospital. 

Question 3. "In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fast-food 
establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" 
Respondent originally said 100%. She defined "in your area" as where she lived. 
She defined restaurants and fast-food establishments as the ones she goes to - the 
ones she was familiar with. When I asked about the ones she didn't go to, she 
backed off. Later, she said she considered where she worked her area also. She 
finally came up with the answer of SO% because she has been to about 1/2 of the 
places and thinks they all have no smoking sections. She didn't count 
combination bar/restaurants. 

Question 4. "Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 
No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. 
Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." 
Respondent had a problem with this question. She said both 2 and 3 really 
applied. Smoking is permitted but only in designated areas. 

Question Sa. "Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 
it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
Respondent didn't have a problem thinking of a definition of both habit and 
addiction and then answering "both". 

Question Sb. "In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other 
substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving 
on to the next item. Respondent reacted mildly when I first read "cocaine". The 
other items didn't phase her. When I asked about alcohol, she first said both are 
just as addicting. Then the respondent said she thought of her sister and said if 
her sister is going to do both, she would rather that she smoked. Then she 
changed her answer to "less". 

Question 6. "Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been 
adequately enforced?" 
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Respondent said "no". Had no problem with this question. 

Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 
property should be allowed without any restrictions. some restrictions, or banned 
completely?" 
Respondent asked me to repeat the question. She hesitated before answering. 
She said it should be restricted somewhat but couldn't say it should be banned. 

Question 8. "Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 
be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned complete/yr 
Respondent said this is one of those questions where you are damned of you so 
and damned if you don't. Thought tobacco companies had the right but sports 
and cultural events were a contradiction. Didn't think it should be banned or 
restricted but finally said they shouldn't do something like show a child smoking a 
cigarette, so it should have some restriction. This makes me think the respondent 
had a problem with the term "sponsorship", but I failed to ask about it. 

Question 9. "Do you think advenising of tobacco products should be allowed without any 
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent said "some restrictions". She thought of radio, TV, billboards when 
she thought of advertising. 



ATTACHMENT 2 

Report on Cognitive Interviewing 

for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 


Date: April 11, 1991 
Time: 1:00 p.m. 
Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
Respondent: Former smoker. black. female, 30 years old. unmarried, employed 

A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 

Question 1. "Have you smoked at least 100 cigarenes in your entire life?" 
Respondent had no problem answering "yes". She said she smoked when she was 
younger. 

Question 2. "How old were you when you first sraned smoking cigarenes fairly regularly?" 
Respondent knew that she was 13 years old by what was happening in her life. 
"Fairly regularly" meant twice a day. 

Question 3. "Do you smoke cigarettes now?" 
Respondent answered "no". She defined "now" as today. 

Question 5. "Do you now smoke cigarettes nor at all or some days? " 
Respondent answered "not at all". She did not have any problems with the item. 

C. Former Smoker 

Question 1. 	 H Have you EVER smoked cigarerres every day for at least 6 months ?" 
Respondent answered "no, she never smoked cigarettes every day." 

Question 3. 	 "How long have you been offcigarettes, since you stopped completely?" 
Respondent had no problem answering 12 years. She said she stopped before she 
went to college and that was 12 years ago. "Completely" meant stopped smoking 
and never smoked again. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la. 	 "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco 
or snuff on a regular basis?" 
Respondent said she listened to each example and then answered "no". 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question 	 "Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" 
The respondent answered "yes". 
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Question 1. "Does your worksite allow smoldng by employees in all, some, or none ofeach of the 
following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas 
and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
Respondent hesitated when I asked about Break areas and Lounges. Said if they 
are outside smoking is permitted, Smoking is not allowed at all inside the 
building. 

Question 2. 	 "Has your employer ever offered a quit smoldng program or any other help to 
employees who want to quit smoldng?" 
Respondent knew of specific programs - a quit smoking week - so she answered 
"yes". 

Question 3. 	 "Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any help to employees who 
want to quit smoking within the past 12 months?" 
Respondent said her supervisor and coworker joined the program. She thought 
we were asking if she knew of people that wanted to stop, not if they had 
programs. 

F. Other Issues 

Question 1. 	 "Concerning smoldng in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed 
without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail 
Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
The respondent didn't hesitate on any of these items. 

Question 2. 	 "lfyou wanted information about stopping smoldng, what local person or organization 
would you most likely contact?" 
The respondent thought of the American Cancer Society. She thought "local" 
meant Maryland. She didn't think of any persons. 

Question 3. 	 "In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fastfood 
establishments in your area have nonsmoldng sections?" 
There was a long pause before the respondent answered this question. She said 
she considered her area to be from where she worked to where she lived. Said 
she wanted to say half, but that was to much. Said 30% is a little less than that. 

Question 4. 	 "Which statement best describes the rules about smoldng in your home or residence? 
No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. 
Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home. " 
Respondent picked the second answer. Said smoking is allowed in designated 
areas. 

Question 5a. 	 "Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 
it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
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Respondent answered "both". Said habit is smoking because you are used to 
smoking. Addiction is caused by something in the nicotine. I asked what she 
would have said if "both" weren't an option. She said "habit". 

Question Sb. 	 "In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other 
substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving 
on to the next item. When I first said cocaine, respondent said she couldn't give 
answer. Then she said cigarettes are more accessible and therefore more 
addictive. In answer to heroin, she said cigarettes are more accessible and less 
expensive therefore more addictive. When I asked about marijuana, she said 
same as heroin, so more addictive. She couldn't answer about valium. She later 
said she wasn't always comparing the item to the cigarettes, but to her previous 
answers. 

Question 6. "Do you think the laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been 
adequately en.forced?" 
Respondent immediately said "no". Had no problem with this question. 

Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 
property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 
completely?" 
Respondent said "without restrictions". She has personal experience with 
distributing cigarettes and thought that since they controlled who received the 
samples, there shouldn't be any restrictions. She didn't seem to have any 
problem with the term "public property". 

Question 8. "Do you think sponsorship of sponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 
be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent answered "some restriction". Had no apparent problem with the 
term "sponsorship". She had heard a news item that day about tobacco 
companies sponsoring events. Said she would have had the same opinion but that 
this reinforce it. 

Question 9. 	 "Do you think advenising of tobacco products should be allowed without any 
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent didn't know of any reason it should be banned. Said without 
restriction. Had no apparent problem with the term "advertising". 



ATTACH~ENT 3 

Report on Cognitive Interviewing 
for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 

Date: April 11, 1991 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Inteiviewer: 	 Susan Ciochetto 
Respondent: 	 Non smoker, black. female, approx. 62 years old, widowed. doesn't work 

A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 

Question 1. "Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" 
Respondent had no problem answering "no". 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la. "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco 
or snuffon a regular basis?" 
Respondent answered "no". She said she had her answer after I read "other 
tobacco products". She didn't even listen to the list. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question 	 "Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" 
The respondent answered "no". 

F. Other Issues 

Question 1. "Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed 
without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail 
Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
After I read "restaurants", the respondent said "if it would save time, I don't think 
smoking should be allowed". After "bar and cocktail lounge" she hesitated then 
said not at all even though she wouldn't know how to enforce it. 

Question 2. "Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization 
would you most likely contact?" 
The respondent hesitated and then said ttfor me? If I smoked?". Then she said 
she would go to the base hospital at Andrews. To her, local mean Andrews AFB. 

Question 3. "In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fastfood 
establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections r 
Again the respondent hesitated. She thought most of them do - 50%. She was 
thinking about places that she went to. She was pretty confident in her answer. 
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Question 4. "Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 
No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. 
Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." 
Respondent picked the first answer. She has a small sign in her home to that 
effect. She listened to all of the categories before picking one. 

Question Sa. "Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 
it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
Respondent answered "both". Said habit becomes an addiction. Habit is 
something you do of your choice; addiction is when it takes you over and you are 
out of control. 

Question 5b. "In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other 
substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving 
on to the next item. When I first said cocaine, respondent said "oh!, I've never 
tried cocaine!" Then she asked me to repeat the question. After I repeated the 
question, she immediately said "less". Based answer on personal experience 
through others with the after effects, and how damaging or life altering it was. 
Also, cigarettes are legal and cocaine isn't. After "caffeine" the respondent said 
"less". During the discussion, it came out that she meant caffeine was less 
addictive. It should have been answered "more". 

Question 6. "Do you think the laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been 
adequately enforced?" 
Respondent immediately said "no". Had no problem with this question. 
Considers minors to be persons under 16 years old. 

Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 
property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 
completely?" 
Respondent said "banned". Thought of just cigarettes and didn't consider 
"tobacco samples". 

Question 8. "Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 
be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent answered that it should be allowed. When asked without restriction 
or some restriction, she said no restriction. The term "sponsorship" meant 
funding. 

Question 9. "Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without arry 
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent thought and then said "banned completely. They make it look 
glamorous." Had no apparent problem with the term "advertising". Thought just 
about cigarettes. 



ATTACl-r1ENT 4 

Report on Cognitive Interviewing 

for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 


Date: April 12, 1991 
Time: 1:00 p.m. 
Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
Respondent: Smoker, white. male. 24 years old. married. self employed 

A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 

Question 1. "Have you smoked at least I 00 cigarettes in your entire life?" 
Respondent immediately answered ''yes". 

Question 2. "How old were you when you first staned smoking cigarettes fairly regularly?,. 
Respondent answered "17" pretty quickly. Said it was in April 1984 when he 
joined the Army Reserve. Said he smoked a pack every 2 days. He thought that 
was "fairly regularly". 

Question 3. "Do you smoke cigarettes now?" 
Respondent answered "yes". 

Question 4. "Do you now smoke cigarettes every day or some days?" 
Respondent answered "pretty much every day". 

Question 6. "On the average, how many cigarettes do you now smoke a day?" 
Respondent said that depends. Sometimes 5 or 6, sometimes 10. Said he smokes 
a pack every 2 days so that's about 10 a day on the average. 

B. Current Smoker 

Question 4. "What is the total number ofyears you smoked every day? (Do not include any time 
you stayed offcigarettes for at least 6 months or longer)." 
Respondent said he has never been off cigarettes. Since April 1984 to now - that 
would be 8 years. When we actually counted, it was really 7 years. 

Question 5. 	 "Have you EVER stopped smoking for one day or longer?" 
Respondent answered ''yes" quickly. When asked if he thought about a specific 
time he quit, he said he quit for about 3 weeks one time. 

Question 6a. 	 "During the PAST 12 MONI1IS, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer?" 
Respondent quickly answered ''yes". 

Question 6b. 	 "How many times during the past 12 months have you stopped smoking for one day or 
longer?" 
Respondent said that was a difficult question. Said one day is such a short period 
of time. He has gone plenty of times for one day without a cigarette because he 
was busy or doing something and didn't have time for them. Said his answer will 
not be accurate. I asked if it would be easier/more accurate if the question 
asked about times he actively decided to quit for a day or longer. He said it 
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would be easier, then answered "3". 
couple. 

He said that was probably give or take a 

Question 7a. "In the past year, have you seen a . .. medical doctor? dentist?" 
When I read "medical doctor", the respondent said that depends on which type of 
doctor. His wife works with a bunch of doctors so he sees them all the time. 
When I asked about seeing them on a professional basis, he said "Oh, have I been 
to the doctors?" He hesitated and then said he's been to the dentist about 4 
times because his wife is a dental hygienist. Hesitated before saying that was all. 

Question Tu. "In the past year, did any dentist advise you to stop smoking?" 
Respondent laughed and said yes - everytime he goes to his wife's office, they 
advise him to stop. 

Question 8a. "Are you seriously considering quitting within the next 6 months?" 
Respondent said he didn't know. He then said he didn't think you could 
"seriously consider" quitting. Said if it ever really affects his health, he will quit. 

Question 8b. "Are you planning to quit in the next 30 days?" 
Respondent said "no". 

Question 9. "During the past year, have any organizations in your area offered you stop smoking 
information or activities ? Which ones?" 
Respondent immediately said "yes". His wife got him involved in a stop smoking 
program at the base which was run by the Heart and Lung Association 
volunteers. I marked "other". 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la. 	 "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco 
or snuffon a regular basis?" 
Respondent said he used other tobacco products but not on a regular basis. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question 	 "Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" 
The respondent answered "yes". 

Question 1. 	 "Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe 
following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas 
and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
Respondent asked me to repeat the question. Then he said these would be hard 
to answer because he is self employed. I asked what he defined his worksite to 
be. He said the telephone and then said his home. Said he is allowed to smoke 
in his home but since his home didn't have "private offices", "break areas", etc. I 
marked N/ A. For "restrooms", I marked "all". He then said he is an appliance 
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repairman. So his worksite could be wherever he is working that day (i.e. a 
customer's home also). 

Question 2. 	 "Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to 
employees who want to quit smoking?" 
Said the question didn't apply. 

F. Other Issues 

Question 1. 	 "Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed 
without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail 
Lounges? Indoor Sporting Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
After I read "restaurants", the respondent said "that's a touchy one." Eventually 
said owner should be able to say. No restriction. For hospitals, said it should be 
kept off the emphysema area. I marked "designated areas". For government 
buildings, said we know already that the government says "no". When asked if 
that was his opinion also, he said what's good enough for the government is good 
enough for him. Marked "not allowed at ail". For worksites, he said there are so 
many worksites that it was impossible to say no to all of them or yes to some of 
them. Went on to talk about construction workers and said it would be fine. 
Said his sister works for the Cancer Society and people smoke right there on the 
place. Said it depends on the circumstances of the worksite. When asked if that 
meant designated areas, he said the areas didn't need to be designated. Felt 
nonsmoking areas should be designated and not the other way around. 
Reluctantly said "designated areas" because that's the way it is. For bars and 
cocktail lounges, immediately said "no restriction". For indoor sporting events, 
the respondent thought about gyms. Said he really didn't think it was a question 
because people don't do it. When I asked if you should be allowed to smoke if 
you wanted to, he said he could go outside if he wanted to smoke. Eventually 
said "designated areas" in gyms. When we expanded the question to include 
sports arenas, he said "no restriction". For malls, he hesitated then said it 
depends on the type of store. Said he likes it the way it is now -. can't smoke in 
the stores, but can smoke in the hallways. I marked "designated areas". For 
busses and trains, he again hesitated. Said it depends on the ventilation. Said 
there should be no smoking if there is no ventilation and smoking should be 
allowed if there is ventilation. I couldn't mark a category. 

Question 2. 	 "Ijyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization 
would you most likely contact? " 
The respondent said "if I wanted information on STOPPING?" He hesitated and 
then said "family doctor". Said it was a dumb question for him because if he 
wanted to stop, he would stop. He wouldn't have to seek anybody. 

Question 3. 	 "In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fast1ood 
establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" 
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The respondent listed places and said whether or not you could smoke in them. 
Then said 75%-80%. When asked how confident he was of his estimate, he said 
75%. 

Question 4. "Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 
No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. 
Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." 
Respondent said the "going statement" is no one is allowed to smoke in his home. 
When asked if that best described the rules, he said that was what his wife's rules 
are. His rule is smoking is allowed anywhere. I marked the first box. (NOTE: 
See his wife's interview April 12, 2:00 pm!) 

Question Sa. "Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 
it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
Respondent answered "both". He didn't seem to have a problem with either 
term. 

Question Sb. 	 "In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other 
substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving 
on to the next item. When I said cocaine, respondent said he didn't know. He's 
never done cocaine. When I asked about heroin, and caffeine, he also said he 
didn't know. When I asked about alcohol, he said "more addicting". Said he 
smokes more than he drinks. When asked about marijuana, he said marijuana is 
less addicting. When asked about valium, he said he had used it, but didn't think 
he could compare the two. He said he based his comparison on how difficult it 
was to release. 

Question 6. 	 "Do you think the laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been 
adequately enforced?" 
Respondent said "no". He was aware of laws but said he started as a minor so 
the laws couldn't have been enforced. Considers minors to be persons 18 years 
old and under. 

Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 
property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 
completely?" 
Respondent asked me to reread the question. He hesitated and then said it 
depended on who you were giving the free samples to. He thought there should 
be an age restriction. He didn't seem to have a problem with the term public 
property. 

Question 8. 	 "Do you think sponsorship of sponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 
be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent asked me to reread the question. Said he went blank during the first 
part of the question. Said "no restriction". 
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Question 9. 	 "Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without any 
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent hesitated and then said "without restriction". 



ATTACHMENT 5 

Report on Cognitive Interviewing 
for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 

Date: April 12, 1991 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
Respondent: Non smoker, white, female, approx. 23 years old, married, employed 

A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 

Question 1. 	 "Have you smoked at Least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" 
Respondent had no problem answering "no". 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la. 	 "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco 
or snuff on a regular basis?" 
Respondent answered "no". She said she had her answer after I read "other 
tobacco products". She didn't even listen to the list. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Question "Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house ?" 
The respondent answered ''yes". 

Question 1. "Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe 
following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas 
and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
Respondent immediately said "none" to all of the listed places. Said she works in 
a government building and no smoking is allowed anywhere. She considers her 
worksite to be the building she works in. 

Question 2. "Has your employer ever offered a quit smoldng program or any other help to 
employees who want to quit smoking?" 
Respondent answered "yes". Considered her employer to be her department. 

Question 3. "Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any other help to employees 
who want to quit smoldng within the past 12 months?" 
Respondent asked me to repeat the question. Didn't pick up on the distinction 
between the two questions. 

F. Other Issues 

Question l. "Concerning smoldng in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed 
without restriction, should be pennitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
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all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals ? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail 
Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
Respondent had no problem answering any of these questions. 

Question 2. "Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization 
would you most likely contact?" 
The respondent said "Red Cross" and "Heart and Lung Association". 

Question 3. "In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and fast-food 
establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" 
Respondent immediately said all do. Considered those around where she lives 
and works that she goes to. Very confident in answer. 

Question 4. "Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 
No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. 
Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home. " 
Respondent said she doesn't want it but her husband does it, so she would have 
to say "permitted anywhere". If he ever quits, it won't be allowed. 

Question Sa. "Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 
it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
After I read "a habit, ... an addiction", the respondent cut in and said "both". 

Question Sb. "In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other 
substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana ? Valium ?" 
Respondent said cigarettes are less addictive than everything except caffeine. 
Said once you are addicted to these other things, the process of clearing yourself 
and getting rid of them is a lot harder and a lot more chemically dependent than 
nicotine. 

Question 6. "Do you think the laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been 
adequately enforced?" 
Respondent immediately said "no". Had no problem with this question. 
Considers minors to be persons under 16 years old. 

Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 
property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 
completely?" 
Respondent said "banned". Thought if people want the product, they should buy 
it. Thought of the home when I said "public property". 

Question 8. "Do you think sponsorship of sponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 
be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent said it didn't matter to her. The term "sponsorship" didn't seem to 
cause any problem. 
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Question 9. 	 "Do you think advenising of tobacco products should be allowed without any 
restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
Respondent said ''without restriction". Had no apparent problem with the term 
"advertising". 



ATTACH~i:NT 6 

SUMMARY OF COGNITIVE INTERVIEWS FOR THE 

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE'S SMOKING SUPPLEMENT 


RESPONDENT #1 


Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 11:00 a.m. 


I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both 
tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the 
interview would proceed. In addition. I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end 
of the session. 

From observation, the subject was a white female. She later told me in the interview she was 17 
vears old. 

A. Smoking prevalence/ screener 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "13" to this question and indicated she had no problem 
identifying the age she started smoking fairly regularly. Upon probing, she defined "fairly 
regularly" as a pack a day. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #4: The respondent answered "Every day" to this question and had no problems 
answering the question. 

Question #6: The respondent's first answer was "a pack or pack and a half'. She did not 
answer the question in terms of number of cigarettes as asked. I probed further as to how many 
cigarettes that would be and she gave a response of "30". When asked how she decided upon 
that answer, she responded "by how often she goes to the store". 

B. Current Smoker 

Question #4: When asked how she decided upon her answer of "3", the respondent stated that 
she didn't start smoking heavily until a year after she started. 

Question #5: I asked the respondent how she decided upon her answer of "Yes" and she said 
she had tried to quit and it didn't work. Her whole family smoked which made quitting very 
difficult. 
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Question #6a: I asked the respondent if she could specifically recall the instance during the 
past 12 month when she stopped smoking for one day or longer. She said it was very easy 
because she tried to quit at Christmas. 

Question #6b: Respondent had no recall problems. The one time was at Christmas as 
indicated in question #6a. 

Question #7a: Respondent knew she had seen a medical doctor in the past year because she 
was in the hospital. She defined past year as beginning January 1, 1990. Respondent had also 
seen a dentist in the past year and had no recall problems. 

Question #7b: The respondent answered "No" to both medical doctor and dentist. She stated 
the doctor only advised her to cut back on her smoking and she did not interpret that statement 
as advising her to quit. 

Question #7c: The check item was confusing to me as an interviewer and I did not ask the 
respondent question #7c. 

Question #8a: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She defined "seriously 
considering" as actually quitting not just thinking about it. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She interpreted "offered you" as 
any booklets you receive in school or nicotine gum. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was not familiar with the 
term "snuff'. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Check Item: The respondent said she worked every day. 

Question #1: When I asked the respondent about private offices, she responded with a "Yes". 
She did not answer in the prescribed format of all, some, or none. I had to clarify that what 
she meant by a yes and she stated she meant all. She indicated that her worksite had no break 
areas and lounges or cafeterias. She was unsure about smoking in restrooms. She stated that 
since there were not any no smoking signs that you could smoke in all the restrooms. She 
defined worksite as the area where she specifically works. This area is only a portion of the 
whole office where she is employed. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "No" to this question. When I probed further and 
asked her what she thought was meant by "any other help" she answered a doctor. I asked if 
there was a doctor at her employer and she said no. She was not thinking specifically about her 
employer giving her help when she answered doctor. She stated the only thing her employer has 
done is suggesting that she quit and she did not interpret that as help. 
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F. Other Issues 

Question #1: The respondent was able to answer this question easily using the prescribed 
categories. When asked what she was thinking about in regards to government buildings, she 
said she really didn't think about anything but she would assume it would be "someplace like 
here". She defined worksite as a place where people work like McDonalds. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "doctor" to this question and did not know of any 
others. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "SO%" to this question but with much hesitation. When 
I probed further she stated that most places she goes have two separate sections. She stated she 
does eat out a lot. When asked how confident she was in her answer she said it was just a 
guess. 

Question #4: The respondent answered "occasionally allowed". She defined this as her room 
only and did not think of it in terms of time. She said a home is a place that is yours whereas a 
residence is a place you are staying. 

Question #Sa: The respondent answered "both" to this question. She said a habit is something 
you do while an addiction is something you can't stop doing. 

Question #Sb: This question caused serious response and recording problems. The question 
asks are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive or about the same as, for example, heroin. 
When asked about heroin, the respondent answered "less". As the interviewer I checked the 
block for "less". After reviewing the tape, it was clear that the respondent meant heroin was less 
addictive than cigarettes. Based on the way the question is phrased, the "More" block should 
have been checked. The question could be better phrased by asking, "Are the following 
substances more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as cigarettes?" 

Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was familiar with the laws 
and from personal experience she said she can get cigarettes anywhere and she is under age. 

Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned". She thought public property might mean a 
mall. 

Question #8: The respondent answered "Without restriction". She thought sponsorship meant 
like a car race. She was confused by the term "sponsorship". 

Question #9: The respondent answered "Some restriction". However, she was not familiar with 
the current laws and said she was thinking about television and billboards. 



ATTACH'1ENT 7 


RESPONDENT #2 

Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 2:00 p.m. 

I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both 
tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the 
interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end 
of the session. 

From observation, the subject was a white female. I later determined from her responses that 
she was approximately 18 years old. 

A Smoking Prevalence/Screener 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "14" to this question. She define "fairly regularly" as 
frequent and when smoking becomes a habit. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #4: The respondent answered "every day" to this question and had no problems 
answering the question. 

Question #6: The respondent indicated she had trouble coming up with an answer to this 
question. She stated it depended upon whether she was at work or not. After probing, she 
decided upon 10 cigarettes a day. She decided this because she usually smokes a pack and a 
half every two days and always ends up giving a couple away to friends. 

B. Current Smoker 

Question #4: The respondent answered "3 years" to this question. She did not have any 
problems recalling information to respond to this question. 

Question #5: The respondent easily recalled instances where she stopped smoking for one day 
or longer including when she was sick, had her tonsils out, or when she didn't have money to 
buy cigarettes. 

Question #6a: Once again, the respondent easily recalled when she stopped smoking for one 
day or longer during the past 12 months. Everyone at her work tried to stop at the same time. 

Question #6b: The respondent had a hard time recalling how many times she had stopped 
smoking during the past 12 months. She originally answered "6 times". After probing, she 
realized she had not included the days she tried to quit and adjusted her response to "15 times". 
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Question #7a: The respondent was able to recall when she saw a doctor in the past year 
because she had an ear infection. However, she did not understand what was meant by "past 
year". She last saw a dentist a year and a half ago. 

Question #7b: The respondent answered "No" to this question stating the medical doctor did 
not mention quitting smoking. 

Question #7c: The check item confused me and I did not ask question #7c. 

Question #8a: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question. She interpreted "seriously 
considering" as wanting and willing to quit. 

Question #8b: The respondent was uncertain as to whether she planned to quit in the next 30 
days. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She defined stop smoking 
information or activities as brochures or support groups. She thought "offered you" meant 
receiving something in the mail. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question #la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She said snuff was a form of 
chewing tobacco. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Check Item: The respondent stated she did work last week. 

Question #1: The respondent had difficulty answering this question using the prescribed 
format. She responded "Yes" to each part of the question rather than responding with all, some, 
or none. I had to clarify her answer each time. She thought of her worksite, a beauty shop, 
when she answered this question. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "No" to this question because her employer smokes. 
She thought "any other help" would include encouragement. 

F. Other Issues 

Question #1: The respondent described government buildings as the Census Bureau or Naval 
Intelligence. She has a friend who works for the Navy. She interpreted worksite to be 
specifically a construction worksite. 

Question #2: The respondent had a variety of responses to this question including the library, 
fire department, supermarkets, and the American Lung Association. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "99%" to this question. She was very confident in her 
answer and felt like practically everywhere she went there were two separate areas. However, 
she did state that she usually only went to fast food restaurants. 
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Question #4: The respondent said smoking was permitted anywhere in her home. She saw no 
difference between home and residence. She interpreted "occasionally allowed" as referring to 
particular times rather than particular places in the home. 

Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. She felt that a habit was 
something you were use to doing and an addiction was something you want to do. 

Question #5b: This respondent had the same problem with this question as the Respondent 
# 1. She wanted to answer that cocaine was less addictive than cigarettes rather than cigarettes 
were more addictive than cocaine. It caused problems for me in recording her answer. Also, 
she did not understand what was meant by "addictive nature" and was not familiar with valium. 

Question #6: She immediately answered "Yes" to this question. After I probed concerning her 
knowledge of the specific laws she changed her answer to "No" after thinking about her past 
experiences. 

Question #7: The respondent answered "some restriction" but did not know what was meant by 
distribution of free cigarettes. She thought public property referred to street corners or 
supermarkets. 

Question #8: The respondent answered "without restriction" but was thinking just about 
advertising when evaluating the meaning of sponsorship. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "some restriction" to this question. She was thinking 
about magazines and billboards when she answered. However, she did know the laws about 
advertising on television and stated that was the reason why she responded with some 
restriction. She felt advertising should continue not to be allowed on television. 



ATTACH~ENT 8 

RESPONDENT #3 

Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 3:00 p.m. 

I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both 
tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the 
interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms he would sign at the end 
of the session. 

From observation, the subject was a white male. I would estimate his age to be approximately 
18 years old. 

A. Smoking Prevalence/Screener 

Question #1: The respondent answered "No" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question #la: The respondent answered "No" to this question and was not familiar with the 
product snuff. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 


Check Item: The respondent has not worked for the past several months. 


F. Other Issues 


Question #1: The respondent thought of the Capitol when asked about government buildings. 
He had trouble providing responses to worksites and indoor sporting events because it depended 
on the type of worksite or sporting event. For example, he stated that employees of a gas 
station should not be permitted to smoke. 

Question #2: The respondent answered doctor and health department. The question was very 
clear to him. 

Question #3: The respondent had no idea initially when I asked this question. After probing, 
he indicated he only went to fast food restaurants. I asked if he could give an answer just 
relating to fast food and he responded with 50%. However, he was not confident in his answer. 

Question #4: The respondent saw no difference between home and residence. He was not sure 
what "occasionally allowed" meant, but after further probing felt like it meant a place rather than 
a time orientation. 

Question #Sa: The respondent felt that his answer to this question depended on the individual. 
He finally answered an addiction after further probing. 
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Question #Sb: The respondent answered "Don't know" for each substance he had never used. 
He only gave a response for alcohol and caffeine. He defined "addictive nature" as needing 
another cigarette. 

Question #6: The respondent felt enforcement has not been adequate because he sees minors 
in stores all the time allowed to purchase cigarettes. He said he was familiar with the laws. 

Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. However, he did not 
understand the terms distribution and public property. He felt that your home would not be 
public property. 

Question #8: The respondent did not understand what was meant by sponsorship. He 
answered ''without restriction" after probing, for example if a cigarette company sponsored a 
wrestling match. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "without restriction". He felt that advertising should be 
allowed on television and magazines. 



ATTACHMENT 9 


RESPONDENT #4 

Date and Time of Interview: April 15, 1991 at 2:00 p.m. 

I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both 
tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the 
interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms he would sign at the end 
of the session. 

From observation, the subject was a white male. I would estimate his age to be in the low 60s. 

A. Smokin~ prevalence/screener 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #2: When the respondent first answered this question, he responded with a year not 
an age. After clarification, he answered "21 years old". However, after he defined "fairly 
regularly" as smoking half a pack a day, he changed his answer. He stated at the age of 21 he 
started smoking, but did not begin to smoke regularly until the age of 25. Without further 
probing, I would have recorded an inaccurate response. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "No" to this question. He was a former smoker. 

C. Fonner Smoker 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #3: In answer to this question, the respondent first answered in terms of the year he 
stopped completely. After probing, he calculated the time to be 40 years. He recalled this 
period of his life because it was when he came back from overseas and switched to a pipe. 

Question #4: The respondent answered "10" to this question. In deciding upon his answer, he 
said he recalled the number of cigarettes in a pack and he knew he didn't smoke an entire pack 
a day. He stated it was just a rough guess. 

Question #5: The respondent answered "10" to this question. He stated he recalled his time 
overseas to come up with his answer. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la: The respondent answered "Yes" to pipes and cigars. The question worked very 
well with this respondent. He was familiar with the tobacco product snuff. 

Question lb: The respondent did not currently use pipes and cigars. Once again, this question 
worked very well with this respondent. 
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E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Check Item: The respondent answered "No" to the check item. 

F. Other Issues 

Question #1: The respondent immediately answered "Not allowed at all" even before I read the 
list to him. Once I started through the list, he understood the format of the question. He felt 
government buildings referred to office buildings. When asked about worksites, he said he 
thought about his cousin who worked in the car body shop and smoked while he was working on 
the cars. 

Question #2: The respondent answered "Heart Association and Cancer Institute". He was not 
aware of the exact titles of these organizations, but I went ahead and checked the American 
Heart Association and American Cancer Society. This question may cause confusion in the field 
since respondents may not be able to provide exact title of organizations. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "very few" initially. Upon probing, he decided upon 10 
percent and felt very confident about his answer. He stated he eats out quite a lot and has 
trouble finding restaurants with non-smoking section. 

Question #4: The respondent stated smoking was never allowed in his home or residence. He 
said there was a difference between home and residence. Home is his individual apartment 
while residence is his apartment complex. 

Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. He stated a habit is a routine 
while an addiction is something you can't help but do. He seemed very clear on the difference 
between the two. 

Question #5b: When asked this question, the respondent answered "More". Upon probing, I 
learned that he meant cocaine was more addictive than cigarettes. However, based on the 
format of the question it should have been answered that cigarettes were less addictive than 
cocaine. This is the same problem encountered in other cognitive interviews. He defined 
addictive nature as a compulsion. 

Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. However, he stated he was not 
familiar with the laws but just had the impression that the laws were not enforced. 

Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He felt free distribution on 
public property meant outside government buildings when people come out of work. 

Question #8: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He referred to the Virginia 
Slims tennis tournament as an example of sponsorship. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He was familiar with the 
laws and knew advertising on television was not permitted. He was thinking of any type of 
media when answering the question. 



.~TTAC H"1ENT 10 

RESPONDENT #5 

Date and Time of Interview: April 15, 1991 at 3:00 p.m. 

I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both 
tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the 
interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end 
of the session. 

From observation, the subject was a white female. I later determined from her responses that 
she was approximately 60 years old. 

A. Smoking prevalence/ screener 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
the question. 

Question #2: The respondent had a different time responding to this question. She 
experienced significant recall problems. She finally responded "somewhere in her 20s". After 
she thought about the term fairly regularly, she changed her answer to "her 30s". She realized in 
her 20s she was smoking very seldom. The respondent said she had a hard time answering this 
question because her smoking was random. Finally, she decided upon the age of 33, but was not 
confident in her answer. 

Question #3: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was a former smoker. 

C. Former Smoker 

Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question, but could not guarantee she 
smoked everyday as stated in the question. 

Question #3: She answered "10 years" to this question. She stated she did not have a recall 
problem because she could easily identify events in her life which lead her to quit. For example, 
a number of people she knew had passed over due to smoking related illnesses and her son was 
pressuring her to quit. 

Question #4: The respondent answered "10 cigarettes" to this question. However, the answer 
was strictly an average since her smoking tended to be random. 

Question #5: The respondent answered "20 years" to this question. She stated it was difficult 
for her to recall exactly but based on her current age she estimated 20 years. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

Question la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was familiar with the tobacco 
product snuff. 
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E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

Check Item: The respondent answered "No" to the check item. 

F. Other Issues 

Question #1: The respondent had no problems following the format of this question. She could 
not give a specific example of a type of government building or worksite since there were so 
many different kinds of each. 

Question #2: The respondent answered the American Cancer Society, American Heart 
Association, and the newspaper. The question worked very well and was easy to understand. 

Question #3: The respondent had a difficult time coming up with an answer to this question. 
She stated the percentage was very small and finally decided upon 25 percent. She stated she 
eats out very often, but still is not at all confident in her answer. 

Question #4: The respondent answered no one is allowed to smoke in her home. She did not 
see a difference between home and residence. The option "occasionally allowed" confused her, 
but she did not worry because she knew smoking was not allowed at all. 

Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. She felt habit was defined as 
going through the motions and an addiction is like an addiction to drugs. 

Question #5b: The respondent had a difficult time with this question because she said the 
difference in addiction between cigarettes and other substances depends on the person. Many 
factors have a bearing on how addictive something is compared to cigarettes. She defined 
addictive nature as getting hooked and being a slave to a substance. 

Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. However, she was not sure of 
the laws and felt like they varied from state to state. 

Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She believed public 
property meant public schools or government buildings. She lost sight of the question because 
she was thinking solely of the cigarettes companies' efforts to sell cigarette internationally to 
poor underdeveloped countries. 

Question #8: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She thought of tennis 
tournaments and billboards at stadiums when thinking about sponsorship. 

Question #9: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She was totally against 
advertising on any media. She was familiar with the current laws in this area. 



ATTACHMENT 11 


Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement 

The subject was a 30-year-old white female smoker. The interview was 
conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday, April 5 at the CSMR Response Research 
Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about 
to conduct. I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and 
that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of 
how she should use the think aloud method to answer the questions I would 
pose. I mentioned that the interview would be both audio- and videotaped and 
told her that at the end of the interview I would ask her to sign a consent 
form so that I could show the tapes to other researchers. 

A. Smoking prevalence/screener 

At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes), she answered "yes" immediately. She 
said that was an easy one , she didn't need to think about it at all. 

In response to question 2 (age when first smoked), she began thinking aloud , 
"I was in junior high, about 8th grade. I graduated in 1978, so about 15 
years, I guess." I thought this answer reflected how long ago she began 
smoking, so I commented that the question asked how old she was, and in 
response she said, "13." When asked how she came up with that answer, she 
said "I know I graduated in 1978 , I've been smoking for 15 years, and I'm 30 
so I just subtracted ." When asked her definition of "fairly regularly" she 
said "smoking every day a few cigarettes." Then she changed her mind and sa id 
that when she started smoking at age 13 she had to sneak, so that was not 
fairly regularly. To her , regular is waking up and having a cigarette. On 
this basi s, she revised her orig inal answer to tenth grade, or age 15. (Thi s 
actually better corresponds to her subtraction anyway, si nce she sa id she was 
30 years old and had smoked for 15 years.) At age 13, she smoked a couple of 
ci garettes a day, after school or while walking home-- t hat is not fairly
regularly, according to her definition. 

At question 3 (smoke now), she qMickly said "yes . " At question A4 (every day 
or some days), without hesitation she said "every day." 

At question 6 (number of cigarettes smoked), she said, "There are 20 
cigarettes in a pack; I smoke almost a whole pack, some days I won't, I might 
have two or three cigarettes left over , so an average of 18-20 . " 

B. Current Smoker 

At question 4 (number of years smoked). I read the question and the 
parenthesized instruction about not including time you stayed off cigarettes 
for 6 months or longer. Her immediate reaction was, "So what was the question 
again?" After I reread the question, she said, "Every day . .. ! did quit one 
time, but it wasn't for six months so I can't count that . " Then she thought 
the amount of time she smoked in high school, and she used her graduation in 
1978 as a reference point . She came up with an answer of 14 years. (This is 
slightly different than an answer she gave earlier.) 

At question 5 (ever stopped smoking for one day or longer), she said "yes . " 
Then she said, "I haven't had a cigarette today, as a matter of fact ." In 
response to some probing, she revealed that her response included times when, 
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for reasons other than deliberate attempts to quit, she went one full day
without smoking a cigarette. For example, if she had too much to drink and 
smoke one night, she might get a "cigarette hangover" and not want a cigarette
the next day. 

At question 6a (stopped smoking during the past 12 months), she said "yes" and 
reiterated her previous interpretation. If she had a sore throat or something 
like that, she would consider that to be stopping smoking. 

At question 6b (number of times stopped in the past 12 months), she thought 
about the number of times she had been sick with a sore throat. She gave an 
answer of 5; she counted up individual instances of times she remembered when 
she either had strep throat or had been out and had too many beers. She 
considered instances since the beginning of last year, January 1990. 

At question 7a (medical doctor), she responded that she was laid off from her 
job in June and she hasn ' t seen a doctor since then. Then she thought further 
about the last year, and visits to a medical doctor. She responded that she 
had seen a doctor a few months before she got laid off. 

At question 7b (doctor advise to stop smoking), she said that they took her 
off birth control pills when she turned 30 because she smoked. When 
questioned, she said that she interpreted this as being advised to stop ... the 
doctor told her he would have to take her off birth control pills if she 
didn't stop smoking because it's bad for your health. 

At question 7a (dentist), she quickly said "yes." And no dentist had advised 
her quit smoking (7b). 

At question 8a (seriously considering quitting), she said "no. 11 She thought 
the question wanted to know whether she even thinks about quitting, and the 
answer to that is no. 

At question 9 (stop smoking information), she thought about the past year, and 
said that her previous employer had offered something, but that had been over 
a year ago. When questioned, she said she was again referring to the date of 
January 1990 in answering the question. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

At question la (use other tobacco products), she started to laugh. She didn't 
recognize the term "snuff," although she was familiar with all the terms 
contained in the question. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent 
reported that she is employed. 

At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), her immediate response was 
"yes." When given the response categories (all, some, or none) again she 
said, "Everywhere... everywhere you want in our office." Going down the list, 
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she continued to say that smoking is allowed anywhere until she got to last 
item--restrooms . Then she said that there was no sign to say you can't smoke 
in the restroom, but she doesn't smoke there anyway. When pressed for an 
answer, she said smoking is allowed in all restrooms. She defined her 
worksite as her own office . 

At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she had a question , "Any
time, right? Not just in the past year? You asked me a question a little 
while ago about something like that in the past year." (She was referring to 
question B9, which she had answered with respect to her employer.) When I 
repeated the question, she said, "yes." Then she realized that she was 
talking about a previous employer that she had , but not the company she 
currently works for . If she answered with respect to her current employer, 
the answer would be no . 

At question 3 (employer help to quit smoking in past 12 months), she said 
"no . " She switched her focus and was now talking about her current employer . 
Even though she has not been employed there for 12 months, she provided an 
answer, which she based on her perception of whether they would have offered 
one. 

F. Other Issues 

At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she quickly answered with predefined 
response categories when asked about restaurants, hospitals, and government 
buildings. She questioned what the term "worksites" meant ... she thought it 
meant the space where she does her work (i.e., her office). She answered 
readily for all the other sites. She responded "designated areas" for 
shopping malls--she thought smoking should be allowed in the mall itself but 
not in the stores. Similarly for indoor sporting events, she thought smoking
should be allowed on the concourse, but not in seating areas. She thought the 
question about government buildings referred to office buildings where 
government employees work. 

At question 2 {stop smoking information), she quickly responded, "my doctor." 

At question 3 {nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said, "all of them. " 
She used her personal experience of the restaurants she has eaten in to answer 
this question. She doesn ' t eat out a lot {maybe twice a month), and she said 
she was not very sure of her answer to this question. 

At question 4 {smoking restrictions at home) , she readily responded. When 
questioned about the difference between "home" and "residence", she replied 
that "residence" refers to owned homes; "home" refers to a rented place where 
you live. 

At question Sa {addiction vs. habit), she first said "habit." Then she said, 
"you can say both?" and changed her answer. In trying to define a habit and 
an addiction, she couldn't really differentiate them. She described an 
addiction as when you 've got to have it, where you're on edge and it effects 
your mood, but then she thought that referred to a habit too . She didn't 
change her answer from "both," although she could not state what the 
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difference was between the two terms. At part b, she based her answers on 
what she had read, since she had no personal experience with some of the 
choices . She thought that all drugs have the same level of addiction, and 
cocaine, heroin, alcohol , marijuana, and valium are all drugs. Caffeine is 
not like smoking, and smoking is more addictive. She defined "addictive 
nature of something" as when people would do anything to get it. 

11At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she replied "no . She 
based this answer on a recent observation of a "kid" buying cigarettes, where 
he. had no problem purchasing them even though he was underage. 

At question 7 (distribution of samples), she asked, "on what property?" and 
then said it should be allowed without any restriction. When asked to define 
public property, she was very hesitant. She mentioned shopping malls and 
parks as examples of public property. Your home and your worksite would not 
be considered public property, but the Capital Centre would be. When 
questioned , she said the question was referring to people who give out little 
packs that have three or four cigarettes in them. 

At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she said, "without any
restriction . " 

At question 9 (advertising), she said, "some restrictions.'' The restrictions 
she had in mind had to do with television advertising that might affect 
children. 



ATT AC l-r1ENT 12 

Notes fro~ CPS Smoking Supplement 

The subject was a 31-year-old white female smoker. The interview was 
conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday, April 5 at the CSMR Response Research 
Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about 
to conduct. I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and 
that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of 
how she should use the think aloud method to answer the qustions I would pose.
I mentioned that the interview would be both audio-and videotaped and told her 
that at the end of the interview I would ask her to sign a consent form so 
that I could show the tapes to other researchers. 

A. Smoking Prevalence/Screener 

At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes), she said "I'm sure I have. I've been 
smoking cigarettes for years, ever since I was a young kid, so yes ... quite a 
few more." 

At question 2 (age when first smoked), she questioned, "Regularly? Well, I 
didn't smoke regularly in elementary school, but I'd say 7th grade, probably." 
She answered in terms of a grade, and converted this to age 13 in response to 
a probe. She defined regularly as any time that she wasn't at home--on the 
way to and from school, and between classes--about ten cigarettes a day. She 
didn't smoke at home since she wasn't allowed to. She contrasted this to her 
behavior in elementary school, which was not regular. At that time she goofed 
off and smoked a cigarette whenever her sister or a friend had some. In 
response to a question, she said that she would not define smoking one 
cigarette every day as smoking regularly. 

At question 3 (smoke now), without hesitation she said "Yes, I do." 

At question 4 (every day or some days), she said "I smoke every day." 

At question 6 (number of cigarettes smoked), she slowly answered, "Probably 20 
to 30." She calculated this on the basis of the number of cigarettes in a 
pack, and the number of packs she buys in a day. 

8. Current Smoker 

At question 4 (number of years smoked), she began by thinking about the times 
she hadn't smoked. While in the hospital having a baby, she had stopped for a 
day, but this would not be long enough to count. Then she calculated that she 
was thirteen when she started smoking every day, and she is 31 now. She 
subtracted and came up with an answer of 18 years. 

At question 5 (ever stopped smoking for one day or longer), she said, "No, 
I've only thought about it." She felt that the phrase "stop smoking for a 
day" involved a deliberate attempt to try to quit but after a day knowing she 
couldn't handle it. 

At question 7a (medical doctor}, she said quickly, "Yes, I have." She dated 
her experience as being within the past year because she has allergies and 
every spring she winds up in the doctor's office. Her last visit was last 
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May, and the reference date she used in answering the question was April 
1990--one year ago. 

At question 7b (medical doctor), she laughed and said, "Yes." The doctor told 
her that with her allergies and asthma, cigarette smoking is not healthy. Her 
problems would probably not be as severe if she would quit. 

At question 7a (dentist), she said, "Yes ." She had a lot of dental work done, 
every day for a month in July, and three other dental visits as well . 

At question 7b (dentist), she reported that her dentist didn ' t say anything 
about smoking, although she knows that smoking is not good for the teeth. 

At question Ba (seriously considering quitting), she answered sl owly and said, 
"No, I ' m really not. I think about it a lot, but no, I'm not considering it." 
She has thought about it for the last two years--her children don ' t like it, 
and she tries to be considerate of them. She has to think about where and 
when she can smoke. She has thought that if she didn't smoke, she wouldn 't 
have to worry about these things, but she has never decided that she would 
actually make a real attempt to try and stop. 

At question 9 (stop smoking information), she gave a negative answer . When 
questioned, she said that anything by mail or telephone call, or see ing 
brochures in a grocery store or library, would be examples of someone offering
information . 

0. Other Tobacco Use 

At question la (use other tobacco products), she laughed and said, "No," and 
recalled a time at her grandfather 's when she thought she would have a 
nicotine fit because she ran out of cigarettes. She thought that snuff was 
something in a can that used to be used by bikers, but she was not really 
sure. 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent 
reported that she is employed. 

At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), she said, "Yes, they allow 
smoking anywhere." In response to each part of the item, she said "yes" 
rather than gi ving one of the appropriate response categories (all, some, or 
none). When we got to restrooms, she was somewhat more hesitant. She doesn ' t 
smoke there, but there is no sign that says it 's not allowed, so she assumes 
it is allowed. She gave a response to the "cafeteria" item, even though her 
workplace does not have a cafeteria, it only has a break area with a microwave 
and a sink. She defined her worksite as anything within the company's suite 
of offices, including private offices, conference rooms, reception area, and 
copy room. 

At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she quickly said, "No." 
In answering, she focused on the first part of the question--offered a quit 
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smoking program--and couldn't give an example of what kinds of things might 
constitute "any other help," which is the second part of the question. She 
felt that offerring a quit smoking program seemed to be the major part of the 
question. 

F. Other Issues 

At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she discussed her experiences in 
going out to eat in restaurants, and deciding on whether to sit in a smoking 
or nonsmoking section based on how long the wait was. Although she thought it 
should be allowed in designated areas, she wouldn't object if it wasn't 
allowed. For the most part, she was able to answer the question using the 
predefined response categories. When answering about "government buildings,'' 
she was thinking about government office buildings such as the one where her 
sister works, and there seemed to be no difference between that category and 
the next one, worksites, in her mind. She had some difficulty in answering 
the question about buses and trains because there were several aspects that 
she needed to take into consideration. Her answer would differ according to 
whether buses were for long-distance traveling or local Metro buses. Also, 
trains have separation points that could be used to designate smoking areas, 
while buses do not. 

At question 2 (stop smoking information), she said, "I have no idea." Then 
after thinking about it for a while, she said she would probably first contact 
her doctor. 

At question 3 (nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said hesitantly, "In 
the places that I go into, I think every one of them has designated areas 
now." Then she volunteered that she doesn't go out very much, and the places 
she goes are limited to ones she can take her children to. 

At question 4 (smoking restrictions at home), she had some problems. There 
are certain areas in her home (for example, the children's bedrooms) where 
smoking is not allowed. The categories in the question don't really allow for 
a "designated areas" response. In terms of the categories in the question, 
she would say "smoking is occasionally allowed;" however, she didn't feel that 
this accurately described her situation. She thought that "occasionally
allowed" was meant to apply to party situations or cases when visitors came to 
a house where smoking was not generally allowed. 

At question Sa (addiction vs. habit), she responded very slowly. Then she 
said she ' s been doing it for so long it ' s a habit. She ' s not sure she 
believes in addiction. Habit is just something that you do; an addiction is 
where your body or mind absolutely has to have it, so that it becomes a 
necessity. 

At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she said, "No, not 
really." She recounted observations of children being allowed to buy 
cigarettes with a note, ostensibly from their parents. She has seen young
people being carded, but her general perception is that the laws are not 
adequately enforced. 
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At question 7 (distribution of samples), she thought it should be banned 
completely because it's encouraging people to smoke. She gave liquor and 
convenience stores, county fairs, and exhibits as examples of public property. 

At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she answered very slowly. She 
said, "You mean tobacco companies advertise sporting events?" Upon rereading
the question, she said she thought it should be allowed without restrictions . 
As an example of what this question was asking about, she said wearing a t 
shirt from a tobacco company that was sponsoring her to walk in the March of 
Dimes Walkathon . 

At question 9 (advertising), she thought about signs that she sees along the 
highway. She said, "Without restriction." Then she said she was thinking 
mostly about billboards and tv commercials, and she thought they had already
taken advertising off tv. When questioned about whether her answer meant that 
she thought advertising should be allowed on tv, she had second thoughts. She 
hadn ' t stopped to think about it , and she thought it was fine that advertising
has been taken off tv. She changed her answer to "some restrictions." 



ATTAC~1ENT 13 

Notes frOIR CPS Smoking Supplement 

The subject was a 27-year-old-white female former smoker. The interview was 
conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday April 5 at the CSMR Response Research 
Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about 
to conduct . I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and 
that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of 
how she should use the think aloud method to answer the questions I would 
pose. I mentioned that the interview would be both audio- and videotaped and 
told her that at the end of the interview I would ask her to sign a consent 
form so that I could show the tapes to other researchers . 

A. Smoking prevalence/ screener 

At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes}, she laughed and said, "Oh, yes." 

At question 2 (age when first smoked}, she said , "Well, I was in high
school . . . l 'd say 15." She defined fairly regularly as smoking at least a 
couple of cigarettes a day . 

At question 3 (smoke now) , she quickly said, "No." 

At question 5 (not at all or some days} , without hesitation she sa id, "Not at 
a11 . " 

C. Former Smoker 

At question l (ever smoked for six months), she said, "yes ." 

At question 3 (how long ago quit}, she thought a bit. "I quit in May, so 
almost a year ... it's been ten months, I guess." She remembered that she quit
in May, because it was just before she went on a trip to Pennsylvania, and she 
was going crazy that whole weekend . 

At question 4 (number of cigarettes a day) , she said , "At least 20, probably 
a pack a day. " 

At question 5 (number of years smoked), she said, "Well, what do you mean do 
not include? If I started when I was 15, and then I quit when I was pregnant , 
and then I quit some times in between, and then I started again, so ... that 
doesn't count, right? I don ' t understand what this instruction means. It 's 
hard for me to remember . . . I ' d have to figure it out ... do you want me to figure
it out?" Then she started calculating the amount of time she had smoked, 
leaving out the time during two pregnancies . She said, "Probably about ten 
years." When questioned she said she didn ' t leave out any time besides the 
two pregnancies , because she probably didn ' t quit for at least six months 
during any of her other attempts to quit smoking. 

0. Other Tobacco Use 

At question la (use other tobacco products) , she laughed and said, "No." She 
didn't know what snuff is .. . she started to give a definition, but then she 
decided she was thinking about chewing tobacco, and said no, she didn't know 
what it is. 
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E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent 
report that she is employed. 

At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), she said, "All" even before I 
gave the first type of place. In response to each of the other places, she 
said, "yes," meaning all. When we got to restrooms, she said, "I guess so, 
didn't see any no smoking signs in the restroom ... ! guess you can . " She gave 
answers to each of the questions, even though her worksite does not contain a 
cafeteria. She answered the questions about cafeteria and break area thinking 
about the same place. 

At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she said, "No." When 
asked about what the "any other help" portion of the question referred to, she 
thought it might mean whether insurance would cover the cost of a quit smoking 
program. She couldn't think of any other kind of help an employer could give. 

F. Other Issues 

At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she couldn't give an answer to the 
part about restaurants. As a former smoker, smoking didn ' t bother her, and 
she found it difficult to put herself into a category . She finally settled on 
"designated area . " She didn't have a problem in answering any of the other 
parts of the question. She thought government buildings referred to buildings
like courthouses, county buildings, and museums. Worksites meant individual 
private offices. (This is a different definition from the one she used in 
answering question El, where she meant the suite of company offices . ) 

At question 2 (stop smoking information), she quickly said, "Probably my
doctor . " 

At question 3 (nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said, "Every one, but 
I have to give you a percentage, right? I'd say at least 80 percent." When 
questioned about how she chose the percentage, she said almost every one that 
she knows or has ever been to has a designated area, so from 100 percent she 
just picked 80. 

At question 4 (smoking restrictions at home), without hesitation she said, 
"The last one." When probed about the difference between the terms "home" and 
"residence," she said they mean the same thing . 

At question 5 (habit vs. addiction), she said, "I personally think it's a 
habit. You just get used to it, and you keep doing it." She said a habit is 
something you do out of an everyday routine; an addiction is something you
need and you can't stop. 

At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she said "No." She 
thought the law referred to sale to anyone under the age of 16, but she feels 
that minors include anyone under 18. She answered the question based on her 
personal experience; her sisters can buy cigarettes whenever they want. 
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At question 7 (distribution of samples), she said, "On public property? No, 
think that's fine ... ! don't really understand what you mean by public 
property . " She thought public property included basically anywhere that the 
public is allowed to go . This would include schools, the mall, the Capital 
Centre, even your home, because anyone is allowed to knock on the door. The 
only example of something that is not public property that the respondent gave 
was Andrews Air Force Base, because you have to live there to get on the base. 

At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she said, "When a cigarette 
company sponsors a sporting event? I think it 's fine." When asked to give an 
example of the kind thing the question is asking about, she said, "When you 
see a football game on tv and they do a cigarette commercial, I would think 
that's sponsoring." 

At question 9 (advertising), she said, "I don't know, give me that again?"
After I reread the question, she said, "I think it's fine, no restrictions." 
She was thinking about magazines, billboard signs, and television. She 
couldn't think of any situation where advertising of tobacco products should 
not be allowed. 



ATTACH"1ENT 14 


~ates from CPS Smokinq Su op lement 

Tuesday , April 9 , 11 : 00 a . m. 


Mary Ellen Beacn , FLD ) 


I greeted the respondent, a retired ma le ( who tu rned out t o be a 
f ormer smoker ), o btained hi s v erbal consent to t ape t he session, 
and started the t api ng equipment. I e xp lained that he would be 
asked to sign a consent for m after the session, that he would be 
paid $15 , and that the inf ormation h e gave would be kept 
confident i al. I t a lk ed about the purpose of the study and 
d emonstrated how o ne woula t a lk throug h the thought p rocess while 
answering a question. 

A . S mo king preval e nc e /screener 

At it em 1 ( smokeo at. l east. lOO cig a rettes in entire lif e ) , the 
respond e n t c i d no t. ;-,es i t. a t e i n an s we r i n g · .1 es . · :-1e s a i d r-, e l-Jas 
62, h a d start.ea smokiGg at 17 , ~nicn meant h e h aD smoked fo r 45 
years, and he I-new ne n ad smoked more tha n :.wo cigarettes a year . 

In decicing i:em : t ag e wnen ~ ir st. started s moKi ng cigaret t es 
fa i ri y regu ia r l y) , the r esoondent h ao n o proolem an swer in g that 
it "''as "20 . " rie noted tri a t the auestion a sked about " fa irl y 
r e gular ly " and stated :hat it. was not un til n e was 20 and going 
in to tne mil itary that h e n ao bot.h the opport.un i t.y and n erv e to 
actu a ll y purc~ase a p ac k age o f cigare ttes . P rior to tha t time, 
n e l'""·ad " sn ea ked " cigaret t es as he could . At 2 0 , he smoked a pac k 
ever y Dt her d a y ; l ater h e increased to a pac k a day . 

At ite m 3 , the r espondent h a d a lread y exolained tnat he had 
stopped s moking cigarettes in 1975 ana h ao switc h e d t.o smoking a 
~ipe, s o h e c id no t hesitate in answering. Sim i l ar ly, lte m 5 
r equired r.o ad c it1onal :i rooing t o unoers'tanc l lS an swer , " Not ::.t. 
al 1 

C . F ormer Smoker 

On item 1, the respond e n t. answered without hesitation that. "yes , " 
he n ao smok ed cigarettes e v ery d a y for at l eas t 6 months duri n g 
the time tnat he was in the mili tar y , in h is 2o·s . 

In thinking about h ow l ong h e had been off cigarettes ( stopped 
c omplete ly) ( item 2 ) , t he r espondent thought bac k to when he 
retired f rom the milit ary and subsequent ly took another job. ~e 

stated that he had " tapered off" start i ng around this job cha ng e 
in 1970 and had stopped com p letel y in 1975. Upon p r ob i n g, he 
stated that h e had quit 16 y ears ago. 

D. Other Tobacc o Use 

The r espondent had already talked about how he had switched t o a 
pipe in 1975 and h ad smoked that r egu l ar ly until n e quit in 1990 . 
He stated that h e had smoked an occasional cigar, about once a 
month, during that time. He made the distinction between regular 
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and occasional use with no probing ~eeded. When I probed about 
whether he knew what "snuff " was, he stated that he did knov-1 
because at one time he had sold it in a shop; he had never used 
it. To item lb. (currently use a pipe ) , he reiter-ated that he 
had stopped smoking completely as of January 1990. ( He had 
suffered a hear-t attack. ) 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

The respondent reported that he had retir-ed on March 1, so I 
asked no further questions in this section. 

F. Other Issues 

At item 1 ( whether smoking should be allowed without restriction, 
permitted only in design ated areas, or not allowed at all in . ) 
restaurants? The respondent had no problems remembering the 
three categories o f response; he would h a ve selected "d esignated 
areas " for la rge r estaurants and would have selected " n ot allowed 
at all" fo r small restaurants, so he would have had difficult y 
forcing his an swe r i nt o o ne c ategor y if the size of the 
restaur ant was not specified. Hospitals? The r espondent 
selec ted "not allowed at all" immed i atel y; he talked about the 
healt h/ e cological reasons and t he public relations aspect. 
Government Buildings? The respondent s aid "designated non
smoking area" , but he meant "desig n ated smoking area." He was 
referring to government oftice buildings, and meant designated 
areas f or both employ ees and vi sitors. Worksites? The 
respondent s ai d that i f there was more tha n one person at a 
wor ksite, then smoking should "not be allowed. " When I asked him 
to t h ink about what his worksite would ha ve been when he worked 
at the Uni v ersity of Maryl and, h e described his department 
( park i ng officeJ, with inner offices, open wo r k spaces, and lobby 
area. Bars and Cocktail Lounges? At this question , read the 
three a n swer categories again as a reminder. The respondent 
t alked at length about how it would be i llogical to tell someone 
that the y c ould not s moke, but tney could drin k a lcoho l; he fel t 
that both were bad for a person ' s health. He then selected the 
answer "no restriction." Indoor Sporting Events? He immediate l y 
answered "not allowed at all." He then went on to describe the 
situation at an arena such as Cole Field House where smoking hao 
been allowed at one ti me. Shopping Malls? In the " lobby area" 
he said smoking should be allowed, but smoking should be "not 
allowed at all" in the stores; he made the distinction in areas 
of the shopping mall rather than to select "designated area." If 
I had thought to probe, he might have settled on that answer. 
Buses and Trains? The respondent selected " designated area" as 
in "designated car" for trains and "not allowed at all" for 
buses. 

For item 2 (local person or organization to contact for 
information about stopping smoking ) , the respondent first asked 
"Me?" When I nodded, he started thinking and mentioned hospitals 
and doctors. He noted that there are plenty of brochures around , 



but if he was serious about it, he would contact his doctor; he 
would rely on professional people to provide professional advice. 

For item 3 ( percent of restaurants and f ast- food establishments 
that have nonsmoking sections), he stated that he never went to 
fast-food establishments, and in most of the restaurants he went 
to the hostess would immediately ask " Smoking or Non-smoking?". 
With probing, he estimated 90% as the answer to this question and 
ver ified that he went to a wide v ariety and ~ large number of 
restaurants all over the country . 

Item 4 proved to be somewhat difficult. As soon as I read the 
question, h e laughed and said, " Those are not v ery good choices. " 
He thought about the question in terms of what he would put on a 
sign to c o nvey the ru les to guests . He asked me to read the 
responses again, then selected " Smoking is permitted anywhere in 
my home. " With probing, h e admitted that hi s preference wou l d be 
that n o one smoke in his home , but the choice " No one is allowed 
to smoke an y where in my home " was t oo negative . Further probing 
e lic ited the response that there is a " d esignated area " --a 
"Florida room " o r enclosed patio where guests go to smoke. If 
suc h a c hoice had been of fered, this r espondent would have 
se l ected it. 

Item Sa. asked about whether the respondent thought smoking was a 
h a bit, an addiction, both, or neither . He commented tha t h e 
thought for him it was more of a habit than an addiction, and 
although h e had routinel y smoked, t he habit was v ery easy to 
break . I asked him about the differen ce between a habit and an 
aodic tion . He talk ed about the physical n eed fo r the addict ive 
substan ce and the routine of doing things that is a habit. He 
felt y ou can mod ify a habit because y ou h a v e mo re control over 
it. 

For item 6 ( adequate enforcement of l aws r estr i ctin g the sale of 
tobacco products to minors ), the responden t said that based on 
what ~E had seen, enforcement has no t been adequate. He did no t 
rea lly know what the l aw was, but he noted that cigarettes in 
mac hines are r eadily available to minors. 

For item 7 ( distribution of free c i garette a nd t obacco samples ) , 
the respondent repeated the answer categories and then selected 
"some restriction." He speculated that our society would rebel 
against complete restrictions. He defined public property as 
buildings, streets, airline terminals, and the l ike. 

For item 8 (sponsorship of sporting or cultural events), the 
respondent selected the " middle ground"-- " some restr i ction " fo r 
the same reasons as he gave in item 7. 

For item 9 (advertising of tobacco products), the respondent 
selected the " middle ground"-- " some restriction " for the same 
reasons; he mentioned requiring warnings of the harmful nature of 
the product. 



ATTACHMENT 15 


NOTES FROM CPS SMOKING SUPPLEME NT 

Tuesday, Apri l 9, 12: 0 0 p.m. 


Mary E l len Beach ( FLD) 


I greeted the respondent, a retired female ( who turned out to be 
a non-smoker ) , obtained her v erbal consent to tape the session, 
and started the taping equipment. I explained that she would be 
asked to sign a consent form after the session, that she would be 
paid $15, and that the i nformation she gave ·would be kept 
confidentia l . t a lk ed about t he purpose of the study and 
demonstrated h ow one would ta lk through the t hought process wMi l e 
answering a question. 

A. Smok i n g p rev a l e n ce / screen er 

At i tem 1 ( smokea a t l east 100 cigarettes ) , the r esoondent 
l mmeoi a t e i y an s we r-ea · ~10, " ex p i aini ng tha t s ne nao r: e ver smoKea. 

D. Other Tobacc o Us e 

Fo r l a. I e v e r ;.; :ea o tne r tob a cco prod u C't s J , :.he ~ espondent 

answereo " No. ' 1A1 nen a skeo about wne the r sne kn e w what snuf f , c: ... - ' 
sne remar k e O tna t sne r emembered o l d me n u s ing i t ma n y , man y 
y ear : ago . 

E. Occ ~pat~ on al Tobacc o S mo k e 

When a s k e d t ~e r es ponden t t h e s creener- q uest i o n ( work ed l as t 
wee k .I , s h e a n s we r e d " !\Jo " ; s ne had j u st r ecen t ly r e ti red. 

F. Ot her I ssues 

At i tem l ( whe tne r smo k ing should be al l owea wit hout r-estrict i o n, 
shou l d be permitted only in designated areas , or n ot be allowea 
at al l in .. l restaurants? The respondent selected " desig n atea 
area " a nd added t h at smoki ng and non-smoki ng areas should be 
divided ( presumabl y phy sicall y); hospitals? The respondent 
immediatel y c hose " not allowed at all"; Government buildings? 
The respondent selected " not allowed at all"; when I probed, sne 
described government buildings as o ffice buildings; Worksites? 
The respondent recalled that when she had wor ked, she was in a 
small room with 1 0 people, 6 of whom smoked; the smoking bothered 
her a l ot , so she thought that worksites should have a 
"designated area " ; she thought of a closed in off i ce building as 
a worksite, but on further reflection, she mentioned that 
although construction workers can be outside, the place that t hey 
work is their worksite, too; Bars and cocktail lounges? The 
respondent stated that she had never been to a bar or cocktail 
l ounge where smoking was at all restricted; when I repeated t he 
three answer choices, she chose " no restriction"; Indoor sporting 
events? The respondent immediately said, " Oh, absolutely not " 
(not allowed at all); Shopping malls? She said that in a large 
shopping mall, she had seen people smoking and did not think they 
had a designated area; she would prefer a "designated area"; when 



I probed, she named Landover Mall and Iverson Mall as typical of 
shopping malls; Buses and trains? Again, the respondent said, 
" Oh, absolutely not, they are too closed in for smoking." 

At item 2 (information about stopping smoking), the respondent 
asked me to re-read the question. She said she had never thought 
about that until I asked. She said she would probably call me 
( because we were doing the survey about smoking). 

For item 3 (percen t of restaurants and fast-food establishments 
with nonsmoking sections), the respondent said she never goes to 
fast-food establishments. Of the larger restaurants, she 
estimated that 75-80/. have a non-smoking area. When I probed 
about how confident she was in her answer, she said she felt 
pretty much confident. 

At item 4 ( rules about smoking in home or r esidence), the 
respondent said that most of their fri ends are n on-smokers. She 
has removed the ash trays ( since her husband ' s heart attack ) ; 
when they recentl y had guests who smoked, they excused themselves 
and went to the " Florida r-oom " or- enclosed patio to smoke. She 
said that when they have gr-oups of people, she doesn ' t want 
smoking in h er home. I probed by re-reading the three answe r 
categories. She selected "Occasionall y, out on the patio. " I 
asked whether- if we had had an answer category that allowed for 
"designated ar-ea " she would have selected that or if she would 
still select "occasionall y allowed." She stated that the 
" designated area " answer- would have been preferable. I asked 
about the distinction between "home " and " residence " . She didn · t 
know, because her home is her residence. 

For item 5a . ( addi c tion or habit), after brief thougnt, the 
r esponaent se l ected " Both " stating that y ou can become addicted 
and it does become a habit. When I probed about the meaning of 
the two terms, she said an addiction means that you just have to 
have the c igarette ( she f elt that she had been addicted to 
sweets ) . She specu l ated that it would be easier to break a habit 
than an addiction. 

At item 5b. ( comparing the addicti v e nature of cigarettes to .. ) 
Cocaine? The respondent mentioned talking to other people and 
confessed that she did now know about cocaine. She started to 
say "about the same " , but then stopped and said that cocaine 
would be more addicti v e then cigarettes. I translated her answer 
to fit the question: "l ess addictive". Heroin? She said, " Oh, 
my 1 " Then she said she thought heroin was more addictive, so, 
again, I translated her answer to "l ess addictive. " Alcohol? 
She immediately said "Less " . So, I restated her answer: 
"Cigarettes are less addictive than alcohol." She was not 
sat i sf i ed with this, so I r-e-read the answer categories. She 
said that cigarettes were about the "same" as alcohol in their 
addictive nature . Caffeine? She said caffeine is less 
(addictive) than cigarettes. I translated her answer to fit the 
question. Marijuana? She answered that marijuana was more 



addictive , so, again, I translated her answer and verified it 
with her. Valium? She thought fo r a minute silently. Then she 
started to answer "cigarettes," meaning that they were more 
addictive than valium. But she stated that she was so against 
smoking, but she had not answered my question. I re-read the 
question and she selected " same." I asked how she was making her 
choice. She said it was really hard to answer this question 
because she had no experience with any of the substances; she had 
taken two or three v alium one time, but stopped because she had 
no desire to take it . 

At item 6 (whether laws restricting the sale of tobacco products 
to minors have been adequatel y enforced), the respondent said she 
really did not know how to answer because she had never bought 
cigarettes. After she talked for a minute or two and said 
several times that she did not know, I selected the "Don ' t Know " 
r-esponse. 

For i tem 7 (d istribution of free samples), the respondent 
immediately selected " Banned completel y. " I probeo about the 
concept of public property . She responded, " outside a shopping 
ma ll, outside a theater-- the entrance ar-ea. " 

For item 8 (sponsorshi p of sporting or cultural events), the 
r-espondent chose " Banned completely. " She said in connection 
with sports, cigarette company sponsorship should be banned. 
asked if she was awar-e of an y sporting or cultural events that 
had been sponsored by tobacco companies. She said she was not a 
spar-ts fan, but had seen billboards advertising cigar-ettes when 
viewing televised events, such as boxing. 

For item 9 ( ad v er- t1sing of tobacco products), the r-espondent 
selected " Banned completely. " asked what kind of advertising 
she was thinking of . She mentioned magazines and was aware that 
there is no advertising of cigarettes on television. 



ATTAC~ENT 16 

NOTES FROM CPS SMOKING SUPPLEMENT 

Wednesday, April 10, 11 a.m . 


Mary El l en Beach ( FLO ) 


I greeted the respondent, a female ( who turned out to be a non
smoker), obtained her v erbal consent to tape the session, and 
started the taping equipment. I explained that she would be 
asked to sign a consent form after the session , that she would be 
paid $15, and that the information she gave would be kept 
confidential. I talked about the purpose of the study and 
demonstrated how one would talk through the thought process while 
answering a question. 

A. SmoKing prev a lence / screener 

At item 1 ( smoked at l east 100 cigaret t es ) the respondent 
answered " No . " verif:ed that sne hao never smoked. 

D. Other Tobacco Use 

For item la ( e v er u sed o ther tooacco prooucts J , t~e r espondent 
saio " No . ' I as 1-:: ea if sne was f amiliar wit h a ll o f the products 
listed, especia lly sn uf f . S he s aio y es, but cid no t el aborate. 

E. Oc cupational -obac ca Smoke 

I n r esponse t o tne s creener question about wor kin g l ast week, the 
respondent answered "No. " She l ater said t hat she had form e rly 
wor ke o , but since ~ov ing to th is area she nad not gone b ac k to 
wor k . 

F. Other Issues 

For item 1 ( should smo k ing be allowed withou t restriction, 
permitted only in design ated areas, or no t be al lowed at all in 
.. ) restaurants.., The respondent said "designated areas"; 
hospitals? She thought briefly, then said "d esignated areas " ; 
asked her what she was thinking; she said she really thinks 
smoking is h armful and the sick people i n a hospital should not 
be exposed to it but if there were designated areas then it would 
not bother people; Government buildings? The respondent said 
" designated areas"; I asked what types of buildings she was 
thinking about. She mentioned the building we were in, the 
"base " --Andrews Air Force Base buildings, off ice buildings; 
Worksi tes? The respondent selected "designated areas ·•; when I 
asked about her definition of a worksite, she l aughed and said it 
is where people work! Then she mentioned that it is indoor 
places; Bars and cocktail lounges? She said she really did not 
l ike to be around smoking, so she would choose "designated 
areas"; Indoor sporting events? The respondent again mentioned 
that she did not like to be around smoking, but said she guessed 
you could have designated smoking seats; Shopping malls? The 
respondent again laughed and said smoking should "Not be allowed 
at all"; she defined a shopping mall as an enclosed shopping 



area; Buses and trains? The respond e nt chose " Not allowed at 
all " and did not elaborate. I asked if she had any comments 
about any of the parts of that ques tion and she said "No. " 

For item 2 ( person or organization to contact fo r information 
about stopping smoking ) , the respondent immediate ly said "the 
American Cancer Soc i ety . " When I asked, "any others?", she said 
"No. • I 

For item 3 ( percentage of restaurants and f ast- food 
establishments with nonsmoki ng sections ) , she said most that she 
went to h ad nonsmoking sections , so that would be about 90/.. 
When I asked whether she h ad gone to a l arge n umber or wide 
v ariety of restaurants (how confident she was in her answer ) , she 
said they h ad jus t mov ed h ere, and the y did not go out a lot, but 
she felt r easonably confide nt about her estimate. 

For ite m 4 ( rules about smoking in y o u r home or r esidence), the 
r espondent s e lected " occasionally. " When I p robed, she said that 
i f a v isitor comes t o h e r home and asks if it bothers her for 
them to smoke, she will say " No . " She s ai d that n o one in he r 
f ami ly smok es at h ome . I asked about the distinction between the 
terms " home " and "res ide nce. " She said there was n ' t one . 

To item 5a (w hether smoking is a hab it or an addiction ) , the 
responden t said she thought it was both . I asked about the 
distinction between a h ab it and an addiction. She sa id that 
pe ople c a n develop an addiction for nicotine , but they also get 
i n to a h abit or r outine of smoking. 

In item Sb ( c omparin g the addictive nature of cigarettes to .. ) 
cocaine? The respondent seem uncomfortabl e , said she did not 
want t o answer that , and then said she didn ' t kn ow . Heroin? She 
responded, " I rea 11 y don · t k now " . Alcohol ? She 1aughed 
uncomfortab l y and said she didn ' t know. Caffeine? The 
respondent hesitated, so I repeated " more add ic ti ve, 1ess 
add icti ve, or about the same. " She s aid " abou t the same. " 
Marijuana7 "Don ' t know " ; Valium? " Don ' t know " . 

For item 6 ( h a ve laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors been adequately enforced), the respondent said " No. " 
as ked her what she was basing her opinion on. She said she had 
middle school aged children, and they tell her that classmates 
smoke c i garettes, so she knows they can get them. I asked abou t 
her awareness about t h e l aws restricting the sale of tobacco 
products to minors. She said they had just come from Te~as whe re 
the law restr i cted sales to persons under 18. She was not sure 
what the law was here . 

For item 7 (distribution of free samples ), she said ' wPil people 
can alway s say no, so I think 1riith some: restrictions . " I asked 
what restr i ctions, and she mentioned no dist r ibu tion to young 
peopl~ ·-whic h would be against the law. I asked about what she 

I 



thinks of as public property. She said at a mall o r outside ~ 

grocery stores. 

For item 8 ( sponsorship of sporting or cultural e v ents by tobacco 
companies), the respondent said she reall y feels smoking is 
harmful, that it ki lls people , but yet some people make their 
l i v elihood fr om it. So she wouldn ' t want to say ban it 
c ompletel y . She would prefer a slow process to restrict it and 
eventuall y stop it. When I probed about a choice of one of the 
offered categories, she chose " some restriction," because 
although she would l i k e to choose "banned comp l ete ly" she doesn ' t 
f eel that is rea listic . 

For item 9 ( advertising of to bacco products ), the respondent said 
" I guess it ' s the same thing --some r estrictions. " When I asked 
about where s he had seen adverti s ing for tobacco products , she 
n a med magazi nes, billboards, and TV . 



ATTACHMENT 17 


:\Jotes From CPS Smoki ng Supplement. 
Tuesday , Ap r il 16, 12: 00 p.m. 

1'1ar y Ellen Beach ( FLD l 

I greeted the respondent, a f ema l e ( who turned out to be a 
smoker ), obtained her verba l consent to tape the session, and 
started the taping equipment. I e xp lained that she would be 
asked to sign a consent fo rm after the session, t hat she would be 
paid $15 , and that the informat ion she gave would be kept 
confident ial. I t a lk ed about the pu roose o~ the study and 
d emonstrated how on e would t a lk througn the thought process while 
answer ing a questi on . 

A. Smoki n g pre v alence/ sc r eener 

For i ~em l ( smoked at. ! east. 1 0 0 c igare ttes ) , the r espondent said 
"Yes." When asi-:ed how sne h ad decideo that, s he sa id tt-.at st-:e 
was an " e x t.reme l v :-iea v e smo ker " a na smoked aooui: a oac k and a 
h a lf a d a y . 

For i t.e m 2 ( age whe n s tar t. ea s moki n g ci garettes f air ly 
r egu l ar i yJ ! t.!le resoon dent not. e a t hat I asi-:ed ·· -egu l arl y" , and 
said t h at s h e r ad oeen about 16 . S he said s ne had smoked some 
b e fore t hat when Sile was in sc hoo l because " e very oody else d id. " 
Wh e n she starteo wor k . s he bough t aoout a pac k a day . 

Fo r i t e m 3 ( smo k e ::: .i.garettes n ow ) , she a n swered "Yes . " 

Fo r item 4 ( now ~mo K e e v e r v da y o r s o me a a y s J . s n e immediate l y 
s a i d " ;: v er· y d a y • · 

For i tem 6 ( a v e rag e num be r of cigarettes s mok e d a day ) , the 
r espond en t est i mated about 3 0 --a pack and a half. asked how 
she d e cided that a n o she rema rked that. she ouv s c igarettes b y the 
c ar ton, takes an e x t ra pac k to work, and by the e v er.ing she is 
" o n a nothe r new packet. . " 

8 . Current Smoker 

For item 4 I tot.al number of y ears smoked e v ery day ) , the 
respondent reca l led that she star ted smoking e v ery day at about. 
age 16, then she appeared to be mentall y subtracting from her age 
to arrive at "18" . I veri f ied that she had not had a t ime when 
she h ad stayed off cigarettes fo r 6 months or longer . She sai d 
1 1 No . .. 

For i tem 5 ( e ver stopped smoking for one day or longer ), the 
respondent said " No. " probed, " in thinking about one day , was 
there e v er a time that you were ill and stopped smoking?" She 
reca ll ed that even during the times when she had tee~ in the 
hospital she had smoked e v ery day . 

For item 7 a ( see:-1 a Medical doctor), the r-espondent said "Yes. " 

I asked how she was able to recall , and she said the doctor had 
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scared her when h e told her tha t her hea rt skips a beat. She h ad 
had to wear a moni tor. I asked her whe n tha t was, a nd she said 
it had been appro x imatel y six months ago. 

For item 7b ( Medical doctor advised to stop smoki n g ) , the 
respond ent said "Yes. " 

For i tem 7 a ( seen a Dentist ) , the respondent said "Yes. " She had 
been to the d en tist the day before our in terv iew. 

For it em 7 b (Den tist advised t o stop smoking ) , t he res pondent 
s a id " No , h e says it stains my t eeth and he ma kes me come e v e r y 
si x mo n ths f or a cl eaning . " 

For item 8 ( ser i ousl y conside ring quitting), the respond e nt 
answered " Not unl ess I g e t pregnant. " I did not p robe. 

I n r es ponse t. ~ i tem 9 ( organiz at ions off ered stop smo k i n g 
information or acti v ities), she respond ed " Yes. ' When I a s k ed 
whic n ones , sne described the stop smok ing seminars that are 
offere d ty t he hosoital where she work s. When I proced for an y 
ot r.ers . she sa i d "~,Jo . · 

D. Other Tobac c o Use 

For i tem la ( e v er u s e d other tobacco products), she said " Oooh , 
r.o '. That s gr-oss . " I as ked if she k new wha t s nuff i s an d she 
laughed and r e ma rked that since she came from En gland s he k nows 
what s n uff is. 

E . Oc cupation a l Tobac co S moke 

At t.he screen e r- . ';: he r espon dent answered "yes. " tr.en fallowed 
~p with it e m l ( worksite allow smo k in g i n the f ol l owing p l a ces 
.. ) private offices " She said " r\Jo. " I marked " None. " Open work 
and production areas: · T he r espond ent said " No. " I marked 
"!\Jone . · Break areas and lounges? She s a id tr.at the y h ad non e, 
so I probed to ve r ify that "Not Applicable " wa s the appropriate 
answer rather tha n "None. " Cafeterias? Again, " Not App lic able " 
because there is none. Restr-ooms? The respondent said "One 
pok e y l itt l e restroom . " S he went o n to e x plai n that there are 
six ladies r es trooms in h e r building but only o ne tiny, 
inconvenient one where smoking i s allowed; fo rmer l y , there were 
none where smoking was allowed and the smokers had to g o 
outdoors. After some di scussion , the respondent reluc t antl y 
agreed on the " some " response. 

Fo r i tem 2 ( empl oyer ever o ffered a quit smoking program or any 
other help ), the r esponden t said she h ad known some peop le wh o 
h a d gon e to the quit smoking program offered by the hospital 
(where she wor k s ) ; she v erified that the employees were eligible 
to go; it see ms that the program is not directed specific a lly at 
emp loy ees, but the y may attend. 



For item 3 ( employer offered a quit smoking program or any othe r 
help within t he past 12 months ) , the respondent immediatel y 
answered "yes. " I did not probe. 

F. Other Issues 

For item l ( concerning smoking i n the following places .. ) 
Restaurants? The respondent specified "designated areas." 
Hospitals? The respondent said "designated areas." Government 
buildings? The respondent answered "designa·ted areas." I probed 
about the types of buildings she was considering. She described 
government office buildings such as are on Andrews Air Force Base 
and i n Crystal City . Worksites? When I asked, she at first 
asked me, "outside worksites?" I asked her what the word 
" wor ksite " meant to her, and she described places where people 
are erecting bui l dings o r digging ditches--outside places. S he 
answered that in t hose p l aces smoking shou l d be a l l o wed t.-Jith " n o 
restrict i on. " Bar-sand Cocktail Lounges? " No r est r iction. " 
Indoor sporting events7 She answered "r-estricted areas " ; 
veri fi ed t hat -chat woul d be " desig n ated areas. " She was 
r efer- r- i n g t o s ports suc h as baske t ba ll a nd i n door t ennis. 
Shopping Malls? The r espondent s ai d "designated a r eas. " She 
t al k e d about h er- desi r e to have d esign ated a r eas i n enc l osed 
sho ppi ng mal l s so that she could smoke and sti ll not infringe o n 
the n on - smokers. Buses and Trains? S he woul d make a disti nct i on 
between buses and t r-ai ns, with " Not al l owed at all" f o r buses and 
" des ig r.a t e d area s " f or- tr-ai ns. 

Fo r- i tem 2 ( perso n o r- o r-ganizati o n t o contact f or- stop s mo k i r. g 
i n f o r- ma t i o n ) , the r- espondent said s he wo u l d c ontac t t he hosp ital 
wher- e she wor- k s at Andrews Air Fo rce Base. When I asked about 
an y others, she sa i d " No. " 

For ite m 3 ( per-cen tage o f r-estaur-ants and fast-food 
es t aoli snment s wi th n o n -smoking sections), the r-espondent 
estimated 1 00%. She said she was about to say 9 0 % and t hen 
thought that e v en McDonalds has a n on - smok in g secti on. She sa id 
she felt 9 9 % c onfident about her answer. 

For item 4 ( rules about smoking in home or residence), the 

r espondent selected " Smoking is permitted anywher-e in my home. " 

When I probed, she said there was no distinction between the 

ter-ms " home" and "r-esidence." 


For item 5a. ( smoking is a habit or an addiction), the responde nt 
said that she always say s it is a habit but she k nows it is 
addicting, so her answer would be " both. " I asked about the 
differ-ence between a habit and an addiction. She described a 
habit as something you are used to doing automaticall y and an 
addiction invol v es a crav ing o r need. 

For i tem 5b. ( addictive nature of cigarettes compared to .. ) 

cocaine? The respondent first said she didn ' t know, but as s he 

talked about what she had seen on TV and read about how peop l e 




woul d "se ll t heir sou l" for cocaine/crack, she said she wouldn 't 
do that for a cigarette; she concluded that cocaine must be more 
addictive than cigarettes. I translated her answer to "Less. " 
Heroin? She said she would give the same answer. Alcohol ? She 
said she had kn own a couple of alcoholics and said she f elt 
alcohol was more addict ive (than cigarettes). She described how 
her ex-mother- in- l aw had behaved when she was without alcohol and 
again concluded that if one was without a cigarette their 
behavior was different than that. She concluded by saying that 
she thought cigarette smoking was less addi~ti ve than alcohol. 
Caffeine? The r-espon d ent said "don ' t know. " She repor-ted using 
non-caffeine drinks, no coffee o r tea, and had not heard anyone 
say an ything t hat would indicate the addictive natur-e o f 
c af f ei n e. Marijuana? The r espon dent hes ita t ed, then said she 
didn ' t kn ow . She s ai d y ou h ear- talk that it i s n ' t a ddicting, but 
since she had n ever- tri ed it s he didn ' t kn ow. Valium? The 
r-espond e nt s ai d she did not th i nk v al ium wa s addicti v e ; her 
doc tor n ad presc t-ibed it. fo r- he r- when s h e fl ew. I asked, "wou ld 
y ou s a v cigar-et.t.es ar e more addi c tive , l ess aodicti ve, . ?" She 
s aid "l e ss . " I then v er-if i ed : "Cigarettes are less addictive 
than v alium . " She agreed . This answer was inconsiste nt \--i ith 
what s ne had first said about v alium . 

For it e m o ( l aws r es tricting the sale of toba cco product s to 
min or- s have beer, adequa tely enforc ed ), the r espondent s aid "No . " 
She d escr ioed ~he ease of g e tting cigarettes fr- om machin e s and 
the times she nad seen minQrs purchase cigare ttes in stores, 
s a ying they wer-e buyin g for- thei r mother-. 

Fo r item 7 ( distr- ibution of fr-ee cigaret t e and tobacco samples on 
pub l i c pr ope r t '/ J , t he r e s p onden t s a i d " some res t r i c t i on s . " She 
said restrictions would i nc lude chec k i ng ages and hav i ng a sign 
tha t specified the ha za rds of cigarettes . She descr ibed public 
property as a shoppi ng ma ll , par k area, or outside a cinema. 

For item 8 ( spons orship of sporting or cultural e vents ) , the 
respondent said " s ome restrictions . " By restrictions she me a nt 
that televised events should only show the t obacco sponsorship 
a fter a certa i n hour when k ids would not as likely be watching . 

For item 9 ( ad v ertising of tobacco products ) , the respondent said 
" some r es trictions. " She mentioned cigarette "posters " shou ld 
not be allowed. She wa s r eferring to bi llboards. She felt 
ad vert ising could be a llowed i n magazines that are r ead by 
adults, s uch as Newsweek . The advertising should be restricted 
where mi nors would be exposed to it. 
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ATTACH"lE~T 18 

Notes From CPS Smo k i n g S uppl e me nt 

Tuesda y , Apr i l 1 6 , 1 : 00 p . m. 


Mary E ll en Beac h ( F LD ) 


I gree ted the res p o no e nt , a ma l e ( who turn e d o ut to o e a for me r 
smo ker ), o btained h is v e r bal conse nt to t ape t he s ess i on, a nd 
s t a rted t he t a p i ng equi p ment . I e~ pl a i n ed t h a t h e woul d be a s k ed 
t o sign a Lo n sent form af ter the sess i on , :ha t h e wou ld be pa i d 
S l5, a nd tha t the information ~e g a v e would b e kept con fidentia l . 
I t a lked about the pur pose o f t he study an d d emonst r ate d how one 
would t a lk t hrough the thou gh t process while answerin ~ a 
q u e s tion . 

A. Smoki n g prevalence t scree n e r 

~or ite m l l s mokec at i east 100 cigarettes in e nti r e ii f e ) , 

r e s p o ndent i mmed ia t el y a n swe r e d "Yes . " 

=or item Z ' a g e ~nen ~.:. r st st a rted 3moking =i ~aret ~ es f a irly 
·-egular l·, J ~ ~he r espC1i10en:: t-2cal lee ~hat n e h aa ~e~n in Vietnam 
and wa s p rob a ol y aoou t 42 =r 43 . ~rooeo aaout :ne concept 
" f air ly r egul arl y" ; he s a id tha t 42 o r ~3 was tne age wnen h e 
started smoking ci garettes . and ~e smoked regularlv ~hen . 

i=" or .::.. tem 

Fo r item S l smoke c igar e ttes no t at al l ~ r scme oavsJ . ~e 

:.nswe red 1mme ai:::. t e ly · ~lot at all. ·· 

C . Forme r Smov.er 

Fo r i tem l ( e v e r smo ked cigar e ttes e v e r y day J . tne respo ndent 
s a i d "Yes . " 

Fo r item 3 ( how long since y ou smok e d ciga r e ttes every d a y), the 
respon d e nt s ai d "2 1 y ea r-s. " a s ke d ho v-J h e ri ad dee :..ced tha t . He 
s aid it was :..n 1 970 when h e r e tired f rom the Ar mv . 

For ite m 4 \ a v e rag e number of ci g a r e ttes ~mok ed a day1 , t he 
respondent a s k e d "how many c i g a r e t tes?" I n oaded 1es . and he 
s a id a bout 3 0 , o r a p a c k and a hal f . 

I n i tem 5 ( total n u mber o f y ea rs y ou smo ked every c a y ) , the 
r e s pond e n t a s k e d me to cl ar i f y if we we r e only s peaking about 
cig are ttes . I said "yes . " He as ked me t o repe a t t!le que stion . 
Af ter a bri e f h e sitat ion, he sa id " 3 yea rs . " I a s ked if he h a d 
had any t i me periods when he had stayed off cigare ttes f or at 
least 6 mont hs . He s aid the o nl y time he h a d stay ed o f f 
cigarettes was when h i s u n it i n Vi e tn a m was in t he j u ng l e on a n 
o perat i on . Non e of t hese times lasted 6 months. 

http:1mmeai:::.te


D. Other Tobacco Use 

For item la ( ever used other tobacco products on a regular 
b as is) , the respondent answered "Yes." When I asked which ones, 
he said "a pipe. " I asked about " on a regular basis" as opposed 
to occasional use. He said " I was a regular pipe smoker. " He 
smoked a pipe every evening. 

For item lb ( curr-ently use pipes ), he said "No . " 

E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

At the employment screener question, the respondent hesitated 
before he said "Yes." I as ked why he had hes itated and he said 
h e was evaluati ng the word "work. " He was deciding whether I 
meant " employmen t " or " physica l work . " He thought I meant 
" employ ment. " 

For- i tem l ( wor-ksit.e allow smoking by employ ees in .. l Private 
offices? The responoent. said " None. " Open work and production 
areas? '' None. " Break areas and lounges? " None . " Cafeterias7 

He s aid there was n o caf eter-ia in the building . Upon 
v eri fication, mar ked "N IA . " Restrooms? The respondent said 
there was n o spec ifi c p rohibition in the bathrooms, so he guessed 
smoking was allowed. I asked h i m to ver i f y that that was " all. " 
He did. 

For item 2 ( e mployer ever- offered a quit smoking program or an y 
at.her help l , he answered that he was the employer and they pretty 
much had a smoke-free office. None o f the people who work with 
him smo k e and there are no ashtrays o ut. I asked h im if he h ad 
ever o ffe r- ed a au it smo k ing program and he said he had n e v er 
n eeded to . 

F . Other I ssues 

For item 1 ( c onc erning smoking i n the f ollowi n g places .. l 
Restaurants? The respondent prefac ed his choice oy talking about 
a building that has a closed air s y stem where the smoke is 
recirculated. He preferred that smoking not be allowed in 
r estaurants that are in buildings with a closed air s y stem but 
would allow smoking with n o restriction in open air- restaur-ants. 
Hospitals? The respondent said " not al lowed." I restated his 
answer and he hes itated in acknowledging it, so r e-read the 
three answer- choices . He chose " designated area " , stating that 
most hospitals have one. Government Buildings? The respondent 
began by choosing "designated areas. " As he talked about 
recirculated air, he changed his answer to " not al lowed at al 1 . " 
I asked about the buildings he thought of as gov ern ment 
buildings, he talked about the newer buildin gs with a closed air 
system and he mentioned the higher density of people in 
gov ernment buildings compared to corporate office buildings. He 
also talked about the Surgeon General 's warnings about the 
dangers of smoking. He concluded by say ing "No smoking in 



government buildings." Worksites? He asked me " outdoors or 
indoors?" I asked him what he thought of when I just asked about 
worksites. He said it was where work takes place. If the work 
is done outdoors with no hazardous materials around, then smoking 
should be allowed. If it is in an office setting, then smoking 
should not be allowed at all. I asked him how I should mark the 
answer and he said "Not allowed at all." Bars and cocktail 
lounges? He said " designated areas" 1 i ke restrooms. Indoor 
Sporting Events? He said "not allowed at all" because a sporting 
event implies that there is physical exertion. Shopping malls? 
He asked me if we meant closed-in malls, so I asked him what he 
thought. He said there should be "designated areas." He also 
t alked about the additional hazard of fire in shopping areas. 
Buses and trains? He said " absolutely negative on both of them." 

For item 2 (loc al person or organization to contact for 
information about stopping smoking), the respondent first 
mentioned " the Lung Association, " " the Cancer Association, " NCI, 
NIH, the Surgeon General ' s offic e. When I asked about any others 
he s aid " No." The n he added that a non-smoking doctor or the 
medica l profession ought to be a source. 

For item 3 ( percentage o f restaurants and fast-food 
establishments having non- smo kin g sections ) , he said 100/.. He 
s ai d he felt confident about the answer. 

For item 4 ( rules about smo king in your home or residence ) , the 
r espondent said " absolutely no smoking." He went on to say they 
had no ash trays and asked their guests no t to smoke. 

For item Sa ( smoYing is a habit or addiction ) , the respondent 
immediately said " both. " He said if you are addicted it becomes 
a habit and vic e v ersa. 

For item 5b ( how does the addicti v e nature of cigare~tes compare 
to .. ) cocaine? He said "that · s a tough one. I · v e never used 
any other substances. I can only speak of observational 
knowledge. " He said cigarettes are more insidious ly addicti v e 
because they are not considered as such. He fel t a narcotic 
addiction would be more devastating. He said narcotic addiction 
is probably worse than cigarette addiction, but cigarettes are a 
lo t s nea ki er. I tried to get him to settle on an answer by re
reading the answer categories. When I did that, he said "about 
the same." Heroin? He said he had seen what heroin could do to 
people, so he felt cigarettes were less addictive. Alcohol? He 
said he thought alcohol and cigarettes were about the same in 
their addictive nature. Caffeine? He said he was very fami liar 
with the addicti v e nature of caffeine because he used a lot of 
coffee himself. He dis~ussed how pervasive the use of caffeine 
was in the military. He felt it was much more addicti v e than 
cigarettes. I translated his answer to cigarettes are " l ess " 
addictive. Marijuana? He said he had seen people e xperiment 
with mari juana and he felt that in the long run cigarettes were 
more addictive. Valium? He talked about v alium being a 



prescription drug that is used for insomnia and nervousness. He 
said v alium creates a dependency and he didn ' t feel that 
cigarettes did that. He said he did not know how to answer and 
would rather not make a choice. He did not feel that v alium 
belonged in the same question as the other substances because it 
is very different. 

For item 6 ( laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors have been adequately enforced ), the respondent said "No . " 
He said cigarette machines were not restricfed to any locations 
that are restricted to minors. They are in skating rinks, the 
Capital Center, i n restaurants-- j ust outside the door. No one is 
there to "card " the people who use cigarette machines. 

For item 7 ( di s tribution o f free c igarette and t obacco samples on 
public property) , he immediate ly said " Banned. " He d esc ribed 
public property as a street corner, an y pub l ic bu ilding , a 
shopping ma l l. He said we have a public policy that says 
cigarettes are ha r mfu l , ye t we permit the di str ibution of 
samples . There is no on e verif ying that they are no t giv ing the 
samples to mino r s . He felt pushing cigaret tes o n a stree t corner 
was aki n to pushing drug s. 

For item 8 ( spon sorship of sporting or c ul tural events by tobacco 
companies ) , the respondent felt that this question was getti ng 
into First Amendmen t problems . He sai d if anyone is aware of 
their lung c apac ity , i t is a marathoner , swimmer, or tennis 
player and i t was inconsistent to h ave these non-smokers ( who are 
role models for y oung people ) in a n event that i s sponsore d b y a 
tobacco compan y . But , he said banning this woul d be a moral 
Judgment. He felt that it would be up to the aren a man agement to 
n ot accept tobacco sponsorship. He was not wi l ling to make a 
choice on t his question, so I marked "don ' t k now. " He said we 
d id not h ave an answer c ategor y that he could select. He asked 
who would im pose the r estriction that we mention--a governmental 
entity or a private enterprise. He said we need to change this 
question. He went o n to comment that tobacco companies do not 
advertise at wrest ling matches because the audience is older; 
tobacco companies want to get to y oung people. 

For i tem 9 ( advertising of tobacco products ) , the respondent said 
he thought "u ltimately , banned." He talked about how the most 
potent rat poisons are only advertised in a v ery specific way to 
get at a target audience. He noted that the target audience f or 
tobacco product advertising is young people . He felt that 
because of the hazard of tobacco, i ts advertising would 
ultimately be banned. 
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ATTACHM ENT 19 


Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement 

Wednesday, April 10 , 1991 


Starting time: 12:55 Ending time: 13:20 
Interviewer: Tere M. Glover 
Place: CSMR Lab Room 

After greeting the person .and explaining the purpose of this test, 
asked for his permission to video tape, and audio . tape the interview 
saying that it would be completely confidential and only people 
involved in the research would have access to the tapes . I explained 
that I would ask him to sign a piece a paper (after the interview) to 
authorize the use of the tapes; he also would sign another piece of 
paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. The respondent was 
a young male who agreed right away to the recording without any 
hesitation. I explained the technique used in this test (think aloud, 
tell us what you are thinking). 

A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 

1. Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 
Respondent: Yes, I have. His answer was immediate, he didn't have to 
stop and think about it. 

2. How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes 
fairly regularly? 
Respondent: That was about 15 years old. His response was iaaediate, 
very positive about the age, therefore I probed and he responded he 
remembered he was in high school and reaeabers the very first day he 
s moked. I asked him what fairly re&ularly aeant to him and he 
responded that as for now he was tryin& to quit cigars, he had smoked 
cigarettes for a couple of years, he stopped for a long time, he 
picked up cigars and he is tryina to quit too. He said he had s a oked 
two ci&ars in the last week. I probed a•ain and then, he said "at this 
time smoking fairly reaularly doesn't mean to saoke everyday", it 
meant 'everyday' when he used to amoke ci&arettes. 

3. Do you smoke cigarettes now? 
Respondent : No. Very affirmative in his response. 

5. Do you smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? 
Respondent: Not at all at this point. Prompt answer. 

C. FORMER SMOKER 

1 . Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 
months? 

Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer. 
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3. How long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every 
day)? 
Respondent: He first laughed and said it was hard to think, after a 
few seconds he said: 'about 1980' then he added, more like a question 
rather than a comment: 'about 11 years ago(?)' so I said: yes, about 
11 years ago. Probing on how he got to that answer he replied that 
was the year he joined the service, the year of a difficult situation 
for him. 

4. On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when 
you last smoked every day? 
Respondent : Probably about 10. Probing on how he got to that number, 
he said it was very easily because we would smoke only half a pack a 
day, and he was never a heavy smoker. 

5. What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do 
not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months 
or longer ) . 
Respondent: between 2 and a half and 3 years and only between his 15 
and 18 years of age. He was very positive about the time frame . 

D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 

la. Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, 
cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis ? 
Respondent: Only cigars 

lb. Do you currently use (pipes/ cigars/chewing tobacco/snuff)? 
Respondent: Only cigars. Confirming the others he said 'no' to all of 
them and repeated "only cigars." 

E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work 
around the house? 
Respondent: After a moment of hesitation be responded YES. I probed 
about his hesitation asking if he didn't understand the question, to 
that be said that the word WORK made him think: work on your car; it 
doesn't sound right, then he asked me? You want to know about 
employment, don't you? He then added that the question should 
specifically say: are you employed? or were you employed last week? 
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1. Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or 
none of each of the following places: 

*Private offices? 
Respondent: NONE. Prompt answer. 

*Open work and production areas? 
Respondent : NONE . Prompt answer. 

*Break areas and lounges? 
Respondent: NONE. He hesitated in his answer, I probed and he said 
the only break area is outside for the smokers, they have a kind of 
break area indoors and smoking is not allowed; 

*Cafeterias? 
Respondent: Yes, it is allowed. I probed if it is allowed in some or 
all areas and he responded that only in some areas. 

*Restrooms ? 
Respondent: He said he was not sure at all, then I indicated that 
there was a "don't know category" in the answers so he c hose that 
category. 

2. Has your employer ever off ered a quit smoking pr ogram or any 
other help to employees who want to quit smoking? 
Respondent: Yes. He seemed to be so sure about that I probed and he 
said he was positive, he had seen flyers offering classes on quit 
smoking cigarettes, and other things. 

3. Has your employer ever o ffered a quit smoking program or any 
other help to employees who want to quit smoking within t he past 12 
months? 
Respondent: Yes. Probing on this he said it is a continuous program, 
offering classes very often. 

F . OTHER ISSUES 

1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that 
it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in 
designated areas or not be allowed at all. 

*Restaurants and Hospitals? 
Respondent: Not allowed at all. His answer was prompt . 

*Govt. Building? 
Respondent: After some moments he said it should not be allowed at 
all. 

*Worksite? 
Respondent: Not allowed. 

*Bars and cocktail lounges? 
Respondent: He first laughed, then he said it did not use to bother 
him. He thought there is a law about smoking in bars and asked me if 
I knew about it, I had to say that I didn't know and that I don't go 
to bars, then he said: "to tell you the truth I haven't been to any in 
a long time, therefore I should say no, it shouldn't be allowed, why 
should people be disturbed?" 

*Indoor sporting events? 
Respondent: His answer was NO . 
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*Shopping Malls? 
Respondent: He first smiled then he said: "not really." 

•Buses and Trains? 
Respondent: No. 

Probing on what Worksite means to him, he said: worksite is the area 
or the building I go to work. Probing again if he meant only the area 
where he works (his office) he replied: the whole building . 
Probing about Government buildings, he waited for a moment to think 
about it then he said : different ones, like the embassy , the passport 
office, paused again, to say: "there are so many in Washington, any 
Federal Building I gather ." 

2. If you wanted information about smoking, what local perso n o r 
organi z atio n would you most likely contact? 
Respondent : he asked "local as in the local area here?" I responded 
affirmatively, then he '' added the local hospital." Probing about any 
others he took a moment to respond he could not think about any other, 
then he added he c ould call information in the local hospital. 

3. I n your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants 
and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sect ions ? 
Respondent : there was a little confusion on how the question reads, he 
thought first the question said: .. . had no smoking section?. He asked 
me to repeat the question (he said laughing, "I'll tell you how crazy 
this question is"). After I read it again (pronouncing each word) he 
understood the question. I probed right away on what the problem was 
and he thought maybe my foreign accent made him understand 
differently. He asked me to read it again. He said then that it was 
not my accent but there was something in that question. I asked him 
if it was the wording. He said the question was okay after all. 
Answering the question he said that all the restaurants had a 
nonsmoking section, therefore 100%. Probing on how confident he was 
about his answer he said he was very confident but based only on a few 
places he goes to around the area. 

4. Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your 
home or residence? (I read the three statements) 
Respondent: Prompt and smiling he said: "nobody smokes in my home, not 
even me or in my car , not even myself." Probing if there is any 
difference between home and residence he answered negatively and for 
him it is the place where he lives . 

5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an 
addiction , and still others say it is neither one. Do you think 
smoking is a habit, an addiction, both or neither? 
Respondent: "I have to say both . " 
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Sb. In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes 
c ompare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive , less 
addictive o r about the same as: 

Cocaine? 
Respondent: He laughed out loud and said he had not used that stuff, 
so he could not tell me about it. I then said that maybe based on 
readings, to what he added he thought that maybe it would take longer 
to get addicted to cigarettes. Trying to confirm his response I said: 
You are saying that cigarettes are then less addictive, he then added: 

. "probably, I really don't know.' I said then he could pick 'don't 
know' category to what he immediately agreed saying he didn't know the 
effect cocaine could have on someone . 

Heroin? 

Respondent: I couldn't tell you either, I have never tried it . 


Alcohol? 
Respondent: He laughed saying he had tried alcohol and he would say 
that cigarettes are less addictive because they (cigarettes) were more 
like a habit for him . 

Caffeine? 

Respondent: I would say cigarettes are less addictive too. 


Marijuana? 
Respondent: He immediately responded he did not know because he had 
never had it, but almost right away he added: "maybe they are about 
same, well! .•• I can not say that either because it is illegal, but if 
marijuana was available I ' m sure people would get addicted to it, so 
maybe it is about the same, give the same" (meaning to mark the same 
on the questionnaire). 

Valium? 

Respondent: He took a moment to really think about it, then he said 

he didn ' t know but he thought anyway that cigarettes were less 

addictive. 


6. Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors have been adequately enforced? 
Respondent: No, pause ..• I don't know about that now, I'm sure I 
won't get arrested for that, but when I was younger, only a kid, it 
was easy, no problem buying cigarettes." He wasn't sure what the law 
says in terms of age, he thought it was 16 in those years (when he was 
younger) and 18 now; he asked me if I knew and both agreed that 18 is 
the minimum age to buy cigarettes, but he added that he didn't think 
the law was adequately enforced, that kids can buy them (cigarettes) 
without any problem. 
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7. Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco 
samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, 
some restrictions, or banned completely? 
Respondent: After a moment of thinking he said since it is legal it 
could not be banned, the only restriction you could impose would be 
something like age, therefore he would say: some restriction. 
Probing on the meaning of public property he immediately responded: 
parks, national parks, places where people gather off somebody else's 
property like streets. 

8. Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by 
tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some 
restrictions, or banned completely? 
Respondent: He paused for a moment to say: What kind of restrictions 
are we talking about? Without giving me any chance to say anything, 
he added that if a cigarette company sponsors an event because they 
want the sponsorship, then ... (I think he meant it would be okay) 
then he added ... restrictions as in what way? restrictions as in 
.•. that's a hard question, it doesn't sound specific enough, it 
should say restriction as in giving products away, etc. Trying to 
decide his choice he picked 'don't know category.' 

9. Do you think advertising of tobacco product should be allowed 
without any restrictions, some restriction, or banned completely? 
Respondent: After thinking for a few moments he said he would like 
someone would get rid of the billboards, so except for those 
billboards he would say: 'some restrictions.' 

END OF THE INTERVIEW 



ATTAC~ENT 20 

Notes from CPS Smokin1 Supplement 

Friday, April 10, 1991 


Startinl time: 13 : 45 Ending time: 14:09 
Interviewer: Tere M. Glover 
Place: CSMR Lab Room 

After greeting the person and explainin1 the purpose of this test, I 
asked for her permission to video tape and audio tape the interview 
saying that it would be completely confidential and only people 
involved in the research would have access to the tapes . I explained 
that I would ask her to sign a piece a paper (after the interview) to 
authorize the use of the tapes; that she also would sign another piece 
of paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. The respondent 
was a young female who agreed right away to the recording without any 
hesitation . I also explained the technique used in this test (think 
aloud, tell us what you are thinking), 

A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 

1. Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 
Respondent: oh, yes! Her answer was immediate. 

2. How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes 
fairly regularly? 
Respondent: I was 22 years old . Her response was immediate, very 
positive about her age, therefore I probed and she responded she 
joined the military when she was 22. She remembers there was so• e 
kind of celebration and someone said to her "there is a celebration so 
you can have a ciaarette!" so she took it. " It was stran1e but I did 
it" she said. I asked her then what fairly re1ularly meant to her 
and she responded telling me how much she used to smoke, therefore I 
asked her again, then she said 'smokina fairly reaularly' means to do 
it every day. 

3. Do you smoke cigarettes now? 
Respondent: No. Very affirmative in her response. 

5. Do you smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? 
Respondent: Not at all, zero. Prompt answer. 

C. FORMER SMOKER 

1. Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 
months? 
Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer. 
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3. How long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every 
day)? 
Respondent: It was September 17, 1985. Her answer was so accurate 
that after I figured out it is about five and half years since she 
last smoked cigarettes. I probed on how she got to that answer, she 
replied that it was an anniversary date, it was so hard to quit that 
she decided to do it on an anniversary date. 

4. On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when 
you last smoked every day? 
Respondent: Thinking aloud she said there are 20 in a pack, therefore 
40. Probing on her answer she said she used to smoke two packs a day. 

5. What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do 
not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months 
or longer). 
Respondent: 9 years. Probing on how she got to that answer she 
immediately answered she was 22 when she first started, she was 32 
when she quit and there was one year in between that she quit. 

D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 

la. Have you e ver us e d o the r tobacc o produc ts suc h as pipes, 
cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? 
Respondent: No 

E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work 
around the house? 
Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer, she seemed to understand the question 
right away. 

1. Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or 
none of each of the following places: 
Respondent: *Private offices? - NONE. Prompt answer. 

*Open work and production areas? - NONE. Prompt answer. 
*Break areas and lounges? - NONE. Prompt answer. 
*Cafeterias? - probably smoking sections. I confirmed 

her answer and she said SOME. 
*Restrooms? - NONE. 

I probed about worksite and she responded the military, an office 
environment; probing again if she meant her office where she works, 
she said 'NO, for me the worksite is inside and outside the office.' 
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2. Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any 
other help to employees who want to quit smoking? 
Respondent: Yes. I probed and she said the military had publicized 
programs; besides her military job is on the medical side, which is in 
the hospital. There is a nonsmoking clinic that makes nonsmoking 
programs available on a regular basis. Asking if she was in the 
military (she nodded her head affirmatively), I also probed on what 
employer means to her and she responded the Air Force. 

3. Has your e mployer ever offered a quit smoking program or any 
other help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 
months ? 
Respondent: Yes, on a regular basis. 

F. OTHER ISSUES 

1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that 
it should be allowed without r estriction, should be permitted only in 
designated areas or not be allowed at all. 

*Restaurants? 
Respondent: She asked me: are you asking if only in restaurants? I 
said I had a list of different areas, then she responded: Designated 
areas. 

*Hospitals? 
Respondent: Not at all. Her answer was prompt . 

tGovt. Building? 
Respondent: Designated areas. 

tWorksite? 
Respondent: Designated areas. 

*Bars and cocktail lounges? 
Respondent: Designated areas. 

*Indoor sporting events? 
Respondent: Designated areas. 

*Shopping Malls? 
Respondent: Designated areas. 

*Buses and Trains? 
Respondent: Designated areas. All her answers were prompt. Probing 
about Government buildings, she exclaimed first, oh good! then she 
added "a bureaucratic building, a several story building primarily 
with the function of providing government service." 

2. If you wanted information about smoking, what local person or 
organization would you most likely contact? 
Respondent: American Heart Association. Probing about any others she 
said she probably would call the Public Health Department, paused for 
a moment to say she also would call the hospital (where she works). 
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3. In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants 
and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? 
Respondent : All the ones I have been to have a nonsmoking section, 
even McDonalds, Burger King, etc. I probed trying to get a 
percentage, then she said 100%. 

4. Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your 
home or residence? (I read the three statements). 
Respondent: Smoking is occasionally allowed. Probing on the meaning 
of home and/or residence she answered there is no difference between 
them and her apartment is her home and residence. 

5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an 
addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think 
smoking is a habit, an addiction, both o r neither? 
Respondent: both. 

5b. In your opinion , how does the addictive nature of cigarettes 
compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less 
addictive or about the same as: 

Cocaine? 
Respondent: I had never tried cocaine (she laughed). I said that 
maybe based on any readings then she said she rememberes reading that 
cigarette smoking was the most addictive substance, therefore her 
answer was 'cigarette is more addictive than cocaine.' 

Heroin? 
Respondent: I don't know about heroin either, she paused and 
insisted she didn't know. I said she could pick "Don't know category" 
and she immediately agreed. 

Alcohol? 
Respondent: Yes, I had a taste of that, pause •.. I would say 
cigarettes are more addictive anyway. 

Caffeine? 
Respondent: More. 

Marijuana? 
Respondent: she immediately responded she did not know. 

Valium? 
Respondent: I don't know . 

6. Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors have been adequately enforced? 
Respondent: There was no answer, so I asked her what she was thinking 
about and she said she wasn't sure, she didn't know how easy it was 
for minors to buy cigarettes, or just to get them from their parents, 
friends, or brothers. Her answer was 'don't know.' 
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7. Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco 
samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, 
some restrictions, or banned completely? 
Respondent: I would say with some restrictions. Probing on the 
meaning of public property she responded something that is controlled, 
financed and maintained by their local county, city or state 
government. Probing on what a tobacco sample is, she responded when a 
tobacco company does some advertising they give away a sample of 2 or 
3 cigarettes. 

8. Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by 
tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some 
restrictions, or banned completely? 
Respondent: she immediately responded some restrictions. Probing on 
cultural event she responded a ballet or ... pause ... a musical opera 
type thing. 

9. Do you think advertising of tobacco product should be allowed 
without any restrictions, some restriction, or banned completely? 
Respondent: some restrictions. Probing on advertising of tobacco she 
thinks of magazines, newspapers, TV, radio. 

END OF THE INTERVIEW 
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ATTAC HME NT 21 


Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement 

Friday, April 12, 1991 


Starting time: 10:00 Ending time: 10:15 
Interviewer: Tere M. Glover 
Place: CSMR Lab Room 

After greeting the person and explaining the purpose of this test, 
asked for her permission to video tape and audio tape the interview 
saying that it would be completely confidential and only people 
involved in the research would have access to the tapes. I also 
explained that I would ask her to sign a piece a paper (after the 
interview) to authorize the use of the tapes; that she also would sign 
another piece of paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. 
The respondent was a young female who agreed right away to the 
recording without any hesitation. I also explained the technique used 
in this test (think aloud, tell us what you are thinking), 

A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 

1. Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 
Respondent : No. 

D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 

la. Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, 
cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? 
Respondent: No . Probing to see if she knew what snuff means she • aid 
YES right away, and explained what the thought about it. She thought 
it was the same as chewing tobacco. I told her snuff and chewina 
tobacco are two different things, then she adaitted she didn't k now 
what snuff was. 

E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work 
around the house? 
Respondent: Yes . I work in .a dental laboratory (she seemed to 
understand the question right away). 

1 . Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or 
none of each of the following places: 

*Private offices? 
Respondent : - NONE. Then she added "we have a nonsmoking area 
outside . " 

*Open work and production areas? 
Respondent: - NONE . 

*Break areas and lounges? 
Respondent : - NONE . 

*Cafeterias? 
Respondent: - NONB. 

*Restrooms? 
Respondent: - NONE . 
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All her answers were negative. I asked about her comment on having a 
nonsmoking area outside and she responded again: "we have a nonsmoking 
area outside," and added that smoking is allowed only in that area . 
Probing on what worksite means for her, she said worksite is the 
dental clinic where she works, the whole building. 

2. Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any 
other help to employees who want to quit smoking?· 
Respondent: NO. Probing on her answer she said she has never seen 
advertisements or heard anything about quit smoking programs. She has 
friends who have been through that type of programs but they (the 
classes) were not offered by the government. Probing on employer she 
thinks about "government" as her employer. 

F. OTHER ISSUES 

1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you t hink that 
it should be allowed without restri c tion, should be permitted o nly in 
designated areas or not be allowed at all. 

*Restaurants and Hospitals? 
Respondent: Not allowed at all . Both answers were prompt. 

*Govt. Buildings, Worksites, and Bars and cocktail 
lounges? 

Respondent : Only in designated areas, she answered to all of them. 
*Indoor sporting events? 

Respondent: Not allowed at all. 
*Shopping Malls? 

Respondent: Designated areas. 
*Buses and Trains? 

Respondent: Not at all. 

Probing about Government buildings she thinks about the clinic where 
she works. She added she would not be against having a designated 
smoking area inside the building as long as it had proper ventilation. 
I probed a little more on government building, to that she added "any 
building owned by the government." 

2. If you wanted information about smoking, what local person or 
organization would you most likely contact? 
Respondent: I would ask the hospital, she responded right away. 
Probing about others she didn't know about any other place mainly 
because since she doesn't smoke, it doesn't apply to her, so she 
doesn't pay much attention to that, she explained . I probed about the 
hospital, she said the hospital where she works. 

3. In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants 
and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? 
Respondent: after taking a few seconds she said about 50% . Probing on 
how she came up to that number she said based only on the restaurants 
she has visited. "I am sure that number could be bigger if a survey 
was conducted" she said. 
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4 . Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your 
home or residence? 
Respondent: After reading "No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my 
home" she interrupted me to say "that's right, nobody smokes in my 
house." I asked her to let me read the other two statements, but she 
only confirmed her first choice smiling. Probing on home or residence 
she thinks about her house, both words mean the same to her. 

5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an 
addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think 
smoking is a habit, an addiction, both or neither? 
Respondent: both. 

5b. In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes 
compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addi c tive, less 
addictive or about the same as: 

Cocaine? 
Respondent: I would say less addictive than cocaine. 

Heroin? 
Respondent : less addictive than cocaine. 

Alcohol? 
Respondent: more addictive than alcohol. 

Caffeine? 
Respondent: I would say about the same, then laughing she added 'I 
drink caffeine.' 

Marijuana? 
Respondent: I would say cigarette is more addictive than marijuana. 

Valium? 
Respondent: I would say about the same. 
All her answers were short but she seemed pretty sure about them. 

6. Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors have been adequately enforced? 
Respondent: No. Her answer was so short that I probed about it. She 
said her answer was based on seeing children buying cigarettes. I 
asked her if she knew anything about the law, she responded she knew 
that the minimum age to buy cigarettes is 18 but she thinks there are 
many kids who have older sisters and brothers who smoke so it is easy 
for them to have access to cigarettes. 

7. Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco 
samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, 
some restrictions, or banned completely? 
Respondent: Banned completely. Probing on the meaning of public 
property she immediately responded like a park, tourist areas. 
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8. Do you think sponsorship of sporting or c ultural events by 
tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some 
restrictions, o r banned completely? 
Respondent: Banned completely. Probing on what a cultural event 
would be for her, she said first she didn't know. She said she would 
have to think about it, then she added : 'like a festival or 
something.' She kept on saying that if these (cigarette) companies 
wanted to sponsor . an event, it is good that they give money away but 
they should not advertise something it is bad for your health, and 
thinking about people's health it should be banned . Probing on what a 
tobacco sample is, she immediately responded ' that is teasing 
someone ' , probing again she said 'a sample of Skoal' (a brand name 
guess). 

9. Do you think advertising of tobacco products should be allowed 
without any restrictions, some restriction, o r banned completely? 
Respondent : some restrictions. Probing about advertising she thinks 
right away on TV and movie advertising, for example in a PG-13 movie 
cigarette advertising should not be allowed because it is like telling 
the kids go ahead, try this. 

END OF THE I NTERVI EW 
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	REPORT ON RESULTS OF COGNITIVE INTERVIEWING FOR THE CPS .TOBACCO USE SUPPLEMENT FOR THE ASSIST EVALUATION .
	Theresa DeMaio, Susan Ciochetto, Laura Sewell, .Mary Ellen Beach, Tere Glover .U.S. Bureau of the Census .June 25, 1991 .
	Introduction 
	Staff from the Center for Survey Methods Research (CSMR), Demographic Surveys Division, and Field Division conducted cognitive interviews in CSMR's Response Research Laboratory as part of the questionnaire development process for the CPS Tobacco Use Supplement for the ASSIST evaluation. The interviews were conducted between April 5 and 16, and current smokers, former smokers, and nonsmokers were asked to participate. To recruit the subjects, posters were displayed at local shopping malls , libraries, and no
	Summaries of each individual interview are included as attachments to this report. The next part of the report contains an item-by-item review of the problems that were observed during the interviews; the final section contains recommendations for changes to the questionnaire. 
	Item-bv-Item .Review of the Questionnaire 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/ Screener 
	Question 1. .Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 
	None of the respondents had any difficulty answering this question immediately. 
	Question 2. .How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes fairly regularly? 
	Respondents dealt with this question in different ways . All except one of the smokers and former smokers was able to recall a specific time in their life (such as a grade in school or entry into the military) and then relate that to their age. Three of the respondents first answered with something other than their age: the number of years they had smoked, the year they started smoking, their grade in school. By probing, the interviewer obtained the needed answer. 
	Three out of eleven respondents (27%) did not consider that the question asked about smoking "fairly regularly" until the interviewer probed. Each revised the answer that was originally given. 
	2 .
	Respondents defined "fairly regularly" in different ways: 
	"smoking every day a few cigarettes."."about 10 cigarettes a day;" "smoking one cigarette every.
	day is not smoking regularly. " "at least a couple of cigarettes a day." "a pack a day." "frequent and when smoking becomes a habit." "half a pack a day." "something other than very seldom." " reg u 1 a r 1 y . " "a pack a day." "a pack every other day . " "every day." "twice a day." "a pack every two days." 
	Question 3. .Do you smoke cigarettes now? 
	Respondents had no difficulty answering this questionimmediately. 
	Question 4. .Do you smoke cigarettes every day or some days? 
	Respondents had no difficulty answering this questionimmediately. Each of them ans·wered "every day , " so item 7a was never asked . 
	Question 5. .Do you now smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? 
	Respondents had no difficulty answering this questioninvnediately. Each of them answered "not at all," so item 7a was never asked. 
	Question 6. .On the average, how many cigarettes do you now smoke a day? 
	Respondents came up with an average by thinking about how many packs they smoke and then converting that to the number of cigarettes . The one respondent whose amount of smoking varied (by whether she was at work or not} had more difficulty deciding on an average. 
	Question 7a. .On how many of the past 30 days did you smoke cigarettes? 
	This question was never asked . 
	Question 7b. .On the average, when you smoked, about how many cigarettes did you smoke a day? 
	This question was never asked. 
	3 .
	B. Current Smoker 
	All the smokers who participated in the cognitive interviews reported in the 
	screener section that they smoked every day. As a result, no one was asked 
	questions 1, 2, 3a, or 3b. 
	Question 4. .What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months or longer.) 
	Respondents tended to approach this question by thinking of the 
	age at which .they started smoking (which they had already
	reported in the screener section) and subtracting that from their 
	current age. They did not seem to have problems in answering the 
	question . Respondents seemed to interpret the additional 
	instruction correctly and to subtract time periods when they were 
	not smoking as necessary. 
	Question 5. .Have you ever stopped smoking for one day or longer? 
	Many respondents interpreted this question as asking about 
	deliberate attempts to quit smoking. However, in half the cases (three out of six), respondents replied "yes'' when they had in fact not smoked for a day because they were sick, had drank and 
	smoked too much the night before, didn't have money to buy
	cigarettes, or didn't have time for them . 
	Question 6a. .During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer? 
	Four respondents answered this question. Probing of one 
	respondent indicated that she was considering the period of time 
	since January 1, 1990 (or about 15 months) in answering this 
	question. Another respondent admitted using the same reference 
	period in response to probes at other questions, but she was not 
	probed in connection with this particular question . 
	Question 6b. .How many times during the past 12 months have you stopped smokingfor one day or longer? 
	The responses to this question do not always reflect attempts to 
	quit smoking. One respondent counted up the number of times she 
	had strep throat or had had too much to drink the night before. 
	Another respondent's initial answer included times when she had 
	not smoked to due extraneous circumstances; only after probing
	did she include the days she had deliberately tried to quit (this 
	more than doubled her original response). The third respondent 
	to this question included only deliberate attempts to quit 
	smoking. The fourth respondent had difficult time trying to 
	count up all .the times that he had gone for one day without a 
	cigarette; when the question was reworded to include times he had 
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	actively decided to quit for one day or longer, he easily answered "three." 
	Question 7a. .In the past year, have you seen a medical doctor/dentist? 
	While some respondents used the proper reference period in answering the question, others used January 1, 1990 (15 months ago) as a reference date. One respondent included a doctor visit that occurred a year and a half ago . Another respondent didn't realize that the question referred strictly to medical professional visits. His wife works with doctors, and he responded in the affirmative, since he sees doctors all the time. 
	Question 7b. .In the past year, did any medical doctor/dentist advise you to stop smoking? 
	Respondents didn ' t seem to have a problem with this item. All positive reports reflected conversations with the doctor in which the medical situation would change if the respondent were to quit smoking. 
	Question 7c . .Has a medical doctor or dentist ever advised you to quit? 
	This question was not asked of any respondent. It should have 
	been asked in two cases, but the interviewer found the 
	instruction confusing and did not ask the question. 
	Question Ba. .Are you seriously considering quitting within the next 6 months? 
	For the most .part, respondents did not have a problem with this 
	question. However, one respondent thought the question was 
	asking if she even thinks about quitting. (Even with this incorrect interpretation, her answer was technically correct, 
	since she said "no.") 
	Question Sb. .Are you planning to quit in the next 30 days? 
	This question was asked twice ; once the respondent couldn't 
	really answer it--she said "don ' t know." In the other case, the 
	respondent said "no." 
	Question 9. .During the past year, have any organizations in your area offered you stop smoking information or activities? 
	Respondents did not seem to have a problem with this question. 
	They gave a number of examples of the kind of thing that was 
	intended by this question, including booklets from school, 
	brochures in .a grocery store or library, seminars at a hospital, 
	support groups. 
	5 .
	C. Former Smoker 
	Question 1. .Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months? 
	None of the respondents had any difficulty answering this question . Only one respondent an swered NO . The other eight respondents answered yes, without any problems. 
	Question 2. .How long have you been off cigarettes, since you stopped completely? 
	Only one respondent answered this question. The respondent had no problem answering this question. "Completely" meant stopped smoking and never smoked again . 
	Question 3. .About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every day)? 
	None of the respondents had any problem answering the question , but they would answer giving t he year they last smoked instead of the number of years. Most of them required probing to get the number of years since they last smoked. All recalled an event in their lives related to their decision about quitting smoking. 
	Question 4. .On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when youlast smoked every day? 
	All answered right away. They all based their answers on the fact that there are 20 cigarettes in a pack. Their answers were between 10 and 40 cigarettes a day. 
	Question 5. .What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months or longer) . 
	Four respondents did not have any problem answering this question . They were all probed about their answer and all recalled an event in their lives that helped them to come up with their answers. Three respondents seemed to have problems with the second part of the question: do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months on longer . Basicall y because they had to figure out if it was really a period of 6 or more months (like pregnancies). 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. .Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? 
	Four of the 21 respondents (19%) answered "yes" to this question. Three answered pipes, two answered cigars . There seemed to be no 
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	problem making the distinction between occasional and regular use. The term "snuff" was not definable by all respondents. 
	none of each of the following places? Private offices? Open 
	Quest i on 
	Quest i on 
	Quest i on 
	lb. Do you currently use 
	(pipes/cigars/chewing tobacco/snuff)? 

	One respondent currently uses to cause any difficulties. 
	One respondent currently uses to cause any difficulties. 
	cigars . 
	This question didn't 
	seem 

	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 

	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, 
	some , 
	or 


	work and production areas? Break areas and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms? 
	Two thirds of the respondents were asked this series of questions . There are several notable points. First, respondents answered ''none" when asked about cafeterias even though there was no cafeteria. These respondents should have answered "NA." Break area and lounges caused some confusion to respondents who worked in totally nonsmoking buildings. They included outside as "break areas" and then said the areas inside are all nonsmokingand the ones outside are all smoking. They didn ' t think it was appropri
	This question didn't work at all for the person who was selfemployed and worked out of his home. 
	A couple of respondents had difficulty answering the question using the prescribed format. They either responded "yes" or "no" and then the interviewer had to clarify the answer . 
	The definition of worksite ranged from a person's own office, to the company's suite of offices in the building, to the whole building, to the entire military -inside and outside the office. 
	Question 2. .Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or anyother help to employees who want to quit smoking? 
	This question confused one respondent who had been previouslyasked question 89. When the interviewer repeated the question, the respondent answered "yes". Then she realized she was talkingabout a previous employer. Her current employer offered no such program. 
	"Any other help" had several definitions. One respondent said encouragement while another one said she did not interpret someone suggesting that she quit smoking as help; another 
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	respondent said doctor; another though it might mean whether insurance would cover the cost of a program. 
	Again, this question did not apply to the respondent who was self employed. 
	Question 3. .Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 months? 
	A couple of the respondents who answered this question did not 
	realize that .the difference between this and the last question 
	was in the reference period. One thought the question was 
	referring to .programs she didn ' t think of in the previous 
	question . Another said her supervisor and coworker joined the 
	program. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question 1. .Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all in restaurants, hospitals, government buildings, worksites, bars and cocktail lounges, indoor sporting events, shopping malls, and buses and trains? 
	The majority of the respondents had no problems understanding the format of this question and answering using the predefined response categories. The wording of the question was clear and caused no confusion on the part of the subjects. Only one individual immediately responded with "not be allowed at all" before the interviewer was able to read the list of places. This reaction may not have been a function of the respondent's misunderstanding of the question, but rather his strong opposition to smoking. Th
	Several of the response categories caused problems for the 
	respondents primarily due to unclear definition of each of the 
	places. A description of the problems encountered for each of 
	the prescribed categories is provided below. 
	For restaurants: Three respondents had problems with the 
	definition of restaurants . One stated his answer depended on 
	whether the restaurant had an open or closed air system. Another 
	subject stated his answer depended on whether it was a large or 
	small restaurant . The final respondent who had problems with 
	this category just could not decide on an answer. 
	For hospitals: All the respondents had a clear interpretation of what was meant by hospitals. 
	8 .
	For government buildings : The term "government buildings" was defined quite differently by the subjects. Each one had a different interpretation of the category. Some of the ways it was defined are listed below. One individual could not define a government building because there were so many different types.Another person thought there was no difference between governmentbuildings and worksites. The largest percentage of subjectsthought government buildings meant office buildings. 
	"office buildings where government employees work . " ."where people work." ."courthouses, county buildings, museums." ."someplace like here." (meaning CSMR's offices) ."Census Bureau or Naval Intelligence."."the Capitol." ."office buildings ." ."office buildings like at Andrews Air Force Base or Crystal.City. " ."Andrews Air Force Base." ."offices." ."embassy, passport office . " ."any building owned by the government." ."a bureaucratic building, a several story building primarily .with the function of pro
	For worksites: Once again, there were many definitions of worksites . Some of the interpretation given by respondents are listed below. A couple of individuals had problems responding to worksite because they said it depended on the type of worksite, for example, whether it was indoors or outdoors or whether there are hazardous materials at the worksite. 
	space where I do work, i.e., my office." 
	individual private offices . " 
	place where people work like McDonalds." 
	a construction worksite." 
	a car body shop." 
	where work takes place." 
	"construction." 
	"where people work ." 
	"group of areas in office such as inner offices, open work 
	spaces, and lobby . " 
	"areas or building where I go to work." 
	For bars and cocktail lounges : All respondents had a clear understanding of this category. 
	For indoor sporting events: Most respondents had no problemswith this category. However, a few stated their answer depended on the type of sporting event and where it is taking place. 
	9 .
	For shopping malls: Several of the respondents stated that they 
	were confused over whether the question meant the concourse or 
	the stores or both. In addition, some felt their answers 
	depended on whether we were referring to an open or enclosed 
	ma11 . 
	For buses and trains: One respondent had problems answering this 
	question because her answer would differ depending on whether you 
	were referring to long distance trains or local Metro buses. 
	Several individuals felt there should be separate categories for 
	buses and trains because they had a different response to each. 
	Question 2. .If you wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact? 
	Most of the respondents clearly understood this question and 
	answered with one of the response categories listed on the 
	questionnaire. Some of the non-smokers and former smokers were 
	confused with this question because they felt that it did not 
	apply to them. They did not need information on stopping 
	smoking . The term "local" lead to several different interpretations such as Maryland and Andrews Air Force Base. 
	Another problem was that some of the respondents did not provide 
	the exact title for the organizations which were listed as 
	responses. For example, Cancer Institute was given as a 
	response. This may cause recording problems in the field if an interviewer cannot determine which category to check. The probefor "any others" only solicited additional responses in a very few cases. Some of the other write-in entries included the foll owing: 
	"fire department. " ."supermarkets." ."newspaper." ."NCI, NIH, Surgeon General . " ."the Census Bureau since we are doing the survey. " .
	"library. 
	11 .

	Question 3. .In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? 
	The responses to thi s question ranged from 10 percent to 100 
	percent. It .was evident that this question posed significant
	problems to respondents. A large number of subjects hesitated 
	before answering and expressed concern that they were not 
	confident about their answers. Some felt their answers were 
	strictly guesses . On the other hand, there were some individuals 
	who were very confident in their answers . These individuals 
	answered at either the low or high end of the scale. Some 
	respondents stated they did not eat out very much and therefore 
	could not provide an accurate response. Others stated they only 
	10 .
	eat at fast-food restaurant and had no personal experience with the policies at other types of restaurants . 
	Some of the responses given indicate the problems with this question . For example, one respondent answered every one of the establishments in the area have nonsmoking section, but then gave an answer of 80 percent. Another individual gave an initial response of 100 percent and later changed her answer to 50 percent . The reason she gave for the change was that she had been to about 50 percent of the restaurants in her area and theyall had nonsmoking sections. She did not consider places she never went to. 
	Question 4. .Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 
	This question posed some problems for the respondents. First, 
	most individuals felt that home and residence meant the same 
	thing. Individuals who saw a difference between the two terms 
	did not define them the same way . For example, one respondent
	thought a home was a place that you own while residence is a 
	place you are renting. Another respondent defined the two 
	exactly the opposite. 
	Second, respondents had a problem with the second choice, "smoking is occasionally allowed." Some people felt occasionallyallowed applied to a party situation . Others felt it referred to a particular room in the house. There was confusion whether this choice meant a time or place orientation. Related to this problem, several respondents stated there should be a "designated areas" category . Addition of this option would help to clarifythe meaning of occasionally allowed . 
	All but one of the respondents allowed the interviewer to read the complete list of responses before providing an answer. One individual felt that the first category, "no one is allowed to 
	smoke anywhere in my home," was too negative. He stated his 
	preference was that no one smoked in his home. Another interesting answer from a respondent was that he felt his home 
	was his individual apartment while his residence was the entire 
	apartment complex. 
	Question Sa. .Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither? 
	All of the respondents but four answered "both" to this question. The format of the question appeared to be clear to the subjects. Most of the respondents were able to define the difference between a habit and an addiction, although all were not in agreement. One person stated that the answer to this question 
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	depended on the individual. Listed below are the ways habit and addiction were defined by respondents. 
	"habit is something you are use to ; addiction is caused by the nicotine. " "habit is something you do of choice; addiction takes you over and you are out of control . " "habit is something you do; addiction means that your body or mind absolutely has to have it, so that it becomes a necessity." "habit is an everyday routine; addiction is a need and youcan't stop." "habit is something you do; addiction is something you can't stop doing. " "habit is something you are use to doing; addiction is something you 
	Question Sb . .In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive or about the same as cocaine, heroin, alcohol , caffeine, marijuana, and valium? 
	The respondents had several problems with this question. These areas are discussed below. 
	1. .
	1. .
	1. .
	There were serious response and recording problems with this question. The question asked were cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as . .. a list of substances. In many cases, as the list was read one by one, the respondent would answer more, less, or about the same, meaning that the substance was more, less, or about the same as cigarettes. This is the reverse of how the question is phrased. The interviewers had to clarify the opposite, that is, that cigarettes are more, less, or a

	2. .
	2. .
	Several of the respondents were sensitive to the discussion of these substances. This was apparent by their physical 
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	reaction as well as their quick and short responses to the 
	categories . 
	3. .
	3. .
	3. .
	Many of the respondents stated they had never used the substances listed and could not answer the question. There were many "don ' t know" responses. Some individuals did attempt to answer the questions without personal experience. These answers were strictly based on what they had heard . 

	4. .
	4. .
	One person responded that the answers to this questiondepended on the individual. 

	5. .
	5. .
	Another respondent felt that valium should not be included on the list since it was a prescription drug and the others were not . 

	6. .
	6. .
	The definition of addictive nature was different for several of the respondents . One person thought of addictive nature in terms of how accessible the substance was , for example, cigarettes were more addictive than heroin because cigarettes are more accessible. Other definitions of addictive nature included: doing anything to get it; a need; a compulsion; and getting hooked and being a slave to a substance . 


	Question 6. .Do you think laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced? 
	Almost every respondent answered "No" to this question. Upon
	probing, most of the individuals stated that they were not 
	familiar with the specific laws regarding the sale of tobacco 
	products to minors . The subjects were not sure whether the legal 
	age to purchase cigarettes was 16 or 18 years old. A couple of 
	individuals felt that it likely varied by state. Most of the "No" 
	responses were based on observing minors purchase cigarettes in 
	convenience stores or from vending machines. Some were able to 
	base .their answers on personal experience. One of the subject 
	was a minor and she stated she had no problem purchasing 
	cigarettes. 
	Question 7. .Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without anyrestrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? 
	The phrasing of this question did not pose any problems for respondents. However, there were some problems in the interpretation of "distribution of free cigarettes" and the interpretation of what was meant by "public property." Only a few individuals stated they did not understand the meaning of distribution of free cigarettes. Most people who defined this statement said it meant giving out packs of three to four 
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	cigarettes as samples. The definitions for public property were more diverse. Examples of these are listed below: 
	"malls, parks, Capital Center. " ."liquor and convenience stores, county fairs , exhibits." ."schools, malls, Capital Center. " ."malls" ."street corners, supermarkets." ."outside government buildings." ."public schools, government buildings . " ."street corners, public buildings, malls." ."malls, parks, cinemas." ."malls, outside grocery stores." ."outside a mall or grocery store. " ."buildings, streets, airline terminals." ."parks, streets." ."parks, tourist areas." ."something that is controlled, finance
	One respondent confused this question with the selling of cigarettes overseas to underdeveloped countries. 
	Question 8. .Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? 
	There were a number of problems with this question. First, many of the respondents did not understand what was meant by"sponsorship." When asked to define the term, many different interpretations were given. Second, several people asked what kinds of restrictions we were referring to in this question. There seemed to be some confusion with this term also. One individual stated restrictions meant that tobacco sponsorship on television should only be shown when kids are not as likely to be watching. Third, mo
	"funding." ."wearing a t-shirt from a tobacco company that was .sponsoring you to walk in the March of Dimes Walkathon." ."cigarette commercial on television during a football game ." ."car race." ."advertising." ."sponsoring a wrestling match." ."Virginia Slims tennis tournament." ."tennis tournament or billboards at stadiums." ."billboards when viewing televised events such as boxing." .
	14 .
	Question 9. .Do you think advertising of tobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? 
	The .primary problem with this question was that some people were 
	not familiar .with the current laws regarding cigarette
	advertising. Their concept of the laws played a part in how they
	answered the question, especially in regards to advertising on 
	television. .Some of the people who answered "some restrictions" 
	were specifically referring to television. Others who answered 
	"some restrictions" were thinking above and beyond television 
	since it is already illegal. One respondent initially answered 
	without restrictions but then changed her answer to "some 
	restrictions" when she thought of the current laws concerningtelevision. It is hard to tell whether others who answered "without restrictions" took into consideration television 
	advertising since it has been illegal for a long period of time. 
	Some people acknowledged understanding of the current laws while 
	others were unclear about this area. Most people thought of 
	advertising in terms of billboards, magazines, and television . 
	Recommendations 
	We have included the following recommendations for changes in the questionnaire, based both on the results of the cognitive interviews and our own review of the questionnaire. These recommendations fall into two generalcategories: specific recommendations about wording, and more generalsuggestions about things that should be taken into consideration in revising the questionnaire. 
	Specific Recommendations 
	1. .
	1. .
	1. .
	Items A3, 4, and 5 -Although respondents did not have a problem with these items, their wording seems somewhat awkward. This seems particularly true for A5, after respondents have already reported in A3 that they do not smoke cigarettes. We suggest combining these items into a single question: "Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?" This would also facilitate shortening the questionnaire, which is another goal of the revision. 

	2. .
	2. .
	Items B3a and C4 -These questions also did not pose a problem for respondents, but they sound wordy. We suggest rewording the question to eliminate some unnecessary verbiage: "When you last smoked every day, how many cigarettes did you smoke daily, on average?" 


	3. .Items B3b and 4 -This is slightly picky, but the parenthesized statements included in this question should be read to respondents in every instance. Therefore, we suggest that the parentheses be deleted. 
	4. .
	4. .
	4. .
	Items C3 and 5 -These questions also contain parenthesized phrases that should be read to respondents in every instance. Therefore, we suggest that the parentheses be deleted . 

	5. .
	5. .
	Item El -There are categories of employees for whom this question is not appropriate. For example, people who work at home, who drive buses or trucks, or who make many stops throughout the course of the day may not be able to answer these questions about their worksite. A screener question is necessary to skip these kinds of respondents out of item El. One possible wording of a screener is: "Do you have a central worksite, other than your home, where you have an office or spend time on a regular basis?" 
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	The current wording of the question is somewhat awkward in that it places
	the emphasis on the worksite itself rather than on the employees. We 
	suggest the following lead-in: "In your worksite, are employees allowed 
	to smoke in all, some, or none of the following places?" 
	otherresponse. It seems N/Aand "DK categories cover all the remaining options. We suggest that this category be deleted. 
	We are unclear as to what would constitute an 
	11 
	11 
	as if the 
	11 
	11 
	11 

	6. .Items E2 and 3 -The wording of these two items is so similar that some respondents didn't catch the subtle difference between the phrases "ever" and "within the past 12 months." In order to clearly differentiate between the two questions, we suggest that the order of these items be reversed. In addition, the current E3 should be reworded to emphasize the Then, the current E2 would be asked, and it would be limited only to 
	reference period: "Within the past 12 months, has your employer ... ?
	11 

	1111 1111
	no 
	DK 

	respondents who answered or to the first question . Response to yes to the first question, s i nee by definition their answer will be "yes." 
	the second question is unnecessary for people who answer 
	11
	11 

	7. .
	7. .
	7. .
	Item Fl -Several respondents had problems answering the question about buses and trains, since there are real differences in the structure of these two types of vehicles that affect the ability to restrict smoking. The best way to deal with this problem would be to split this item into two separate questions. If this is not feasible due to the time constraints of the questionnaire, we suggest that only one of these vehicles be included in the question . 

	8. .
	8. .
	Item F3 -The wording of this question contains many sources of ambiguity, as enumerated in the previous section. In addition, the process by which respondents came up with their answers seemed somewhat problematic. We suggest going back to the wording of this question that was contained in a previous draft of the questionnaire: "When you eat out in restaurants and fast food establishments, how many have non-smoking sections? Would you say all, some, a few, or none?" This wording would eliminate problems for

	9. .
	9. .
	Item F4 -Most respondents did not see a difference between the terms home and "residence," so a differentiation between them is not necessary. In the few cases where respondents did see a difference, 
	11 
	11 
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	including two different terms is confusing . We suggest deleting the words "or residence" from the question. 
	Another problem here is that the response categories mix restrictions 
	related to both time and place . To remedy this, we suggest revising the 
	middle response category to be more explicit: "smoking is allowed in some 
	places or at some times . " We further suggest that the words "in my home" 
	be deleted from the response categories. They are not really necessary,
	since they are included in the wording of the question. 
	10. .
	10. .
	10. .
	Item F5b -Respondents had a lot of problems with this item because they reversed the direction of the comparison they were requested to make, and therefore gave answers that were the opposite of what they intended. We suggest revising the question to read : "In your opinion, are the following substances more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as cigarettes?" This would seem to frame the question in a way that is more consistent with the way respondents think about it. 

	11. .
	11. .
	Item F7 -Respondents did not understand the term "public property" and thus did not seem to be answering the question in the exact context intended . We suggest simply deleting the phrase; however, if it is necessary to incorporate this concept into the question, perhaps a phrase that conveys the intent of public property, such as "on a city sidewalk," could be substituted. 


	Also, we wonder whether respondents pay attention to the phrase "and 
	tobacco samples." This seems to be a relatively minor aspect compared to 
	cigarettes, and we suggest that it be deleted from the question. 
	12 . Item F8 -Respondents had a lot of problems with this item and clearly did not respond to its intended meaning. One problem was that they interpreted it to be asking about advertising at sporting or cultural events rather than sponsorship . To deal with this problem, we suggest that items F8 and F9 be reversed. Perhaps if respondents are asked explicitly about advertising (F9) first, they will be less likely to think about advertising in this question. However, another problem is that respondents don't 
	12 . Item F8 -Respondents had a lot of problems with this item and clearly did not respond to its intended meaning. One problem was that they interpreted it to be asking about advertising at sporting or cultural events rather than sponsorship . To deal with this problem, we suggest that items F8 and F9 be reversed. Perhaps if respondents are asked explicitly about advertising (F9) first, they will be less likely to think about advertising in this question. However, another problem is that respondents don't 
	12 . Item F8 -Respondents had a lot of problems with this item and clearly did not respond to its intended meaning. One problem was that they interpreted it to be asking about advertising at sporting or cultural events rather than sponsorship . To deal with this problem, we suggest that items F8 and F9 be reversed. Perhaps if respondents are asked explicitly about advertising (F9) first, they will be less likely to think about advertising in this question. However, another problem is that respondents don't 

	13 . Item F9 -There is ambiguity with this question as it is currently worded. Some respondents considered current advertising restrictions when answering, but others did not . The latter respondents sometimes changedtheir answers when they were reminded that advertising is currently restricted on TV. We suggest including specific advertising media in the wording of the question, so that respondents are forced to think about them in coming up with their answers. Our proposed wording is : "Do youthink advert
	13 . Item F9 -There is ambiguity with this question as it is currently worded. Some respondents considered current advertising restrictions when answering, but others did not . The latter respondents sometimes changedtheir answers when they were reminded that advertising is currently restricted on TV. We suggest including specific advertising media in the wording of the question, so that respondents are forced to think about them in coming up with their answers. Our proposed wording is : "Do youthink advert
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	radio should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	General Recommendations 
	I. .Item A2 -We note that there is inconsistency in the objective criteria of how respondents define "fairly regularly" and thus there may be some lack of comparability in responses to the question. The answers do have in common that they reflect the respondents' perception of fairly regularly,which may be part of the question's intent. While this is something to keep in mind at the analysis stage, we do not have any suggestions for changing the wording of the question . 
	2. .
	2. .
	2. .
	Items BS and 6b -Similar inconsistencies were observed in these items. Respondents used varying interpretations of the phrase "stop smoking for one day or longer," ranging from deliberate attempts to quit to refrainingfrom smoking due to illness or being out of cigarettes . These inconsistencies seem to us to be more problematic in terms of how they might affect measurement of the critical variable here--i.e., stop smokingbehavior. If deliberate quit attempts are the focus of interest here, we suggest that 

	3. .
	3. .
	Item Fl -The list of places in this question is already fairly lengthy,and, as reported previously, the cognitive interviews reveal problems with grouping buses and trains together. If some of the categories could be deleted here, this might help get the questionnaire down to a more appropriate length . We assume that some items on this list are more relevant to the ASSIST program than others, and that this information could guide the paring . 

	4. .
	4. .
	Item F2 -Depending on the needs of the analysis, we suggest that consideration be given to limiting this question to smokers. This is because the nonsmokers we interviewed didn't feel that the question applied to them. 


	ATTACHMENT 1 
	Report on Cognitive Interviewing .for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation .
	Date: April 11, 1991 
	Time: 12:00 noon 
	Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
	Respondent: Former smoker, white, female, 33 years old, married, employed 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" Respondent had no problem answering "yes". She said she used to smoke at least a pack a day for close co 10 years. 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"How old were you when you first staned smoking cigarettes fairly regularly?" Answered "16" right away. Said she did it to fit in. "Fairly regularly" meant every day to the respondent. 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"Do you smoke cigarettes now?" Respondent answered "no". She defined "now" as today. 

	Question 5. 
	Question 5. 
	"Do you now smoke cigarettes not at all or some days ?" Respondent answered "not at all". She did not have any problems with the item. 


	C. Former Smoker 
	Question l. ."Have you EVER smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months?" Respondent answered "yes". Said she defined "6 months" as a period of 6 consecutive months; "every day" as every single day of the 6 months. Then said if she was sick and didn't smoke for a day, wouldn't consider that as a break. A break would be about 2 weeks because that's when you start feeling different. 
	Question 3. ."About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every day)r Respondent thought briefly then said "3 years". She tied this to a significant event in her life. Said 4 years ago she actually quit for 2-3 weeks or longer but something happened and she went back to smoking. Said she smoked enough after that first time she quit that she really couldn't have considered herself to have quit. 
	Question 4. ."On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when you last smoked every day?" 
	Respondent replied probably 10. She said she knew she didn't smoke more than a half a pack a day but later said 2 packs would last a week. Even though the respondent had quit smoking once before, she focused correctly on the period right before she last quit smoking. 
	Question 5. ."What is the total number ofyears you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed offcigarettes for at least 6 months or longer.)" This question caused some problems with the respondent. She first said "OK, so don't include the time while I was pregnant, because I did quit then". This indicated that she picked up on that concept. However, when she counted up the total years, she excluded the first period that she smoked. She smoked from age 16 to 22, quit smoking while she was pregnan
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. ."Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuffon a regular basis?" Respondent answered "no". She said as I read the list of examples, she mentally answered no to all of the items then answered no. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Question ."Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" The respondent answered "yes". 
	Question 1. "Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" When we talked about break areas and lounges, the respondent said that was dependent on whether we meant inside or outside. She said she knew the policy was no smoking at all in the building so she based her answer on that. Also, she based answer on allowed and not if people actually abide by the rule
	Question 2. ."Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking?" Respondent answered "yes" then asked what we meant by "employer" -the Federal government? Andrews Air Force Base? Her supervisor? She took it as the Federal government. She thought of "ever" as being the 3 years since she's worked there. 
	Question 3. ."Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 months?" Respondent answered "yes". She thought this question was referring to any other programs that she didn't think about in the previous question. She didn't pick up that the difference in the two questions was the reference period. Once the correct reference period was established, she didn't have any problems with correctly identifying it. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" The respondent hesitated when I read Bars and Cocktail Lounges, Indoor Sporting Events, and Shopping Malls. She didn't, however, have any problem coming up with an opinion or verbalizing why sh

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact?" The only thoughts the respondent had about this question was the hospital. 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" Respondent originally said 100%. She defined "in your area" as where she lived. She defined restaurants and fast-food establishments as the ones she goes to -the ones she was familiar with. When I asked about the ones she didn't go to, she backed off. Later, she said she considered where she worked her area also. She finally came up with the answer of SO% because she has been to

	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	"Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." Respondent had a problem with this question. She said both 2 and 3 really applied. Smoking is permitted but only in designated areas. 

	Question Sa. 
	Question Sa. 
	"Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" Respondent didn't have a problem thinking of a definition of both habit and addiction and then answering "both". 

	Question Sb. 
	Question Sb. 
	"In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving on to the next item. Respondent reacted mildly when I first read "cocaine". The other items didn't phase her. When I asked about alcohol, she first said both are just as addicting. Then the respondent said she thought

	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	"Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced?" 


	Respondent said "no". 
	Respondent said "no". 
	Respondent said "no". 
	Had no problem with this question. 

	Question 7. 
	Question 7. 
	"Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions. some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent asked me to repeat the question. She hesitated before answering. She said it should be restricted somewhat but couldn't say it should be banned. 

	Question 8. 
	Question 8. 
	"Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned complete/yr Respondent said this is one of those questions where you are damned of you so and damned if you don't. Thought tobacco companies had the right but sports and cultural events were a contradiction. Didn't think it should be banned or 

	TR
	restricted but finally said they shouldn't do something like show a child smoking a cigarette, so it should have some restriction. This makes me think the respondent had a problem with the term "sponsorship", but I failed to ask about it. 

	Question 9. 
	Question 9. 
	"Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent said "some restrictions". She thought of radio, TV, billboards when she thought of advertising. 


	ATTACHMENT 2 
	Report on Cognitive Interviewing .for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation .
	Date: April 11, 1991 
	Time: 1:00 p.m. 
	Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
	Respondent: Former smoker. black. female, 30 years old. unmarried, employed 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Have you smoked at least 100 cigarenes in your entire life?" Respondent had no problem answering "yes". She said she smoked when she was younger. 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"How old were you when you first sraned smoking cigarenes fairly regularly?" Respondent knew that she was 13 years old by what was happening in her life. "Fairly regularly" meant twice a day. 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"Do you smoke cigarettes now?" Respondent answered "no". She defined "now" as today. 

	Question 5. 
	Question 5. 
	"Do you now smoke cigarettes nor at all or some days? " Respondent answered "not at all". She did not have any problems with the item. 


	C. Former Smoker 
	Question 1. .H Have you EVER smoked cigarerres every day for at least 6 months ?" Respondent answered "no, she never smoked cigarettes every day." 
	Question 3. ."How long have you been offcigarettes, since you stopped completely?" 
	Respondent had no problem answering 12 years. She said she stopped before she 
	went to college and that was 12 years ago. "Completely" meant stopped smoking 
	and never smoked again. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. ."Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis?" 
	Respondent said she listened to each example and then answered "no". 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Question ."Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" The respondent answered "yes". 
	Question 1. "Does your worksite allow smoldng by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
	Respondent hesitated when I asked about Break areas and Lounges. Said if they are outside smoking is permitted, Smoking is not allowed at all inside the building. 
	Question 2. ."Has your employer ever offered a quit smoldng program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoldng?" 
	Respondent knew of specific programs -a quit smoking week -so she answered "yes". 
	Question 3. ."Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 months?" 
	Respondent said her supervisor and coworker joined the program. She thought we were asking if she knew of people that wanted to stop, not if they had programs. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question 1. ."Concerning smoldng in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" 
	The respondent didn't hesitate on any of these items. 
	Question 2. ."lfyou wanted information about stopping smoldng, what local person or organization would you most likely contact?" 
	The respondent thought of the American Cancer Society. She thought "local" meant Maryland. She didn't think of any persons. 
	Question 3. ."In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fastfood establishments in your area have nonsmoldng sections?" 
	There was a long pause before the respondent answered this question. She said she considered her area to be from where she worked to where she lived. Said she wanted to say half, but that was to much. Said 30% is a little less than that. 
	Question 4. ."Which statement best describes the rules about smoldng in your home or residence? No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home. " Respondent picked the second answer. Said smoking is allowed in designated areas. 
	Question 5a. ."Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 
	Respondent answered "both". Said habit is smoking because you are used to smoking. Addiction is caused by something in the nicotine. I asked what she would have said if "both" weren't an option. She said "habit". 
	Question Sb. ."In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other 
	substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
	Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
	With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving on to the next item. When I first said cocaine, respondent said she couldn't give answer. Then she said cigarettes are more accessible and therefore more addictive. In answer to heroin, she said cigarettes are more accessible and less expensive therefore more addictive. When I asked about marijuana, she said same as heroin, so more addictive. She couldn't answer about valium. She later said she wasn't always comparing the item t
	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	"Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been 

	TR
	adequately en.forced?" 

	TR
	Respondent immediately said "no". 
	Had no problem with this question. 

	Question 7. 
	Question 7. 
	"Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public 

	TR
	property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned 

	TR
	completely?" 

	TR
	Respondent said "without restrictions". She has personal experience with 

	TR
	distributing cigarettes and thought that since they controlled who received the 

	TR
	samples, there shouldn't be any restrictions. She didn't seem to have any 

	TR
	problem with the term "public property". 

	Question 8. 
	Question 8. 
	"Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should 

	TR
	be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 

	TR
	Respondent answered "some restriction". Had no apparent problem with the 

	TR
	term "sponsorship". She had heard a news item that day about tobacco 

	TR
	companies sponsoring events. Said she would have had the same opinion but that 

	TR
	this reinforce it. 


	Question 9. ."Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	Respondent didn't know of any reason it should be banned. Said without restriction. Had no apparent problem with the term "advertising". 
	ATTACH~ENT 3 
	Report on Cognitive Interviewing for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 
	Date: April 11, 1991 
	Time: 2:00 p.m. 
	Inteiviewer: .Susan Ciochetto 
	Respondent: .Non smoker, black. female, approx. 62 years old, widowed. doesn't work 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 
	Question 1. "Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" Respondent had no problem answering "no". 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. "Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuffon a regular basis?" 
	Respondent answered "no". She said she had her answer after I read "other tobacco products". She didn't even listen to the list. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Question ."Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" The respondent answered "no". 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" After I read "restaurants", the respondent said "if it would save time, I don't think smoking should be allowed". After "bar and cocktail lounge" she hesitated then said not at all even though 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact?" The respondent hesitated and then said ttfor me? If I smoked?". Then she said she would go to the base hospital at Andrews. To her, local mean Andrews AFB. 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fastfood establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections r Again the respondent hesitated. She thought most of them do -50%. She was thinking about places that she went to. She was pretty confident in her answer. 


	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	"Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." Respondent picked the first answer. She has a small sign in her home to that effect. She listened to all of the categories before picking one. 

	Question Sa. 
	Question Sa. 
	"Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" Respondent answered "both". Said habit becomes an addiction. Habit is something you do of your choice; addiction is when it takes you over and you are out of control. 

	Question 5b. 
	Question 5b. 
	"In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving on to the next item. When I first said cocaine, respondent said "oh!, I've never tried cocaine!" Then she asked me to repeat the question. After I repeated the question, she immediately said "less". Based answer on pe

	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	"Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced?" Respondent immediately said "no". Had no problem with this question. Considers minors to be persons under 16 years old. 

	Question 7. 
	Question 7. 
	"Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent said "banned". Thought of just cigarettes and didn't consider "tobacco samples". 

	Question 8. 
	Question 8. 
	"Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent answered that it should be allowed. When asked without restriction or some restriction, she said no restriction. The term "sponsorship" meant funding. 

	Question 9. 
	Question 9. 
	"Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without arry restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent thought and then said "banned completely. They make it look glamorous." Had no apparent problem with the term "advertising". Thought just about cigarettes. 


	ATTACl-r1ENT 4 
	Report on Cognitive Interviewing .for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation .
	Date: April 12, 1991 
	Time: 1:00 p.m. 
	Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto 
	Respondent: Smoker, white. male. 24 years old. married. self employed 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Have you smoked at least I 00 cigarettes in your entire life?" Respondent immediately answered ''yes". 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"How old were you when you first staned smoking cigarettes fairly regularly?,. Respondent answered "17" pretty quickly. Said it was in April 1984 when he joined the Army Reserve. Said he smoked a pack every 2 days. He thought that was "fairly regularly". 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"Do you smoke cigarettes now?" Respondent answered "yes". 

	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	"Do you now smoke cigarettes every day or some days?" Respondent answered "pretty much every day". 

	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	"On the average, how many cigarettes do you now smoke a day?" Respondent said that depends. Sometimes 5 or 6, sometimes 10. Said he smokes a pack every 2 days so that's about 10 a day on the average. 


	B. Current Smoker 
	Question 4. "What is the total number ofyears you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed offcigarettes for at least 6 months or longer)." 
	Respondent said he has never been off cigarettes. Since April 1984 to now -that would be 8 years. When we actually counted, it was really 7 years. 
	Question 5. ."Have you EVER stopped smoking for one day or longer?" Respondent answered ''yes" quickly. When asked if he thought about a specific time he quit, he said he quit for about 3 weeks one time. 
	Question 6a. ."During the PAST 12 MONI1IS, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer?" Respondent quickly answered ''yes". 
	Question 6b. ."How many times during the past 12 months have you stopped smoking for one day or longer?" 
	Respondent said that was a difficult question. Said one day is such a short period of time. He has gone plenty of times for one day without a cigarette because he was busy or doing something and didn't have time for them. Said his answer will not be accurate. I asked if it would be easier/more accurate if the question asked about times he actively decided to quit for a day or longer. He said it 
	would be easier, then answered "3". couple. 
	would be easier, then answered "3". couple. 
	would be easier, then answered "3". couple. 
	He said that was probably give or take a 

	Question 7a. 
	Question 7a. 
	"In the past year, have you seen a ... medical doctor? dentist?" When I read "medical doctor", the respondent said that depends on which type of doctor. His wife works with a bunch of doctors so he sees them all the time. When I asked about seeing them on a professional basis, he said "Oh, have I been to the doctors?" He hesitated and then said he's been to the dentist about 4 times because his wife is a dental hygienist. Hesitated before saying that was all. 

	Question Tu. 
	Question Tu. 
	"In the past year, did any dentist advise you to stop smoking?" Respondent laughed and said yes -everytime he goes to his wife's office, they advise him to stop. 

	Question 8a. 
	Question 8a. 
	"Are you seriously considering quitting within the next 6 months?" Respondent said he didn't know. He then said he didn't think you could "seriously consider" quitting. Said if it ever really affects his health, he will quit. 

	Question 8b. 
	Question 8b. 
	"Are you planning to quit in the next 30 days?" Respondent said "no". 

	Question 9. 
	Question 9. 
	"During the past year, have any organizations in your area offered you stop smoking information or activities ? Which ones?" Respondent immediately said "yes". His wife got him involved in a stop smoking program at the base which was run by the Heart and Lung Association volunteers. I marked "other". 


	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. ."Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuffon a regular basis?" 
	Respondent said he used other tobacco products but not on a regular basis. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Question ."Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house?" The respondent answered "yes". 
	Question 1. ."Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe 
	following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas 
	and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" 
	Respondent asked me to repeat the question. Then he said these would be hard to answer because he is self employed. I asked what he defined his worksite to be. He said the telephone and then said his home. Said he is allowed to smoke in his home but since his home didn't have "private offices", "break areas", etc. I marked N/ A. For "restrooms", I marked "all". He then said he is an appliance 
	Respondent asked me to repeat the question. Then he said these would be hard to answer because he is self employed. I asked what he defined his worksite to be. He said the telephone and then said his home. Said he is allowed to smoke in his home but since his home didn't have "private offices", "break areas", etc. I marked N/ A. For "restrooms", I marked "all". He then said he is an appliance 
	repairman. So his worksite could be wherever he is working that day (i.e. a customer's home also). 

	Question 2. ."Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking?" Said the question didn't apply. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question 1. ."Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sporting Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" After I read "restaurants", the respondent said "that's a touchy one." Eventually said owner should be able to say. No restriction. For hospitals, said it should be kept off the e
	Question 2. ."Ijyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact? " The respondent said "if I wanted information on STOPPING?" He hesitated and then said "family doctor". Said it was a dumb question for him because ifhe wanted to stop, he would stop. He wouldn't have to seek anybody. 
	Question 3. ."In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fast1ood establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" 
	The respondent listed places and said whether or not you could smoke in them. Then said 75%-80%. When asked how confident he was of his estimate, he said 75%. 
	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	"Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? 

	TR
	No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. 
	Smoking is occasionally allowed. 

	TR
	Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home." 

	TR
	Respondent said the "going statement" is no one is allowed to smoke in his home. 

	TR
	When asked if that best described the rules, he said that was what his wife's rules 

	TR
	are. 
	His rule is smoking is allowed anywhere. 
	I marked the first box. 
	(NOTE: 

	TR
	See his wife's interview April 12, 2:00 pm!) 

	Question Sa. 
	Question Sa. 
	"Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say 

	TR
	it is neither one. 
	Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" 

	TR
	Respondent answered "both". He didn't seem to have a problem with either 

	TR
	term. 


	Question Sb. ."In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other 
	substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: 
	Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana? Valium?" 
	With this series of questions, we stopped and discussed each item before moving on to the next item. When I said cocaine, respondent said he didn't know. He's never done cocaine. When I asked about heroin, and caffeine, he also said he didn't know. When I asked about alcohol, he said "more addicting". Said he smokes more than he drinks. When asked about marijuana, he said marijuana is less addicting. When asked about valium, he said he had used it, but didn't think he could compare the two. He said he based
	Question 6. ."Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced?" 
	Respondent said "no". He was aware of laws but said he started as a minor so the laws couldn't have been enforced. Considers minors to be persons 18 years old and under. 
	Question 7. "Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	Respondent asked me to reread the question. He hesitated and then said it depended on who you were giving the free samples to. He thought there should be an age restriction. He didn't seem to have a problem with the term public property. 
	Question 8. ."Do you think sponsorship ofsponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	Respondent asked me to reread the question. Said he went blank during the first part of the question. Said "no restriction". 
	Question 9. ."Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	Respondent hesitated and then said "without restriction". 
	ATTACHMENT 5 
	Report on Cognitive Interviewing for the CPS Smoking Supplement for the ASSIST Evaluation 
	Date: April 12, 1991 Time: 2:00 p.m. Interviewer: Susan Ciochetto Respondent: Non smoker, white, female, approx. 23 years old, married, employed 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/screener 
	Question 1. ."Have you smoked at Least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?" Respondent had no problem answering "no". 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la. ."Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis?" 
	Respondent answered "no". She said she had her answer after I read "other tobacco products". She didn't even listen to the list. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Question 
	Question 
	Question 
	"Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house ?" The respondent answered ''yes". 

	Question 1. 
	Question 1. 
	"Does your worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none ofeach ofthe following places? Private offices? Open work and production areas? Break areas and lounges? Cafeterias? Restrooms?" Respondent immediately said "none" to all of the listed places. Said she works in a government building and no smoking is allowed anywhere. She considers her worksite to be the building she works in. 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"Has your employer ever offered a quit smoldng program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking?" Respondent answered "yes". Considered her employer to be her department. 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"Has your employer offered any quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoldng within the past 12 months?" Respondent asked me to repeat the question. Didn't pick up on the distinction between the two questions. 


	F. Other Issues 
	Question l. "Concerning smoldng in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be pennitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at 
	all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals ? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" Respondent had no problem answering any of these questions. 
	all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals ? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" Respondent had no problem answering any of these questions. 
	all in ... Restaurants? Hospitals ? Govt. Buildings? Worksites? Bars and Cocktail Lounges? Indoor Sponing Events? Shopping Malls? Buses and trains?" Respondent had no problem answering any of these questions. 

	Question 2. 
	Question 2. 
	"Ifyou wanted information about stopping smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact?" The respondent said "Red Cross" and "Heart and Lung Association". 

	Question 3. 
	Question 3. 
	"In your opinion, approximately what percentage ofrestaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections?" Respondent immediately said all do. Considered those around where she lives and works that she goes to. Very confident in answer. 

	Question 4. 
	Question 4. 
	"Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home. Smoking is occasionally allowed. Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home. " Respondent said she doesn't want it but her husband does it, so she would have to say "permitted anywhere". If he ever quits, it won't be allowed. 

	Question Sa. 
	Question Sa. 
	"Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both, or neither?" After I read "a habit, ... an addiction", the respondent cut in and said "both". 

	Question Sb. 
	Question Sb. 
	"In your opinion, how does the addictive nature ofcigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive, or about the same as: Cocaine? Heroin? Alcohol? Caffeine? Marijuana ? Valium ?" Respondent said cigarettes are less addictive than everything except caffeine. Said once you are addicted to these other things, the process of clearing yourself and getting rid of them is a lot harder and a lot more chemically dependent than nicotine. 

	Question 6. 
	Question 6. 
	"Do you think the laws restricting the sale oftobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced?" Respondent immediately said "no". Had no problem with this question. Considers minors to be persons under 16 years old. 

	Question 7. 
	Question 7. 
	"Do you think that the distribution offree cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent said "banned". Thought ifpeople want the product, they should buy it. Thought of the home when I said "public property". 

	Question 8. 
	Question 8. 
	"Do you think sponsorship of sponing or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" Respondent said it didn't matter to her. The term "sponsorship" didn't seem to cause any problem. 


	Question 9. ."Do you think advenising oftobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely?" 
	Respondent said ''without restriction". Had no apparent problem with the term "advertising". 
	ATTACH~i:NT 6 
	SUMMARY OF COGNITIVE INTERVIEWS FOR THE .NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE'S SMOKING SUPPLEMENT .
	RESPONDENT #1 .Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 11:00 a.m. .
	I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the interview would proceed. In addition. I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end of the session. 
	From observation, the subject was a white female. She later told me in the interview she was 17 vears old. 
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered "13" to this question and indicated she had no problem identifying the age she started smoking fairly regularly. Upon probing, she defined "fairly regularly" as a pack a day. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "Every day" to this question and had no problems 
	answering the question. 
	Question #6: The respondent's first answer was "a pack or pack and a half'. She did not answer the question in terms of number of cigarettes as asked. I probed further as to how many cigarettes that would be and she gave a response of "30". When asked how she decided upon that answer, she responded "by how often she goes to the store". 
	B. Current Smoker 
	Question #4: When asked how she decided upon her answer of "3", the respondent stated that 
	she didn't start smoking heavily until a year after she started. 
	Question #5: I asked the respondent how she decided upon her answer of "Yes" and she said she had tried to quit and it didn't work. Her whole family smoked which made quitting very difficult. 
	Question #6a: I asked the respondent if she could specifically recall the instance during the past 12 month when she stopped smoking for one day or longer. She said it was very easy because she tried to quit at Christmas. 
	Question #6b: Respondent had no recall problems. The one time was at Christmas as indicated in question #6a. 
	Question #7a: Respondent knew she had seen a medical doctor in the past year because she was in the hospital. She defined past year as beginning January 1, 1990. Respondent had also seen a dentist in the past year and had no recall problems. 
	Question #7b: The respondent answered "No" to both medical doctor and dentist. She stated the doctor only advised her to cut back on her smoking and she did not interpret that statement as advising her to quit. 
	Question #7c: The check item was confusing to me as an interviewer and I did not ask the respondent question #7c. 
	Question #8a: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She defined "seriously considering" as actually quitting not just thinking about it. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She interpreted "offered you" as any booklets you receive in school or nicotine gum. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was not familiar with the term "snuff'. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Check Item: The respondent said she worked every day. 
	Question #1: When I asked the respondent about private offices, she responded with a "Yes". She did not answer in the prescribed format of all, some, or none. I had to clarify that what she meant by a yes and she stated she meant all. She indicated that her worksite had no break areas and lounges or cafeterias. She was unsure about smoking in restrooms. She stated that since there were not any no smoking signs that you could smoke in all the restrooms. She defined worksite as the area where she specifically
	Question #2: The respondent answered "No" to this question. When I probed further and asked her what she thought was meant by "any other help" she answered a doctor. I asked if there was a doctor at her employer and she said no. She was not thinking specifically about her employer giving her help when she answered doctor. She stated the only thing her employer has done is suggesting that she quit and she did not interpret that as help. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question #1: The respondent was able to answer this question easily using the prescribed categories. When asked what she was thinking about in regards to government buildings, she said she really didn't think about anything but she would assume it would be "someplace like here". She defined worksite as a place where people work like McDonalds. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered "doctor" to this question and did not know of any others. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "SO%" to this question but with much hesitation. When I probed further she stated that most places she goes have two separate sections. She stated she does eat out a lot. When asked how confident she was in her answer she said it was just a guess. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "occasionally allowed". She defined this as her room only and did not think of it in terms of time. She said a home is a place that is yours whereas a residence is a place you are staying. 
	Question #Sa: The respondent answered "both" to this question. She said a habit is something you do while an addiction is something you can't stop doing. 
	Question #Sb: This question caused serious response and recording problems. The question asks are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive or about the same as, for example, heroin. When asked about heroin, the respondent answered "less". As the interviewer I checked the block for "less". After reviewing the tape, it was clear that the respondent meant heroin was less addictive than cigarettes. Based on the way the question is phrased, the "More" block should have been checked. The question could be better
	Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was familiar with the laws and from personal experience she said she can get cigarettes anywhere and she is under age. 
	Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned". She thought public property might mean a mall. 
	Question #8: The respondent answered "Without restriction". She thought sponsorship meant like a car race. She was confused by the term "sponsorship". 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "Some restriction". However, she was not familiar with the current laws and said she was thinking about television and billboards. 
	ATTACH'1ENT 7 .
	RESPONDENT #2 
	Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 2:00 p.m. 
	I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end of the session. 
	From observation, the subject was a white female. I later determined from her responses that she was approximately 18 years old. 
	A Smoking Prevalence/Screener 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered "14" to this question. She define "fairly regularly" as frequent and when smoking becomes a habit. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
	the question. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "every day" to this question and had no problems 
	answering the question. 
	Question #6: The respondent indicated she had trouble coming up with an answer to this 
	question. She stated it depended upon whether she was at work or not. After probing, she 
	decided upon 10 cigarettes a day. She decided this because she usually smokes a pack and a 
	half every two days and always ends up giving a couple away to friends. 
	B. Current Smoker 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "3 years" to this question. She did not have any 
	problems recalling information to respond to this question. 
	Question #5: The respondent easily recalled instances where she stopped smoking for one day 
	or longer including when she was sick, had her tonsils out, or when she didn't have money to 
	buy cigarettes. 
	Question #6a: Once again, the respondent easily recalled when she stopped smoking for one 
	day or longer during the past 12 months. Everyone at her work tried to stop at the same time. 
	Question #6b: The respondent had a hard time recalling how many times she had stopped 
	smoking during the past 12 months. She originally answered "6 times". After probing, she 
	realized she had not included the days she tried to quit and adjusted her response to "15 times". 
	Question #7a: The respondent was able to recall when she saw a doctor in the past year because she had an ear infection. However, she did not understand what was meant by "past year". She last saw a dentist a year and a half ago. 
	Question #7b: The respondent answered "No" to this question stating the medical doctor did not mention quitting smoking. 
	Question #7c: The check item confused me and I did not ask question #7c. 
	Question #8a: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question. She interpreted "seriously considering" as wanting and willing to quit. 
	Question #8b: The respondent was uncertain as to whether she planned to quit in the next 30 days. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She defined stop smoking information or activities as brochures or support groups. She thought "offered you" meant receiving something in the mail. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question #la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She said snuff was a form of chewing tobacco. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Check Item: The respondent stated she did work last week. 
	Question #1: The respondent had difficulty answering this question using the prescribed format. She responded "Yes" to each part of the question rather than responding with all, some, or none. I had to clarify her answer each time. She thought of her worksite, a beauty shop, when she answered this question. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered "No" to this question because her employer smokes. She thought "any other help" would include encouragement. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question #1: The respondent described government buildings as the Census Bureau or Naval Intelligence. She has a friend who works for the Navy. She interpreted worksite to be specifically a construction worksite. 
	Question #2: The respondent had a variety of responses to this question including the library, fire department, supermarkets, and the American Lung Association. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "99%" to this question. She was very confident in her answer and felt like practically everywhere she went there were two separate areas. However, she did state that she usually only went to fast food restaurants. 
	Question #4: The respondent said smoking was permitted anywhere in her home. She saw no difference between home and residence. She interpreted "occasionally allowed" as referring to particular times rather than particular places in the home. 
	Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. She felt that a habit was something you were use to doing and an addiction was something you want to do. 
	Question #5b: This respondent had the same problem with this question as the Respondent # 1. She wanted to answer that cocaine was less addictive than cigarettes rather than cigarettes were more addictive than cocaine. It caused problems for me in recording her answer. Also, she did not understand what was meant by "addictive nature" and was not familiar with valium. 
	Question #6: She immediately answered "Yes" to this question. After I probed concerning her knowledge of the specific laws she changed her answer to "No" after thinking about her past experiences. 
	Question #7: The respondent answered "some restriction" but did not know what was meant by distribution of free cigarettes. She thought public property referred to street corners or supermarkets. 
	Question #8: The respondent answered "without restriction" but was thinking just about advertising when evaluating the meaning of sponsorship. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "some restriction" to this question. She was thinking about magazines and billboards when she answered. However, she did know the laws about advertising on television and stated that was the reason why she responded with some restriction. She felt advertising should continue not to be allowed on television. 
	ATTACH~ENT 8 
	RESPONDENT #3 
	RESPONDENT #3 
	Date and Time of Interview: April 8, 1991 at 3:00 p.m. 
	I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms he would sign at the end of the session. 
	From observation, the subject was a white male. I would estimate his age to be approximately 18 years old. 
	A. Smoking Prevalence/Screener 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "No" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question #la: The respondent answered "No" to this question and was not familiar with the product snuff. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke .Check Item: The respondent has not worked for the past several months. .
	F. Other Issues .
	Question #1: The respondent thought of the Capitol when asked about government buildings. He had trouble providing responses to worksites and indoor sporting events because it depended on the type of worksite or sporting event. For example, he stated that employees of a gas station should not be permitted to smoke. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered doctor and health department. The question was very clear to him. 
	Question #3: The respondent had no idea initially when I asked this question. After probing, 
	he indicated he only went to fast food restaurants. I asked if he could give an answer just 
	relating to fast food and he responded with 50%. However, he was not confident in his answer. 
	Question #4: The respondent saw no difference between home and residence. He was not sure what "occasionally allowed" meant, but after further probing felt like it meant a place rather than a time orientation. 
	Question #Sa: The respondent felt that his answer to this question depended on the individual. He finally answered an addiction after further probing. 
	Question #Sb: The respondent answered "Don't know" for each substance he had never used. He only gave a response for alcohol and caffeine. He defined "addictive nature" as needing another cigarette. 
	Question #6: The respondent felt enforcement has not been adequate because he sees minors in stores all the time allowed to purchase cigarettes. He said he was familiar with the laws. 
	Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. However, he did not understand the terms distribution and public property. He felt that your home would not be public property. 
	Question #8: The respondent did not understand what was meant by sponsorship. He answered ''without restriction" after probing, for example if a cigarette company sponsored a wrestling match. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "without restriction". He felt that advertising should be allowed on television and magazines. 
	ATTACHMENT 9 .
	RESPONDENT #4 
	Date and Time of Interview: April 15, 1991 at 2:00 p.m. 
	I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms he would sign at the end of the session. 
	From observation, the subject was a white male. I would estimate his age to be in the low 60s. 
	A. Smokin~ prevalence/screener 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	Question #2: When the respondent first answered this question, he responded with a year not an age. After clarification, he answered "21 years old". However, after he defined "fairly regularly" as smoking half a pack a day, he changed his answer. He stated at the age of 21 he started smoking, but did not begin to smoke regularly until the age of 25. Without further probing, I would have recorded an inaccurate response. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "No" to this question. He was a former smoker. 
	C. Fonner Smoker 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering 
	the question. 
	Question #3: In answer to this question, the respondent first answered in terms of the year he stopped completely. After probing, he calculated the time to be 40 years. He recalled this period of his life because it was when he came back from overseas and switched to a pipe. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "10" to this question. In deciding upon his answer, he said he recalled the number of cigarettes in a pack and he knew he didn't smoke an entire pack a day. He stated it was just a rough guess. 
	Question #5: The respondent answered "10" to this question. He stated he recalled his time overseas to come up with his answer. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la: The respondent answered "Yes" to pipes and cigars. The question worked very well with this respondent. He was familiar with the tobacco product snuff. 
	Question lb: The respondent did not currently use pipes and cigars. Once again, this question worked very well with this respondent. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Check Item: The respondent answered "No" to the check item. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question #1: The respondent immediately answered "Not allowed at all" even before I read the list to him. Once I started through the list, he understood the format of the question. He felt government buildings referred to office buildings. When asked about worksites, he said he thought about his cousin who worked in the car body shop and smoked while he was working on the cars. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered "Heart Association and Cancer Institute". He was not aware of the exact titles of these organizations, but I went ahead and checked the American Heart Association and American Cancer Society. This question may cause confusion in the field since respondents may not be able to provide exact title of organizations. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "very few" initially. Upon probing, he decided upon 10 percent and felt very confident about his answer. He stated he eats out quite a lot and has trouble finding restaurants with non-smoking section. 
	Question #4: The respondent stated smoking was never allowed in his home or residence. He said there was a difference between home and residence. Home is his individual apartment while residence is his apartment complex. 
	Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. He stated a habit is a routine while an addiction is something you can't help but do. He seemed very clear on the difference between the two. 
	Question #5b: When asked this question, the respondent answered "More". Upon probing, I learned that he meant cocaine was more addictive than cigarettes. However, based on the format of the question it should have been answered that cigarettes were less addictive than cocaine. This is the same problem encountered in other cognitive interviews. He defined addictive nature as a compulsion. 
	Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. However, he stated he was not familiar with the laws but just had the impression that the laws were not enforced. 
	Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He felt free distribution on public property meant outside government buildings when people come out of work. 
	Question #8: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He referred to the Virginia Slims tennis tournament as an example of sponsorship. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. He was familiar with the laws and knew advertising on television was not permitted. He was thinking of any type of media when answering the question. 
	.~TTACH"1ENT 10 
	RESPONDENT #5 
	RESPONDENT #5 
	Date and Time of Interview: April 15, 1991 at 3:00 p.m. 
	I first obtained the respondent's permission to video and audio tape the interview. Once both tapes were running, I explained to the respondent the purpose of the interview and how the interview would proceed. In addition, I explained about the two forms she would sign at the end of the session. 
	From observation, the subject was a white female. I later determined from her responses that she was approximately 60 years old. 
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question and had no problems answering the question. 
	Question #2: The respondent had a different time responding to this question. She experienced significant recall problems. She finally responded "somewhere in her 20s". After she thought about the term fairly regularly, she changed her answer to "her 30s". She realized in her 20s she was smoking very seldom. The respondent said she had a hard time answering this question because her smoking was random. Finally, she decided upon the age of 33, but was not confident in her answer. 
	Question #3: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was a former smoker. 
	C. Former Smoker 
	Question #1: The respondent answered "Yes" to this question, but could not guarantee she 
	smoked everyday as stated in the question. 
	Question #3: She answered "10 years" to this question. She stated she did not have a recall problem because she could easily identify events in her life which lead her to quit. For example, a number of people she knew had passed over due to smoking related illnesses and her son was pressuring her to quit. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered "10 cigarettes" to this question. However, the answer 
	was strictly an average since her smoking tended to be random. 
	Question #5: The respondent answered "20 years" to this question. She stated it was difficult 
	for her to recall exactly but based on her current age she estimated 20 years. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	Question la: The respondent answered "No" to this question. She was familiar with the tobacco product snuff. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	Check Item: The respondent answered "No" to the check item. 
	F. Other Issues 
	Question #1: The respondent had no problems following the format of this question. She could not give a specific example of a type of government building or worksite since there were so many different kinds of each. 
	Question #2: The respondent answered the American Cancer Society, American Heart Association, and the newspaper. The question worked very well and was easy to understand. 
	Question #3: The respondent had a difficult time coming up with an answer to this question. She stated the percentage was very small and finally decided upon 25 percent. She stated she eats out very often, but still is not at all confident in her answer. 
	Question #4: The respondent answered no one is allowed to smoke in her home. She did not see a difference between home and residence. The option "occasionally allowed" confused her, but she did not worry because she knew smoking was not allowed at all. 
	Question #5a: The respondent answered "Both" to this question. She felt habit was defined as going through the motions and an addiction is like an addiction to drugs. 
	Question #5b: The respondent had a difficult time with this question because she said the difference in addiction between cigarettes and other substances depends on the person. Many factors have a bearing on how addictive something is compared to cigarettes. She defined addictive nature as getting hooked and being a slave to a substance. 
	Question #6: The respondent answered "No" to this question. However, she was not sure of the laws and felt like they varied from state to state. 
	Question #7: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She believed public property meant public schools or government buildings. She lost sight of the question because she was thinking solely of the cigarettes companies' efforts to sell cigarette internationally to poor underdeveloped countries. 
	Question #8: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She thought of tennis tournaments and billboards at stadiums when thinking about sponsorship. 
	Question #9: The respondent answered "Banned" to this question. She was totally against advertising on any media. She was familiar with the current laws in this area. 
	ATTACHMENT 11 .
	Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement 
	The subject was a 30-year-old white female smoker. The interview was conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday, April 5 at the CSMR Response Research Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about to conduct. I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of how she should use the think aloud method to answer the questions I would pose. I mentioned that the interview would be both audio-and vid
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes), she answered "yes" immediately. She said that was an easy one , she didn't need to think about it at all. 
	In response to question 2 (age when first smoked), she began thinking aloud , "I was in junior high, about 8th grade. I graduated in 1978, so about 15 years, I guess." I thought this answer reflected how long ago she began smoking, so I commented that the question asked how old she was, and in response she said, "13." When asked how she came up with that answer, she said "I know I graduated in 1978, I've been smoking for 15 years, and I'm 30 so I just subtracted ." When asked her definition of "fairly regul
	At question 3 (smoke now), she qMickly said "yes . " At question A4 (every day 
	or some days), without hesitation she said "every day." 
	At question 6 (number of cigarettes smoked), she said, "There are 20 cigarettes in a pack; I smoke almost a whole pack, some days I won't, I might 
	have two or three cigarettes left over, so an average of 18-20." 
	B. Current Smoker 
	At question 4 (number of years smoked). I read the question and the parenthesized instruction about not including time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer. Her immediate reaction was, "So what was the question again?" After I reread the question, she said, "Every day . .. ! did quit one time, but it wasn't for six months so I can't count that. " Then she thought the amount of time she smoked in high school, and she used her graduation in 1978 as a reference point . She came up with an answer of
	At question 5 (ever stopped smoking for one day or longer), she said "yes. " Then she said, "I haven't had a cigarette today, as a matter of fact ." In response to some probing, she revealed that her response included times when, 
	2 .
	for reasons other than deliberate attempts to quit, she went one full daywithout smoking a cigarette. For example, if she had too much to drink and smoke one night, she might get a "cigarette hangover" and not want a cigarettethe next day. 
	At question 6a (stopped smoking during the past 12 months), she said "yes" and reiterated her previous interpretation. If she had a sore throat or something like that, she would consider that to be stopping smoking. 
	At question 6b (number of times stopped in the past 12 months), she thought about the number of times she had been sick with a sore throat. She gave an answer of 5; she counted up individual instances of times she remembered when she either had strep throat or had been out and had too many beers. She considered instances since the beginning of last year, January 1990. 
	At question 7a (medical doctor), she responded that she was laid off from her job in June and she hasn ' t seen a doctor since then. Then she thought further about the last year, and visits to a medical doctor. She responded that she had seen a doctor a few months before she got laid off. 
	At question 7b (doctor advise to stop smoking), she said that they took her off birth control pills when she turned 30 because she smoked. When 
	questioned, she said that she interpreted this as being advised to stop ... the doctor told her he would have to take her off birth control pills if she didn't stop smoking because it's bad for your health. 
	At question 7a (dentist), she quickly said "yes." And no dentist had advised her quit smoking (7b). 
	She thought 
	At question 8a (seriously considering quitting), she said "no. 
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	the question wanted to know whether she even thinks about quitting, and the 
	answer to that is no. 
	At question 9 (stop smoking information), she thought about the past year, and said that her previous employer had offered something, but that had been over a year ago. When questioned, she said she was again referring to the date of January 1990 in answering the question. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	At question la (use other tobacco products), she started to laugh. She didn't recognize the term "snuff," although she was familiar with all the terms contained in the question. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent reported that she is employed. 
	At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), her immediate response was "yes." When given the response categories (all, some, or none) again she said, "Everywhere...everywhere you want in our office." Going down the list, 
	3 .
	she continued to say that smoking is allowed anywhere until she got to last item--restrooms . Then she said that there was no sign to say you can't smoke in the restroom, but she doesn't smoke there anyway. When pressed for an answer, she said smoking is allowed in all restrooms. She defined her worksite as her own office . 
	At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she had a question , "Anytime, right? Not just in the past year? You asked me a question a little while ago about something like that in the past year." (She was referring to question B9, which she had answered with respect to her employer.) When I repeated the question, she said, "yes." Then she realized that she was talking about a previous employer that she had , but not the company she currently works for . If she answered with respect to her current e
	At question 3 (employer help to quit smoking in past 12 months), she said "no. " She switched her focus and was now talking about her current employer . Even though she has not been employed there for 12 months, she provided an answer, which she based on her perception of whether they would have offered one. 
	F. Other Issues 
	At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she quickly answered with predefined response categories when asked about restaurants, hospitals, and government buildings. She questioned what the term "worksites" meant ...she thought it meant the space where she does her work (i.e., her office). She answered readily for all the other sites. She responded "designated areas" for shopping malls--she thought smoking should be allowed in the mall itself but not in the stores. Similarly for indoor sporting events, she 
	At question 2 {stop smoking information), she quickly responded, "my doctor." 
	At question 3 {nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said, "all of them. " She used her personal experience of the restaurants she has eaten in to answer this question. She doesn ' t eat out a lot {maybe twice a month), and she said she was not very sure of her answer to this question. 
	At question 4 {smoking restrictions at home) , she readily responded. When questioned about the difference between "home" and "residence", she replied that "residence" refers to owned homes; "home" refers to a rented place where you live. 
	At question Sa {addiction vs. habit), she first said "habit." Then she said, 
	"you can say both?" and changed her answer. In trying to define a habit and an addiction, she couldn't really differentiate them. She described an addiction as when you 've got to have it, where you're on edge and it effects your mood, but then she thought that referred to a habit too . She didn't change her answer from "both," although she could not state what the 
	4 .
	difference was between the two terms. At part b, she based her answers on what she had read, since she had no personal experience with some of the choices . She thought that all drugs have the same level of addiction, and cocaine, heroin, alcohol , marijuana, and valium are all drugs. Caffeine is not like smoking, and smoking is more addictive. She defined "addictive nature of something" as when people would do anything to get it. 
	11
	At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she replied "no. She based this answer on a recent observation of a "kid" buying cigarettes, where he. had no problem purchasing them even though he was underage. 
	At question 7 (distribution of samples), she asked, "on what property?" and then said it should be allowed without any restriction. When asked to define public property, she was very hesitant. She mentioned shopping malls and parks as examples of public property. Your home and your worksite would not be considered public property, but the Capital Centre would be. When questioned , she said the question was referring to people who give out little packs that have three or four cigarettes in them. 
	At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she said, "without anyrestriction . " 
	At question 9 (advertising), she said, "some restrictions.'' The restrictions she had in mind had to do with television advertising that might affect children. 
	ATT AC l-r1ENT 12 
	Notes fro~ CPS Smoking Supplement 
	The subject was a 31-year-old white female smoker. The interview was conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday, April 5 at the CSMR Response Research Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about to conduct. I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of how she should use the think aloud method to answer the qustions I would pose.I mentioned that the interview would be both audio-and video
	A. Smoking Prevalence/Screener 
	At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes), she said "I'm sure I have. I've been smoking cigarettes for years, ever since I was a young kid, so yes ...quite a few more." 
	At question 2 (age when first smoked), she questioned, "Regularly? Well, I didn't smoke regularly in elementary school, but I'd say 7th grade, probably." She answered in terms of a grade, and converted this to age 13 in response to a probe. She defined regularly as any time that she wasn't at home--on the way to and from school, and between classes--about ten cigarettes a day. She didn't smoke at home since she wasn't allowed to. She contrasted this to her behavior in elementary school, which was not regula
	At question 3 (smoke now), without hesitation she said "Yes, I do." 
	At question 4 (every day or some days), she said "I smoke every day." 
	At question 6 (number of cigarettes smoked), she slowly answered, "Probably 20 to 30." She calculated this on the basis of the number of cigarettes in a pack, and the number of packs she buys in a day. 
	8. Current Smoker 
	At question 4 (number of years smoked), she began by thinking about the times she hadn't smoked. While in the hospital having a baby, she had stopped for a day, but this would not be long enough to count. Then she calculated that she was thirteen when she started smoking every day, and she is 31 now. She subtracted and came up with an answer of 18 years. 
	At question 5 (ever stopped smoking for one day or longer), she said, "No, 
	I've only thought about it." She felt that the phrase "stop smoking for a day" involved a deliberate attempt to try to quit but after a day knowing she 
	couldn't handle it. 
	At question 7a (medical doctor}, she said quickly, "Yes, I have." She dated 
	her experience as being within the past year because she has allergies and every spring she winds up in the doctor's office. Her last visit was last 
	2 .
	May, and the reference date she used in answering the question was April 1990--one year ago. 
	At question 7b (medical doctor), she laughed and said, "Yes." The doctor told her that with her allergies and asthma, cigarette smoking is not healthy. Her problems would probably not be as severe if she would quit. 
	At question 7a (dentist), she said, "Yes." She had a lot of dental work done, every day for a month in July, and three other dental visits as well . 
	At question 7b (dentist), she reported that her dentist didn ' t say anything about smoking, although she knows that smoking is not good for the teeth. 
	At question Ba (seriously considering quitting), she answered sl owly and said, "No, I'm really not. I think about it a lot, but no, I'm not considering it." She has thought about it for the last two years--her children don ' t like it, and she tries to be considerate of them. She has to think about where and when she can smoke. She has thought that if she didn't smoke, she wouldn't have to worry about these things, but she has never decided that she would actually make a real attempt to try and stop. 
	At question 9 (stop smoking information), she gave a negative answer . When questioned, she said that anything by mail or telephone call, or seeing brochures in a grocery store or library, would be examples of someone offeringinformation . 
	0. Other Tobacco Use 
	At question la (use other tobacco products), she laughed and said, "No," and recalled a time at her grandfather's when she thought she would have a nicotine fit because she ran out of cigarettes. She thought that snuff was something in a can that used to be used by bikers, but she was not really sure. 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent reported that she is employed. 
	At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), she said, "Yes, they allow smoking anywhere." In response to each part of the item, she said "yes" rather than giving one of the appropriate response categories (all, some, or none). When we got to restrooms, she was somewhat more hesitant. She doesn ' t smoke there, but there is no sign that says it's not allowed, so she assumes it is allowed. She gave a response to the "cafeteria" item, even though her workplace does not have a cafeteria, it only has a break 
	At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she quickly said, "No." In answering, she focused on the first part of the question--offered a quit 
	3 .
	smoking program--and couldn't give an example of what kinds of things might constitute "any other help," which is the second part of the question. She felt that offerring a quit smoking program seemed to be the major part of the question. 
	F. Other Issues 
	At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she discussed her experiences in going out to eat in restaurants, and deciding on whether to sit in a smoking or nonsmoking section based on how long the wait was. Although she thought it should be allowed in designated areas, she wouldn't object if it wasn't allowed. For the most part, she was able to answer the question using the predefined response categories. When answering about "government buildings,'' she was thinking about government office buildings such as
	At question 2 (stop smoking information), she said, "I have no idea." Then after thinking about it for a while, she said she would probably first contact her doctor. 
	At question 3 (nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said hesitantly, "In the places that I go into, I think every one of them has designated areas now." Then she volunteered that she doesn't go out very much, and the places she goes are limited to ones she can take her children to. 
	At question 4 (smoking restrictions at home), she had some problems. There are certain areas in her home (for example, the children's bedrooms) where smoking is not allowed. The categories in the question don't really allow for a "designated areas" response. In terms of the categories in the question, she would say "smoking is occasionally allowed;" however, she didn't feel that this accurately described her situation. She thought that "occasionallyallowed" was meant to apply to party situations or cases wh
	At question Sa (addiction vs. habit), she responded very slowly. Then she said she's been doing it for so long it's a habit. She's not sure she believes in addiction. Habit is just something that you do; an addiction is where your body or mind absolutely has to have it, so that it becomes a necessity. 
	At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she said, "No, not really." She recounted observations of children being allowed to buy cigarettes with a note, ostensibly from their parents. She has seen youngpeople being carded, but her general perception is that the laws are not adequately enforced. 
	4 .
	At question 7 (distribution of samples), she thought it should be banned completely because it's encouraging people to smoke. She gave liquor and convenience stores, county fairs, and exhibits as examples of public property. 
	At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she answered very slowly. She said, "You mean tobacco companies advertise sporting events?" Upon rereadingthe question, she said she thought it should be allowed without restrictions . As an example of what this question was asking about, she said wearing a tshirt from a tobacco company that was sponsoring her to walk in the March of Dimes Walkathon . 
	At question 9 (advertising), she thought about signs that she sees along the highway. She said, "Without restriction." Then she said she was thinking mostly about billboards and tv commercials, and she thought they had alreadytaken advertising off tv. When questioned about whether her answer meant that she thought advertising should be allowed on tv, she had second thoughts. She hadn ' t stopped to think about it, and she thought it was fine that advertisinghas been taken off tv. She changed her answer to "
	ATTAC~1ENT 13 
	Notes frOIR CPS Smoking Supplement 
	The subject was a 27-year-old-white female former smoker. The interview was conducted by Terry DeMaio on Friday April 5 at the CSMR Response Research Laboratory. I began by telling her the purpose of the interview I was about to conduct . I told her that the information she gave me was confidential and that she would be paid $15 for the interview. I also gave a demonstration of how she should use the think aloud method to answer the questions I would pose. I mentioned that the interview would be both audio-
	A. Smoking prevalence/ screener 
	At question 1 (smoked 100 cigarettes}, she laughed and said, "Oh, yes." 
	At question 2 (age when first smoked}, she said , "Well, I was in highschool . . . l 'd say 15." She defined fairly regularly as smoking at least a couple of cigarettes a day . 
	At question 3 (smoke now) , she quickly said, "No." 
	At question 5 (not at all or some days} , without hesitation she said, "Not at a11 . " 
	C. Former Smoker 
	At question l (ever smoked for six months), she said, "yes ." 
	At question 3 (how long ago quit}, she thought a bit. "I quit in May, so almost a year ... it's been ten months, I guess." She remembered that she quitin May, because it was just before she went on a trip to Pennsylvania, and she was going crazy that whole weekend . 
	At question 4 (number of cigarettes a day) , she said , "At least 20, probably a pack a day. " 
	At question 5 (number of years smoked), she said, "Well, what do you mean do not include? If I started when I was 15, and then I quit when I was pregnant , and then I quit some times in between, and then I started again, so ... that doesn't count, right? I don't understand what this instruction means. It's hard for me to remember ... I'd have to figure it out ...do you want me to figureit out?" Then she started calculating the amount of time she had smoked, leaving out the time during two pregnancies . She 
	0. Other Tobacco Use 
	At question la (use other tobacco products) , she laughed and said, "No." She didn't know what snuff is ... she started to give a definition, but then she decided she was thinking about chewing tobacco, and said no, she didn't know what it is. 
	2 .
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	In response to a question that was added to the questionnaire, the respondent report that she is employed. 
	At question 1 (where worksite allows smoking), she said, "All" even before I gave the first type of place. In response to each of the other places, she said, "yes," meaning all. When we got to restrooms, she said, "I guess so, didn't see any no smoking signs in the restroom ... ! guess you can . " She gave answers to each of the questions, even though her worksite does not contain a cafeteria. She answered the questions about cafeteria and break area thinking about the same place. 
	At question 2 (employer ever help to quit smoking), she said, "No." When asked about what the "any other help" portion of the question referred to, she thought it might mean whether insurance would cover the cost of a quit smoking program. She couldn't think of any other kind of help an employer could give. 
	F. Other Issues 
	At question 1 (restricted smoking sites), she couldn't give an answer to the part about restaurants. As a former smoker, smoking didn ' t bother her, and she found it difficult to put herself into a category. She finally settled on "designated area. " She didn't have a problem in answering any of the other parts of the question. She thought government buildings referred to buildingslike courthouses, county buildings, and museums. Worksites meant individual private offices. (This is a different definition fr
	At question 2 (stop smoking information), she quickly said, "Probably mydoctor. " 
	At question 3 (nonsmoking sections in restaurants), she said, "Every one, but 
	I have to give you a percentage, right? I'd say at least 80 percent." When questioned about how she chose the percentage, she said almost every one that she knows or has ever been to has a designated area, so from 100 percent she just picked 80. 
	At question 4 (smoking restrictions at home), without hesitation she said, "The last one." When probed about the difference between the terms "home" and "residence," she said they mean the same thing . 
	At question 5 (habit vs. addiction), she said, "I personally think it's a habit. You just get used to it, and you keep doing it." She said a habit is something you do out of an everyday routine; an addiction is something youneed and you can't stop. 
	At question 6 (sale of tobacco products to minors), she said "No." She thought the law referred to sale to anyone under the age of 16, but she feels that minors include anyone under 18. She answered the question based on her personal experience; her sisters can buy cigarettes whenever they want. 
	3 .
	At question 7 (distribution of samples), she said, "On public property? No, think that's fine ... ! don't really understand what you mean by public property. " She thought public property included basically anywhere that the public is allowed to go . This would include schools, the mall, the Capital Centre, even your home, because anyone is allowed to knock on the door. The only example of something that is not public property that the respondent gave was Andrews Air Force Base, because you have to live the
	At question 8 (sponsorship of cultural events), she said, "When a cigarette company sponsors a sporting event? I think it's fine." When asked to give an example of the kind thing the question is asking about, she said, "When you see a football game on tv and they do a cigarette commercial, I would think that's sponsoring." 
	At question 9 (advertising), she said, "I don't know, give me that again?"After I reread the question, she said, "I think it's fine, no restrictions." She was thinking about magazines, billboard signs, and television. She couldn't think of any situation where advertising of tobacco products should not be allowed. 
	ATTACH"1ENT 14 .
	~ates from CPS Smokinq Suop lement .Tuesday , April 9 , 11 :00 a . m. .Mary Ellen Beacn , FLD ) .
	I greeted the respondent, a retired ma le (who turned out t o be a former smoker), obtained his verbal consent to tape the session, and started the taping equipment. I e xplained that he would be asked to sign a consent form after the session, that he would be paid $15 , and that the information he gave would be kept 
	confidenti al. I t a lked about the purpose of the study and demonstrated how one woula ta lk through the thought process while answering a question. 
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	At item 1 ( smokeo at. l east. lOO ciga rettes in entire life ) , the responden t c i d not. ;-,esi t.a t e i n ans we r i n g · .1 es . · :-1e s a i d r-, e l-Jas 62, h a d smokiGg at 17 , ~nicn meant he haD smoked fo r 45 years, and he I-new ne nad smoked more tha n :.wo cigarettes a year . 
	start.ea 

	~ irst. started smoKing cigarettes fairiy reguiar l y) , the resoondent hao no proolem answering that it "''as "20. " rie noted tria t the auestion asked about "fairly r e gular ly " and stated :hat it. was not un til ne was 20 and going into tne military that he nao bot.h the opport.uni t.y and nerve to purc~ase a package of cigarettes. Prior to that time, ne l'""·ad "sneaked" cigarettes as he could. At 20, he smoked a pack every Dther day; later he increased to a pack a day. 
	In decicing i:em : t age wnen 
	actua ll y 

	At item 3 , the respondent had already exolained tnat he had 
	stopped smoking cigarettes in 1975 ana hao switched t.o smoking a 
	~ipe, so he cid not hesitate in answering. Simi l arly, ltem 5 
	required r.o adcit1onal :irooing to unoers'tanc llS answer, "Not ::.t. 
	al 1 
	C . Former Smoker 
	On item 1, the responde n t. answered without hesitation that. "yes , " he nao smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months during the time tnat he was in the military , in his 2o·s . 
	In thinking about how long he had been off cigarettes (stopped 
	c ompletely) ( item 2 ) , t he r espondent thought bac k to when he 
	~e 
	retired f rom the military and subsequently took another job. 

	stated that he had "tapered off" starting around this job change 
	in 1970 and had stopped completely in 1975. Upon pr obi ng, he 
	stated that he had quit 16 years ago. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	The r espondent had already talked about how he had switched t o a pipe in 1975 and h ad smoked that r egul ar ly until ne quit in 1990 . He stated that he had smoked an occasional cigar, about once a month, during that time. He made the distinction between regular 
	and occasional use with no probing ~eeded. When I probed about whether he knew what "snuff " was, he stated that he did knov-1 because at one time he had sold it in a shop; he had never used 
	it. To item lb. (currently use a pipe ) , he reiter-ated that he had stopped smoking completely as of January 1990. ( He had suffered a hear-t attack. ) 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke 
	The respondent reported that he had retir-ed on March 1, so I 
	asked no further questions in this section. 
	F. Other Issues 
	At item 1 ( whether smoking should be allowed without restriction, permitted only in designated areas, or not allowed at all in . ) restaurants? The respondent had no problems remembering the three categories of response; he would ha ve selected "designated areas" for large restaurants and would have selected "not allowed at all" fo r small restaurants, so he would have had difficulty forcing his answer into one category if the size of the restaurant was not specified. Hospitals? The r espondent selec ted "
	( park i ng officeJ, with inner offices, open wor k spaces, and lobby 
	area. Bars and Cocktail Lounges? At this question , read the 
	three a nswer categories again as a reminder. The respondent 
	t alked at length about how it would be i llogical to tell someone 
	that they could not smoke, but tney could drink alcohol; he fel t 
	that both were bad for a person ' s health. He then selected the 
	answer "no restriction." Indoor Sporting Events? He immediate l y 
	answered "not allowed at all." He then went on to describe the 
	situation at an arena such as Cole Field House where smoking hao 
	been allowed at one time. Shopping Malls? In the " lobby area" 
	he said smoking should be allowed, but smoking should be "not 
	allowed at all" in the stores; he made the distinction in areas 
	of the shopping mall rather than to select "designated area." If 
	I had thought to probe, he might have settled on that answer. 
	Buses and Trains? The respondent selected " designated area" as 
	in "designated car" for trains and "not allowed at all" for 
	buses. 
	For item 2 (local person or organization to contact for information about stopping smoking ) , the respondent first asked "Me?" When I nodded, he started thinking and mentioned hospitals and doctors. He noted that there are plenty of brochures around , 
	but if he was serious about it, he would contact his doctor; he would rely on professional people to provide professional advice. 
	For item 3 (percent of restaurants and fast-food establishments that have nonsmoking sections), he stated that he never went to fast-food establishments, and in most of the restaurants he went to the hostess would immediately ask " Smoking or Non-smoking?". With probing, he estimated 90% as the answer to this question and verified that he went to a wide variety and ~ large number of 
	restaurants all over the country . 
	Item 4 proved to be somewhat difficult. As soon as I read the question, he laughed and said, "Those are not very good choices. " He thought about the question in terms of what he would put on a sign to c o nvey the ru les to guests . He asked me to read the responses again, then selected "Smoking is permitted anywhere in my home. " With probing, he admitted that his preference would be that no one smoke in his home , but the choice "No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home" was too negative. Further p
	Item Sa. asked about whether the respondent thought smoking was a ha bit, an addiction, both, or neither . He commented tha t he thought for him it was more of a habit than an addiction, and although he had routinel y smoked, t he habit was very easy to break . I asked him about the difference between a habit and an aodiction . He talked about the physical need for the addictive substance and the routine of doing things that is a habit. He felt you can modify a habit because you have more control over it. 
	For item 6 (adequate enforcement of laws restricting the sale of 
	tobacco products to minors ), the responden t said that based on 
	~E had seen, enforcement has not been adequate. He did not 
	what 

	really know what the l aw was, but he noted that cigarettes in 
	machines are readily available to minors. 
	For item 7 (distribution of free ci garette and tobacco samples), 
	the respondent repeated the answer categories and then selected 
	"some restriction." He speculated that our society would rebel 
	against complete restrictions. He defined public property as 
	buildings, streets, airline terminals, and the l ike. 
	For item 8 (sponsorship of sporting or cultural events), the 
	respondent selected the " middle ground"--" some restri ction" fo r 
	the same reasons as he gave in item 7. 
	For item 9 (advertising of tobacco products), the respondent selected the "middle ground"--" some restriction" for the same reasons; he mentioned requiring warnings of the harmful nature of the product. 
	ATTACHMENT 15 .
	NOTES FROM CPS SMOKING SUPPLEMENT .Tuesday, Apri l 9, 12: 0 0 p.m. .Mary El len Beach (FLD) .
	I greeted the respondent, a retired female ( who turned out to be a non-smoker ) , obtained her verbal consent to tape the session, and started the taping equipment. I explained that she would be asked to sign a consent form after the session, that she would be paid $15, and that the i nformation she gave ·would be kept 
	confidentia l . t a lked about t he purpose of the study and demonstrated how one would talk through the t hought process wMi l e answering a question. 
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	At item 1 (smokea at least 100 cigarettes), the resoondent · ~10, " expi aining that sne nao r:ever smoKea. 
	l mmeoia t e i y ans we r-ea 

	D. Other Tobacc o Us e 
	For la. I ever ;.;:ea otner tobacco produC'ts J , :.he ~espondent answereo "No. ' 1A1nen askeo about wnethe r sne kne w what snuf f 
	, c: 

	... -' 
	sne remarkeO tnat sne remembered old men us ing it many, many year: ago . 
	E. Occ~pat~onal Tobacco Smoke 
	t~e respondent t he screener-question (worked last week .I , she ans wered "!\Jo"; sne had ju st recent ly re tired. 
	When asked 

	F. Ot her Issues 
	At item l (whetner smoking should be allowea without r-estriction, shou l d be permitted only in designated areas , or not be allowea at al l in .. l restaurants? The respondent selected "designatea area" and added t hat smoking and non-smoking areas should be divided (presumably physically); hospitals? The respondent immediatel y c hose "not allowed at all"; Government buildings? The respondent selected " not allowed at all"; when I probed, sne described government buildings as o ffice buildings; Worksites
	l ounge where smoking was at all restricted; when I repeated t he three answer choices, she chose " no restriction"; Indoor sporting events? The respondent immediately said, "Oh, absolutely not" (not allowed at all); Shopping malls? She said that in a large shopping mall, she had seen people smoking and did not think they had a designated area; she would prefer a "designated area"; when 
	I probed, she named Landover Mall and Iverson Mall as typical of shopping malls; Buses and trains? Again, the respondent said, "Oh, absolutely not, they are too closed in for smoking." 
	At item 2 (information about stopping smoking), the respondent asked me to re-read the question. She said she had never thought about that until I asked. She said she would probably call me ( because we were doing the survey about smoking). 
	For item 3 (percent of restaurants and fast-food establishments with nonsmoking sections), the respondent said she never goes to fast-food establishments. Of the larger restaurants, she estimated that 75-80/. have a non-smoking area. When I probed about how confident she was in her answer, she said she felt pretty much confident. 
	At item 4 (rules about smoking in home or residence), the respondent said that most of their friends are non-smokers. She has removed the ash trays ( since her husband ' s heart attack ) ; when they recentl y had guests who smoked, they excused themselves and went to the "Florida r-oom " or-enclosed patio to smoke. She said that when they have gr-oups of people, she doesn ' t want smoking in her home. I probed by re-reading the three answer categories. She selected "Occasionally, out on the patio. " I asked
	For item 5a . ( addic tion or habit), after brief thougnt, the r esponaent se l ected " Both" stating that you can become addicted and it does become a habit. When I probed about the meaning of the two terms, she said an addiction means that you just have to have the cigarette (she felt that she had been addicted to sweets ) . She specu l ated that it would be easier to break a habit than an addiction. 
	At item 5b. ( comparing the addictive nature of cigarettes to .. ) Cocaine? The respondent mentioned talking to other people and confessed that she did now know about cocaine. She started to say "about the same" , but then stopped and said that cocaine would be more addictive then cigarettes. I translated her answer to fit the question: "less addictive". Heroin? She said, "Oh, my " Then she said she thought heroin was more addictive, so, again, I translated her answer to "l ess addictive. " Alcohol? She imm
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	(addictive) than cigarettes. I translated her answer to fit the question. Marijuana? She answered that marijuana was more 
	addictive , so, again, I translated her answer and verified it with her. Valium? She thought for a minute silently. Then she started to answer "cigarettes," meaning that they were more addictive than valium. But she stated that she was so against smoking, but she had not answered my question. I re-read the question and she selected "same." I asked how she was making her choice. She said it was really hard to answer this question because she had no experience with any of the substances; she had taken two or 
	no desire to take it. 
	At item 6 (whether laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequatel y enforced), the respondent said she really did not know how to answer because she had never bought cigarettes. After she talked for a minute or two and said several times that she did not know, I selected the "Don ' t Know " r-esponse. 
	For i tem 7 (d istribution of free samples), the respondent 
	immediately selected " Banned completel y. " I probeo about the concept of public property . She responded, " outside a shopping ma ll, outside a theater--the entrance ar-ea. " 
	For item 8 (sponsorshi p of sporting or cultural events), the 
	r-espondent chose " Banned completely. " She said in connection 
	with sports, cigarette company sponsorship should be banned. 
	asked if she was awar-e of any sporting or cultural events that 
	had been sponsored by tobacco companies. She said she was not a 
	spar-ts fan, but had seen billboards advertising cigar-ettes when 
	viewing televised events, such as boxing. 
	For item 9 (adver-t1sing of tobacco products), the r-espondent 
	selected " Banned completely. " asked what kind of advertising 
	she was thinking of . She mentioned magazines and was aware that 
	there is no advertising of cigarettes on television. 
	ATTAC~ENT 16 
	NOTES FROM CPS SMOKING SUPPLEMENT .Wednesday, April 10, 11 a.m . .Mary El len Beach (FLO ) .
	I greeted the respondent, a female (who turned out to be a nonsmoker), obtained her verbal consent to tape the session, and started the taping equipment. I explained that she would be asked to sign a consent form after the session , that she would be paid $15, and that the information she gave would be kept 
	confidential. I talked about the purpose of the study and demonstrated how one would talk through the thought process while answering a question. 
	A. SmoKing prev a lence/ screener 
	At item 1 (smoked at least 100 cigarettes ) the respondent answered "No . " verif:ed that sne hao never smoked. 
	D. Other Tobacco Use 
	t~e r espondent saio "No. ' I as1-::ea if sne was familiar with all of the products listed, especially snuff . She saio yes, but cid not elaborate. 
	For item la (ever used other tooacco prooucts J, 

	E. Occupational -obacca Smoke 
	I n r esponse t o tne s creener question about wor king l ast week, the respondent answered "No. " She later said t hat she had formerly ~oving to this area she nad not gone bac k to work . 
	wor ke o , but since 

	F. Other Issues 
	For item 1 (should smoking be allowed without restriction, permitted only in designated areas, or not be al lowed at all in .. ) restaurants.., The respondent said "designated areas"; hospitals? She thought briefly, then said "designated areas" ; asked her what she was thinking; she said she really thinks smoking is harmful and the sick people i n a hospital should not be exposed to it but if there were designated areas then it would not bother people; Government buildings? The respondent said "designated a
	l ike to be around smoking, so she would choose "designated areas"; Indoor sporting events? The respondent again mentioned that she did not like to be around smoking, but said she guessed you could have designated smoking seats; Shopping malls? The respondent again laughed and said smoking should "Not be allowed at all"; she defined a shopping mall as an enclosed shopping 
	area; Buses and trains? The respondent chose "Not allowed at all " and did not elaborate. I asked if she had any comments about any of the parts of that question and she said "No. " 
	For item 2 ( person or organization to contact for information about stopping smoking ) , the respondent immediate ly said "the American Cancer Soc i ety . " When I asked, "any others?", she said 
	•I 
	"No. 

	For item 3 (percentage of restaurants and fast-food establishments with nonsmoking sections ) , she said most that she 
	went 
	went 
	went 
	to 
	had 
	nonsmoking 
	sections, 
	so 
	that 
	would 
	be 
	about 
	90/.. 

	When 
	When 
	I 
	asked 
	whether 
	she 
	had 
	gone 
	to 
	a 
	l arge 
	n umber 
	or 
	wide 

	v ariety of 
	v ariety of 
	restaurants 
	(how 
	confident 
	she 
	was 
	in 
	her 
	answer ) , 
	she 

	said 
	said 
	they 
	had 
	just 
	moved 
	here, 
	and 
	the y 
	did 
	not 
	go 
	out 
	a 
	lot, 
	but 

	she 
	she 
	felt 
	r easonably 
	confide nt 
	about 
	her 
	estimate. 


	For item 4 (rules about smoking in your home or residence), the respondent s e lected "occasionally. " When I probed, she said that 
	i f a visitor comes t o he r home and asks if it bothers her for 
	them to smoke, she will say "No." She said that no one in her 
	f ami ly smokes at home . I asked about the distinction between the 
	terms "home" and "residence." She said there wasn't one. 
	To item 5a (whether smoking is a habit or an addiction ) , the responden t said she thought it was both . I asked about the distinction between a habit and an addiction. She said that 
	pe ople can develop an addiction for nicotine , but they also get 
	in to a habit or routine of smoking. 
	In item Sb ( c omparing the addictive nature of cigarettes to .. ) cocaine? The respondent seem uncomfortabl e , said she did not want t o answer that , and then said she didn ' t kn ow . Heroin? She responded, " I rea 11 y don · t know " . Alcohol? She 1aughed uncomfortabl y and said she didn ' t know. Caffeine? The respondent hesitated, so I repeated "more add ictive, 1ess addictive, or about the same. " She said "about the same. " Marijuana"Don ' t know" ; Valium? "Don ' t know" . 
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	For item 6 (ha ve laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors been adequately enforced), the respondent said "No. " asked her what she was basing her opinion on. She said she had middle school aged children, and they tell her that classmates smoke c i garettes, so she knows they can get them. I asked about her awareness about t he l aws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors. She said they had just come from Te~as whe re the law restri cted sales to persons under 18. She was not sure
	For item 7 (distribution of free samples), she said 'wPil people 
	can alway s say no, so I think 1riith some: restrictions . " I asked 
	what restrictions, and she mentioned no distribution to young 
	peopl~ ·-which would be against the law. I asked about what she 
	thinks of as public property. She said at a mall o r outside ~ grocery stores. 
	For item 8 ( sponsorship of sporting or cultural e v ents by tobacco companies), the respondent said she really feels smoking is harmful, that it kills people , but yet some people make their l i velihood from it. So she wouldn ' t want to say ban it c ompletel y . She would prefer a slow process to restrict it and eventuall y stop it. When I probed about a choice of one of the 
	offered categories, she chose "some restriction," because although she would l i ke to choose "banned completely" she doesn ' t f eel that is realistic . 
	For item 9 (advertising of tobacco products), the respondent said " I guess it' s the same thing--some restrictions. " When I asked about where s he had seen advertis ing for tobacco products , she named magazines, billboards, and TV. 
	ATTACHMENT 17 .
	:\Jotes From CPS Smoki ng Supplement. Tuesday , Apr il 16, 12:00 p.m. 1'1ary Ellen Beach ( FLD l 
	I greeted the respondent, a f ema l e ( who turned out to be a smoker ), obtained her verba l consent to tape the session, and started the taping equipment. I e xp lained that she would be asked to sign a consent fo rm after the session, t hat she would be paid $15 , and that the information she gave would be kept confidential. I t a lked about the puroose o~ the study and demonstrated how one would t a lk througn the thought process while 
	answering a question . 
	A. Smoking prevalence/screener 
	i ~em l (smoked at. !east. 100 cigarettes), the respondent said 
	For 

	"Yes." When asi-:ed how sne had decideo that, s he said tt-.at st-:e 
	was an "ex t.remelv :-ieave smoker" ana smoked aooui: a oack and a 
	ha lf a day. 
	For i t.em 2 (age when smoking cigarettes fairly 
	start.ea 

	! t.!le resoondent not.ea that I asi-:ed ··-egularly", and 
	regu l ar iyJ 

	said t hat s he r ad oeen about 16 . She said s ne had smoked some 
	be fore that when Sile was in school because "everyoody else did." 
	When she starteo work. she bought aoout a pack a day. 
	For item 3 (smoke :::.i.garettes now), she answered "Yes." 
	~moKe everv day or some aays J. sne immediately 
	For item 4 (now 

	s a i d " ;: v er· y d a y • · 
	For item 6 (ave rage number of cigarettes smoked a day), the respondent esti mated about 30 --a pack and a half. asked how she de cided that ano she remarked that. she ouvs cigarettes by the carton, takes an ext ra pack to work, and by the ever.ing she is "o n a nothe r new packet. . " 
	8 . Current Smoker 
	For item 4 I tot.al number of years smoked e very day ) , the respondent recalled that she started smoking every day at about. age 16, then she appeared to be mentall y subtracting from her age to arrive at "18" . I verif ied that she had not had a t ime when she had stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer. She said 
	No . .. 
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	For i tem 5 (e ver stopped smoking for one day or longer), the 
	respondent said " No. " probed, " in thinking about one day , was 
	there e ver a time that you were ill and stopped smoking?" She 
	recalled that even during the times when she had tee~ in the 
	hospital she had smoked e very day . 
	For item 7 a ( see:-1 a Medical doctor), the r-espondent said "Yes. " .I asked how she was able to recall , and she said the doctor had .
	scared her when he told her tha t her heart skips a beat. She had had to wear a monitor. I asked her when that was, and she said it had been approximatel y six months ago. 
	For item 7b (Medical doctor advised to stop smoking ) , the respondent said "Yes. " 
	For i tem 7a (seen a Dentist ) , the respondent said "Yes. " She had been to the d en tist the day before our interv iew. 
	For item 7 b (Dentist advised t o stop smoking ) , t he res pondent 
	sa id "No, he says it stains my teeth and he ma kes me come every six mon ths for a cleaning. " 
	For item 8 ( seri ousl y conside ring quitting), the responde nt 
	answered "Not unless I ge t pregnant. " I did not probe. 
	t.~ item 9 (organizations offered stop smoking 
	In response 

	information or activities), she responded "Yes. ' When I asked 
	whicn ones, sne described the stop smoking seminars that are 
	offere d ty t he hosoital where she works. When I proced for any 
	"~,Jo . · 
	otr.ers . she sa i d 

	D. Other Tobacc o Use 
	For i tem la (ever used other tobacco products), she said "Oooh, 
	r.o '. That s gr-oss." I asked if she knew what snuff is and she laughed and rema rked that since she came from En gland she knows what s n uff is. 
	E . Oc cupationa l Tobacco Smoke 
	At t.he screene r-. ';:he respondent answered "yes. " tr.en fallowed ~p with item l (worksite allow smoking in the following pla ces .. ) private offices " She said " r\Jo. " I marked " None. " Open work and production areas:· The respondent said "No. " I marked "!\Jone . · Break areas and lounges? She s a id tr.at the y had none, so I probed to verify that "Not Applicable" was the appropriate answer rather tha n "None. " Cafeterias? Again, "Not Applicable" because there is none. Restr-ooms? The respondent 
	For i tem 2 (employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any 
	other help), the respondent said she had known some people who 
	ha d gone to the quit smoking program offered by the hospital 
	(where she works ); she verified that the employees were eligible 
	to go; it see ms that the program is not directed specifica lly at 
	employees, but the y may attend. 
	For item 3 ( employer offered a quit smoking program or any other help within t he past 12 months ) , the respondent immediatel y answered "yes. " I did not probe. 
	F. Other Issues 
	For item l (concerning smoking i n the following places .. ) Restaurants? The respondent specified "designated areas." Hospitals? The respondent said "designated areas." Government buildings? The respondent answered "designa·ted areas." I probed about the types of buildings she was considering. She described government office buildings such as are on Andrews Air Force Base and i n Crystal City . Worksites? When I asked, she at first asked me, "outside worksites?" I asked her what the word "worksite" meant t
	For-item 2 (person or-or-ganization to contact for-stop smoki r.g info r-mation), the r-espondent said she would contact the hospital wher-e she wor-ks at Andrews Air Fo rce Base. When I asked about any others, she sai d "No. " 
	For item 3 (per-centage of r-estaur-ants and fast-food estaolisnments with non -smoking sections), the r-espondent estimated 100%. She said she was about to say 90% and t hen thought that e v en McDonalds has a non-smok ing section. She said she felt 9 9 % c onfident about her answer. 
	For item 4 ( rules about smoking in home or residence), the .r espondent selected " Smoking is permitted anywher-e in my home. " .When I probed, she said there was no distinction between the .ter-ms " home" and "r-esidence." .
	For item 5a. ( smoking is a habit or an addiction), the responde nt said that she always says it is a habit but she knows it is addicting, so her answer would be " both. " I asked about the differ-ence between a habit and an addiction. She described a habit as something you are used to doing automaticall y and an addiction involves a craving or need. 
	For i tem 5b. ( addictive nature of cigarettes compared to .. ) .cocaine? The respondent first said she didn ' t know, but as s he .talked about what she had seen on TV and read about how peop l e .
	would "sell their soul" for cocaine/crack, she said she wouldn't do that for a cigarette; she concluded that cocaine must be more addictive than cigarettes. I translated her answer to "Less. " 
	Heroin? 
	Heroin? 
	Heroin? 
	She 
	said 
	she 
	would 
	give 
	the 
	same 
	answer. 
	Alcohol ? 
	She 

	said 
	said 
	she 
	had 
	known 
	a 
	couple 
	of 
	alcoholics 
	and 
	said 
	she 
	f elt 

	alcohol 
	alcohol 
	was more 
	addictive (than 
	cigarettes). 
	She 
	described 
	how 


	her ex-mother-in-l aw had behaved when she was without alcohol and again concluded that if one was without a cigarette their behavior was different than that. She concluded by saying that she thought cigarette smoking was less addi~tive than alcohol. Caffeine? The r-espondent said "don ' t know. " She repor-ted using non-caffeine drinks, no coffee o r tea, and had not heard anyone say anything t hat would indicate the addictive natur-e o f caffeine. Marijuana? The respondent hesitat ed, then said she didn't
	r-espondent said she did not think valium was addictive ; her doctor nad presct-ibed it. for-he r-when she flew. I asked, "would you sav are more addictive , less aodictive, .?" She said "l ess . " I then ver-if i ed : "Cigarettes are less addictive 
	cigar-et.t.es 

	than valium . " She agreed . This answer was inconsistent \--iith 
	what s ne had first said about valium . 
	For ite m o ( l aws restricting the sale of tobacco products to 
	minor-s have beer, adequately enforced), the respondent said "No . " 
	She descrioed ~he ease of ge tting cigarettes fr-om machines and 
	the times she nad seen minQrs purchase cigarettes in stores, s a ying they wer-e buying for-thei r mother-. 
	For item 7 (distr-ibution of fr-ee cigarett e and tobacco samples on pub l i c proper t '/ J , t he r esp onden t s a i d " some rest r i c t i ons . " She said restrictions would i nc lude chec k i ng ages and havi ng a sign tha t specified the hazards of cigarettes . She described public property as a shopping ma ll , park area, or outside a cinema. 
	For item 8 (sponsorship of sporting or cultural events), the 
	respondent said "s ome restrictions." By restrictions she mea nt 
	that televised events should only show the t obacco sponsorship 
	after a certai n hour when kids would not as likely be watching . 
	For item 9 ( adv ertising of tobacco products ) , the respondent said "some restrictions. " She mentioned cigarette "posters" should not be allowed. She wa s r eferring to bi llboards. She felt advertising could be allowed in magazines that are read by adults, s uch as Newsweek . The advertising should be restricted where mi nors would be exposed to it. 
	ATTACH"lE~T 18 
	Notes From CPS Smoking Suppleme nt .Tuesday, April 16, 1: 00 p.m. .Mary Ellen Beach (FLD ) .
	I greeted the respo noent, a male (who turned out to oe a former smoker), obtained his ver bal consent to tape the sessi on, and sta rted the tapi ng equipment. I e~ pl ained that he would be asked t o sign a Lon sent form after the sess i on , :hat he would be paid ~e gave would be kept confidential . 
	Sl5, and that the information 

	I ta lked about the purpose of the study and demonstrated how one would t a lk t hrough the thought process while answerin~ a ques tion . 
	A. Smoking prevalencetscreener 
	~or ite m l lsmokec at ieast 100 cigarettes in entire iif e) , respo ndent immed iately an swered "Yes ." 
	=or item Z ' age ~nen ~.:.rst sta rted 3moking =i~aret~es f a irly 
	·-egular l·, J ~ ~he r espC1i10en:: t-2cal lee ~hat ne haa ~e~n in Vietnam and was probaoly aoout 42 =r 43 . ~rooeo aaout :ne concept 
	"f airly regularly"; he sa id that 42 or ~3 was tne age wnen he ~e smoked regularlv ~hen . 
	started smoking cigarettes . and 

	i="or .::.. tem 
	~r scme oavsJ . ~e · ~lot at all. ·· 
	For item S lsmoke cigarettes not at al l 
	:.nswered ly 
	1mmeai:::.te 


	C. Forme r Smov.er 
	For item l (ever smoked cigarettes every dayJ. tne respondent said "Yes." 
	For item 3 (how long since you smoked cigare ttes every da y), the responde nt said "21 year-s." asked ho v-J he riad dee :..ced that . He said it was :..n 1970 when he re tired from the Ar mv. 
	~moked a day1 , the 
	For item 4 \ave rage number of cigare ttes 

	respondent asked "how many cigaret tes?" I noaded 1es . and he 
	sa id about 30 , or a pack and a half . 
	In item 5 (total number of years you smoked every cay), the 
	res pondent asked me to clarify if we were only speaking about 
	cigarettes. I said "yes." He asked me to repeat t!le question. 
	After a brie f he sitation, he said "3 years." I asked if he had 
	had any t i me periods when he had stayed off cigarettes for at 
	least 6 months. He said the only time he had stayed off 
	cigarettes was when his un it in Vie tnam was in the ju ngle on an 
	operation. 
	operation. 
	operation. 
	None of these times lasted 6 months. 

	D. 
	D. 
	Other Tobacco Use 


	For item la (ever used other tobacco products on a regular basis) , the respondent answered "Yes." When I asked which ones, he said "a pipe. " I asked about " on a regular basis" as opposed to occasional use. He said " I was a regular pipe smoker. " He smoked a pipe every evening. 
	For item lb ( curr-ently use pipes ), he said "No . " 
	E. Occupational Tobacco Smoke At the employment screener question, the respondent hesitated 
	before 
	before 
	before 
	he 
	said 
	"Yes." 
	I 
	asked 
	why 
	he 
	had 
	hes itated 
	and 
	he 
	said 

	he 
	he 
	was 
	evaluating 
	the 
	word 
	"work. " 
	He 
	was 
	deciding 
	whether 
	I 

	meant 
	meant 
	" employmen t " 
	or 
	" physica l 
	work . " 
	He 
	thought 
	I 
	meant 

	"employ ment. " 
	"employ ment. " 


	For-i tem l (wor-ksit.e allow smoking by employees in .. l Private offices? The responoent. said "None. " Open work and production areas? ''None. " Break areas and lounges? "None . " CafeteriasHe s aid there was no cafeter-ia in the building . Upon verification, marked "NIA . " Restrooms? The respondent said 
	7 

	there was no specific prohibition in the bathrooms, so he guessed smoking was allowed. I asked h i m to veri f y that that was "all. " He did. 
	For item 2 (e mployer ever-offered a quit smoking program or any at.her help l , he answered that he was the employer and they pretty much had a smoke-free office. None o f the people who work with him smoke and there are no ashtrays o ut. I asked h im if he h ad ever offer-ed a auit smoking program and he said he had never needed to . 
	F . Other I ssues 
	For item 1 (c oncerning smoking i n the following places .. l Restaurants? The respondent prefac ed his choice oy talking about a building that has a closed air s y stem where the smoke is recirculated. He preferred that smoking not be allowed in r estaurants that are in buildings with a closed air s y stem but would allow smoking with n o restriction in open air-restaur-ants. Hospitals? The respondent said "not al lowed." I restated his answer and he hesitated in acknowledging it, so re-read the three answ
	I asked about the buildings he thought of as government 
	buildings, he talked about the newer buildin gs with a closed air system and he mentioned the higher density of people in government buildings compared to corporate office buildings. He 
	also talked about the Surgeon General 's warnings about the 
	dangers of smoking. He concluded by saying "No smoking in 
	government buildings." Worksites? He asked me "outdoors or indoors?" I asked him what he thought of when I just asked about worksites. He said it was where work takes place. If the work is done outdoors with no hazardous materials around, then smoking should be allowed. If it is in an office setting, then smoking should not be allowed at all. I asked him how I should mark the answer and he said "Not allowed at all." Bars and cocktail 
	lounges? He said "designated areas" 1 i ke restrooms. Indoor Sporting Events? He said "not allowed at all" because a sporting event implies that there is physical exertion. Shopping malls? He asked me if we meant closed-in malls, so I asked him what he 
	thought. He said there should be "designated areas." He also 
	t alked about the additional hazard of fire in shopping areas. 
	Buses and 
	Buses and 
	Buses and 
	trains? 
	He 
	said 
	" absolutely negative 
	on 
	both 
	of 
	them." 

	For 
	For 
	item 
	2 
	(local 
	person 
	or 
	organization 
	to 
	contact 
	for 

	information 
	information 
	about 
	stopping smoking), 
	the 
	respondent 
	first 


	mentioned "the Lung Association, " "the Cancer Association, " NCI, NIH, the Surgeon General ' s office. When I asked about any others he said "No." Then he added that a non-smoking doctor or the medica l profession ought to be a source. 
	For item 3 ( percentage o f restaurants and fast-food establishments having non-smoking sections ) , he said 100/.. He s aid he felt confident about the answer. 
	For item 4 (rules about smoking in your home or residence ) , the r espondent said "absolutely no smoking." He went on to say they had no ash trays and asked their guests not to smoke. 
	For item Sa ( smoYing is a habit or addiction ) , the respondent 
	immediately said " both. " He said if you are addicted it becomes a habit and vice versa. 
	cigare~tes compare 
	For item 5b ( how does the addictive nature of 

	to .. ) cocaine? He said "that · s a tough one. I · ve never used any other substances. I can only speak of observational 
	knowledge. " He said cigarettes are more insidiously addictive 
	because they are not considered as such. He fel t a narcotic 
	addiction would be more devastating. He said narcotic addiction 
	is probably worse than cigarette addiction, but cigarettes are a 
	lot s nea kier. I tried to get him to settle on an answer by re
	reading the answer categories. When I did that, he said "about 
	the same." Heroin? He said he had seen what heroin could do to 
	people, so he felt cigarettes were less addictive. Alcohol? He 
	said he thought alcohol and cigarettes were about the same in 
	their addictive nature. Caffeine? He said he was very familiar with the addictive nature of caffeine because he used a lot of coffee himself. He dis~ussed how pervasive the use of caffeine 
	was in the military. He felt it was much more addictive than 
	cigarettes. I translated his answer to cigarettes are " l ess" 
	addictive. Marijuana? He said he had seen people e xperiment 
	with mari juana and he felt that in the long run cigarettes were 
	more addictive. Valium? He talked about valium being a 
	more addictive. Valium? He talked about valium being a 
	prescription drug that is used for insomnia and nervousness. He said v alium creates a dependency and he didn ' t feel that cigarettes did that. He said he did not know how to answer and would rather not make a choice. He did not feel that v alium belonged in the same question as the other substances because it is very different. 

	For item 6 ( laws restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced ), the respondent said "No . " He said cigarette machines were not restricfed to any locations 
	that are restricted to minors. They are in skating rinks, the Capital Center, i n restaurants--j ust outside the door. No one is there to "card" the people who use cigarette machines. 
	For item 7 (distribution of free cigarette and tobacco samples on public property) , he immediately said "Banned. " He described public property as a street corner, any public bu ilding , a shopping ma l l. He said we have a public policy that says cigarettes are harmful , yet we permit the distribution of 
	samples . There is no one verifying that they are not giving the samples to minors . He felt pushing cigarettes on a street corner was akin to pushing drugs. 
	For item 8 (sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by tobacco companies ) , the respondent felt that this question was getting into First Amendmen t problems . He said if anyone is aware of their lung c apac ity , i t is a marathoner , swimmer, or tennis player and i t was inconsistent to have these non-smokers (who are role models for young people) in an event that is sponsored by a tobacco company. But, he said banning this would be a moral Judgment. He felt that it would be up to the aren a managemen
	For i tem 9 ( advertising of tobacco products ) , the respondent said he thought "ultimately , banned." He talked about how the most potent rat poisons are only advertised in a very specific way to get at a target audience. He noted that the target audience f or tobacco product advertising is young people . He felt that because of the hazard of tobacco, i ts advertising would ultimately be banned. 
	ATTACHMENT 19 .
	Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement .Wednesday, April 10 , 1991 .
	Starting time: 12:55 Ending time: 13:20 
	Interviewer: Tere M. Glover Place: CSMR Lab Room 
	After greeting the person .and explaining the purpose of this test, asked for his permission to video tape, and audio. tape the interview saying that it would be completely confidential and only people involved in the research would have access to the tapes . I explained that I would ask him to sign a piece a paper (after the interview) to authorize the use of the tapes; he also would sign another piece of paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. The respondent was a young male who agreed right awa
	A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? Respondent: Yes, I have. His answer was immediate, he didn't have to stop and think about it. 

	2. 
	2. 
	How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes fairly regularly? Respondent: That was about 15 years old. His response was iaaediate, very positive about the age, therefore I probed and he responded he remembered he was in high school and reaeabers the very first day he s moked. I asked him what fairly re&ularly aeant to him and he responded that as for now he was tryin& to quit cigars, he had smoked cigarettes for a couple of years, he stopped for a long time, he picked up cigars and he is tryi

	3. 
	3. 
	Do you smoke cigarettes now? Respondent : No. Very affirmative in his response. 


	5. Do you smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? Respondent: Not at all at this point. Prompt answer. 
	C. FORMER SMOKER 
	1 . Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 
	months? .Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer. .
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	How long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every day)? Respondent: He first laughed and said it was hard to think, after a few seconds he said: 'about 1980' then he added, more like a question rather than a comment: 'about 11 years ago(?)' so I said: yes, about 11 years ago. Probing on how he got to that answer he replied that was the year he joined the service, the year of a difficult situation for him. 

	4. 
	4. 
	On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when you last smoked every day? Respondent : Probably about 10. Probing on how he got to that number, he said it was very easily because we would smoke only half a pack a day, and he was never a heavy smoker. 

	5. 
	5. 
	What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months or longer ) . Respondent: between 2 and a half and 3 years and only between his 15 and 18 years of age. He was very positive about the time frame . 


	D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 
	la. Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? Respondent: Only cigars 
	lb. Do you currently use (pipes/ cigars/chewing tobacco/snuff)? Respondent: Only cigars. Confirming the others he said 'no' to all of them and repeated "only cigars." 
	E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
	No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house? Respondent: After a moment of hesitation be responded YES. I probed about his hesitation asking if he didn't understand the question, to that be said that the word WORK made him think: work on your car; it doesn't sound right, then he asked me? You want to know about employment, don't you? He then added that the question should specifically say: are you employed? or were you employed last week? 
	1. Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none of each of the following places: *Private offices? Respondent: NONE. Prompt answer. *Open work and production areas? Respondent : NONE . Prompt answer. 
	*Break areas and lounges? Respondent: NONE. He hesitated in his answer, I probed and he said the only break area is outside for the smokers, they have a kind of break area indoors and smoking is not allowed; 
	*Cafeterias? Respondent: Yes, it is allowed. I probed if it is allowed in some or all areas and he responded that only in some areas. 
	*Restrooms? Respondent: He said he was not sure at all, then I indicated that there was a "don't know category" in the answers so he c hose that category. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking pr ogram or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking? Respondent: Yes. He seemed to be so sure about that I probed and he said he was positive, he had seen flyers offering classes on quit smoking cigarettes, and other things. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Has your employer ever o ffered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking within t he past 12 months? Respondent: Yes. Probing on this he said it is a continuous program, offering classes very often. 


	F . OTHER ISSUES 
	1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all. 
	*Restaurants and Hospitals? Respondent: Not allowed at all. His answer was prompt . 
	*Govt. Building? Respondent: After some moments he said it should not be allowed at all. 
	*Worksite? Respondent: Not allowed. 
	*Bars and cocktail lounges? Respondent: He first laughed, then he said it did not use to bother him. He thought there is a law about smoking in bars and asked me if I knew about it, I had to say that I didn't know and that I don't go to bars, then he said: "to tell you the truth I haven't been to any in a long time, therefore I should say no, it shouldn't be allowed, why should people be disturbed?" 
	*Indoor sporting events? Respondent: His answer was NO . 
	*Shopping Malls? Respondent: He first smiled then he said: "not really." 
	•Buses and Trains? Respondent: No. 
	Probing on what Worksite means to him, he said: worksite is the area or the building I go to work. Probing again if he meant only the area where he works (his office) he replied: the whole building. Probing about Government buildings, he waited for a moment to think about it then he said: different ones, like the embassy, the passport office, paused again, to say: "there are so many in Washington, any Federal Building I gather ." 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	If you wanted information about smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact? Respondent : he asked "local as in the local area here?" I responded affirmatively, then he ''added the local hospital." Probing about any others he took a moment to respond he could not think about any other, then he added he c ould call information in the local hospital. 

	3. 
	3. 
	I n your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? Respondent : there was a little confusion on how the question reads, he thought first the question said: .. . had no smoking section?. He asked me to repeat the question (he said laughing, "I'll tell you how crazy this question is"). After I read it again (pronouncing each word) he understood the question. I probed right away on what the problem was and he thought maybe my forei

	4. 
	4. 
	Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? (I read the three statements) Respondent: Prompt and smiling he said: "nobody smokes in my home, not even me or in my car, not even myself." Probing if there is any difference between home and residence he answered negatively and for him it is the place where he lives . 


	5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both or neither? Respondent: "I have to say both . " 
	Sb. In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive , less addictive or about the same as: 
	Cocaine? Respondent: He laughed out loud and said he had not used that stuff, so he could not tell me about it. I then said that maybe based on readings, to what he added he thought that maybe it would take longer to get addicted to cigarettes. Trying to confirm his response I said: You are saying that cigarettes are then less addictive, he then added: 
	. "probably, I really don't know.' I said then he could pick 'don't know' category to what he immediately agreed saying he didn't know the effect cocaine could have on someone . 
	Heroin? .Respondent: I couldn't tell you either, I have never tried it. .
	Alcohol? Respondent: He laughed saying he had tried alcohol and he would say that cigarettes are less addictive because they (cigarettes) were more like a habit for him. 
	Caffeine? .Respondent: I would say cigarettes are less addictive too. .
	Marijuana? Respondent: He immediately responded he did not know because he had never had it, but almost right away he added: "maybe they are about same, well! .•• I can not say that either because it is illegal, but if marijuana was available I ' m sure people would get addicted to it, so maybe it is about the same, give the same" (meaning to mark the same on the questionnaire). 
	Valium? .Respondent: He took a moment to really think about it, then he said .he didn ' t know but he thought anyway that cigarettes were less .addictive. .
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced? Respondent: No, pause ..• I don't know about that now, I'm sure I won't get arrested for that, but when I was younger, only a kid, it was easy, no problem buying cigarettes." He wasn't sure what the law says in terms of age, he thought it was 16 in those years (when he was younger) and 18 now; he asked me if I knew and both agreed that 18 is the minimum age to buy cigarettes, but he added that he didn't think the 

	7. 
	7. 
	Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: After a moment of thinking he said since it is legal it could not be banned, the only restriction you could impose would be something like age, therefore he would say: some restriction. Probing on the meaning of public property he immediately responded: parks, national parks, places where people gather off somebody else's pro

	8. 
	8. 
	Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: He paused for a moment to say: What kind of restrictions are we talking about? Without giving me any chance to say anything, he added that if a cigarette company sponsors an event because they want the sponsorship, then ... (I think he meant it would be okay) then he added ... restrictions as in what way? restrictions as in .•. that's a

	9. 
	9. 
	Do you think advertising of tobacco product should be allowed without any restrictions, some restriction, or banned completely? Respondent: After thinking for a few moments he said he would like someone would get rid of the billboards, so except for those billboards he would say: 'some restrictions.' 


	END OF THE INTERVIEW 
	ATTAC~ENT 20 
	Notes from CPS Smokin1 Supplement .Friday, April 10, 1991 .
	Startinl time: 13 : 45 Ending time: 14:09 
	Interviewer: Tere M. Glover Place: CSMR Lab Room 
	After greeting the person and explainin1 the purpose of this test, I asked for her permission to video tape and audio tape the interview saying that it would be completely confidential and only people involved in the research would have access to the tapes . I explained that I would ask her to sign a piece a paper (after the interview) to authorize the use of the tapes; that she also would sign another piece of paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. The respondent was a young female who agreed ri
	A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? Respondent: oh, yes! Her answer was immediate. 

	2. 
	2. 
	How old were you when you first started smoking cigarettes fairly regularly? Respondent: I was 22 years old. Her response was immediate, very positive about her age, therefore I probed and she responded she joined the military when she was 22. She remembers there was so• e kind of celebration and someone said to her "there is a celebration so you can have a ciaarette!" so she took it. " It was stran1e but I did it" she said. I asked her then what fairly re1ularly meant to her and she responded telling me ho

	3. 
	3. 
	Do you smoke cigarettes now? Respondent: No. Very affirmative in her response. 


	5. Do you smoke cigarettes not at all or some days? Respondent: Not at all, zero. Prompt answer. 
	C. FORMER SMOKER 
	1. Have you ever smoked cigarettes every day for at least 6 months? Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	How long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes (every day)? Respondent: It was September 17, 1985. Her answer was so accurate that after I figured out it is about five and half years since she last smoked cigarettes. I probed on how she got to that answer, she replied that it was an anniversary date, it was so hard to quit that she decided to do it on an anniversary date. 

	4. 
	4. 
	On the average, how many cigarettes did you smoke a day when you last smoked every day? Respondent: Thinking aloud she said there are 20 in a pack, therefore 


	40. Probing on her answer she said she used to smoke two packs a day. 
	5. What is the total number of years you smoked every day? (Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for at least 6 months or longer). Respondent: 9 years. Probing on how she got to that answer she immediately answered she was 22 when she first started, she was 32 when she quit and there was one year in between that she quit. 
	D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 
	la. Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? Respondent: No 
	E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
	No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house? Respondent: Yes. Prompt answer, she seemed to understand the question right away. 
	1. Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none of each of the following places: Respondent: *Private offices? -NONE. Prompt answer. 
	*Open work and production areas? -NONE. Prompt answer. *Break areas and lounges? -NONE. Prompt answer. *Cafeterias? -probably smoking sections. I confirmed 
	her answer and she said SOME. 
	*Restrooms? -NONE. I probed about worksite and she responded the military, an office environment; probing again if she meant her office where she works, she said 'NO, for me the worksite is inside and outside the office.' 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking? Respondent: Yes. I probed and she said the military had publicized programs; besides her military job is on the medical side, which is in the hospital. There is a nonsmoking clinic that makes nonsmoking programs available on a regular basis. Asking if she was in the military (she nodded her head affirmatively), I also probed on what employer means to her and she responded the Air Force. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking within the past 12 months ? Respondent: Yes, on a regular basis. 


	F. OTHER ISSUES 
	1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you think that it should be allowed without restriction, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all. 
	*Restaurants? Respondent: She asked me: are you asking if only in restaurants? I said I had a list of different areas, then she responded: Designated areas. 
	*Hospitals? Respondent: Not at all. Her answer was prompt . tGovt. Building? Respondent: Designated areas. tWorksite? Respondent: Designated areas. *Bars and cocktail lounges? Respondent: Designated areas. *Indoor sporting events? Respondent: Designated areas. *Shopping Malls? Respondent: Designated areas. 
	*Buses and Trains? Respondent: Designated areas. All her answers were prompt. Probing about Government buildings, she exclaimed first, oh good! then she added "a bureaucratic building, a several story building primarily with the function of providing government service." 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	If you wanted information about smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact? Respondent: American Heart Association. Probing about any others she said she probably would call the Public Health Department, paused for a moment to say she also would call the hospital (where she works). 

	3. 
	3. 
	In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? Respondent : All the ones I have been to have a nonsmoking section, even McDonalds, Burger King, etc. I probed trying to get a percentage, then she said 100%. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? (I read the three statements). Respondent: Smoking is occasionally allowed. Probing on the meaning of home and/or residence she answered there is no difference between them and her apartment is her home and residence. 


	5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both or neither? Respondent: both. 
	5b. In your opinion , how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addictive, less addictive or about the same as: 
	Cocaine? Respondent: I had never tried cocaine (she laughed). I said that maybe based on any readings then she said she rememberes reading that cigarette smoking was the most addictive substance, therefore her answer was 'cigarette is more addictive than cocaine.' 
	Heroin? Respondent: I don't know about heroin either, she paused and insisted she didn't know. I said she could pick "Don't know category" and she immediately agreed. 
	Alcohol? Respondent: Yes, I had a taste of that, pause •.. I would say cigarettes are more addictive anyway. 
	Caffeine? Respondent: More. Marijuana? Respondent: she immediately responded she did not know. Valium? Respondent: I don't know. 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced? Respondent: There was no answer, so I asked her what she was thinking about and she said she wasn't sure, she didn't know how easy it was for minors to buy cigarettes, or just to get them from their parents, friends, or brothers. Her answer was 'don't know.' 

	7. 
	7. 
	Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: I would say with some restrictions. Probing on the meaning of public property she responded something that is controlled, financed and maintained by their local county, city or state government. Probing on what a tobacco sample is, she responded when a tobacco company does some advertising they give away a sample of 2 or 3 ci

	8. 
	8. 
	Do you think sponsorship of sporting or cultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: she immediately responded some restrictions. Probing on cultural event she responded a ballet or ... pause ... a musical opera type thing. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Do you think advertising of tobacco product should be allowed without any restrictions, some restriction, or banned completely? Respondent: some restrictions. Probing on advertising of tobacco she thinks of magazines, newspapers, TV, radio. 


	END OF THE INTERVIEW 
	ATTACHMENT 21 .
	Notes from CPS Smoking Supplement .Friday, April 12, 1991 .
	Starting time: 10:00 Ending time: 10:15 Interviewer: Tere M. Glover Place: CSMR Lab Room 
	After greeting the person and explaining the purpose of this test, asked for her permission to video tape and audio tape the interview saying that it would be completely confidential and only people involved in the research would have access to the tapes. I also explained that I would ask her to sign a piece a paper (after the interview) to authorize the use of the tapes; that she also would sign another piece of paper to acknowledge the money for the interview. The respondent was a young female who agreed 
	A. SMOKING PREVALENCE/SCREENER 
	1. Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? Respondent : No. 
	D. OTHER TOBACCO USE. 
	la. Have you ever used other tobacco products such as pipes, cigars, chewing tobacco or snuff on a regular basis? Respondent: No . Probing to see if she knew what snuff means she • aid YES right away, and explained what the thought about it. She thought it was the same as chewing tobacco. I told her snuff and chewina tobacco are two different things, then she adaitted she didn't know what snuff was. 
	E. OCCUPATIONAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
	No #. Did you do any work at all last week, not counting work around the house? Respondent: Yes . I work in .a dental laboratory (she seemed to understand the question right away). 
	1 . Does you worksite allow smoking by employees in all, some, or none of each of the following places: 
	*Private offices? Respondent : -NONE. Then she added "we have a nonsmoking area outside. " 
	*Open work and production areas? Respondent: -NONE . *Break areas and lounges? Respondent : -NONE . *Cafeterias? Respondent: -NONB. *Restrooms? Respondent: -NONE . 
	All her answers were negative. I asked about her comment on having a nonsmoking area outside and she responded again: "we have a nonsmoking area outside," and added that smoking is allowed only in that area . Probing on what worksite means for her, she said worksite is the dental clinic where she works, the whole building. 
	2. Has your employer ever offered a quit smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking?· Respondent: NO. Probing on her answer she said she has never seen advertisements or heard anything about quit smoking programs. She has friends who have been through that type of programs but they (the classes) were not offered by the government. Probing on employer she thinks about "government" as her employer. 
	F. OTHER ISSUES 
	1. Concerning smoking in the following places, do you t hink that it should be allowed without restric tion, should be permitted only in designated areas or not be allowed at all. 
	*Restaurants and Hospitals? Respondent: Not allowed at all . Both answers were prompt. *Govt. Buildings, Worksites, and Bars and cocktail lounges? Respondent : Only in designated areas, she answered to all of them. *Indoor sporting events? Respondent: Not allowed at all. *Shopping Malls? Respondent: Designated areas. *Buses and Trains? Respondent: Not at all. 
	Probing about Government buildings she thinks about the clinic where she works. She added she would not be against having a designated smoking area inside the building as long as it had proper ventilation. I probed a little more on government building, to that she added "any building owned by the government." 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	If you wanted information about smoking, what local person or organization would you most likely contact? Respondent: I would ask the hospital, she responded right away. Probing about others she didn't know about any other place mainly because since she doesn't smoke, it doesn't apply to her, so she doesn't pay much attention to that, she explained. I probed about the hospital, she said the hospital where she works. 

	3. 
	3. 
	In your opinion, approximately what percentage of restaurants and fast-food establishments in your area have nonsmoking sections? Respondent: after taking a few seconds she said about 50% . Probing on how she came up to that number she said based only on the restaurants she has visited. "I am sure that number could be bigger if a survey was conducted" she said. 


	4 . Which statement best describes the rules about smoking in your home or residence? Respondent: After reading "No one is allowed to smoke anywhere in my home" she interrupted me to say "that's right, nobody smokes in my house." I asked her to let me read the other two statements, but she only confirmed her first choice smiling. Probing on home or residence she thinks about her house, both words mean the same to her. 
	5a. Some people say smoking is a habit, others say it is an addiction, and still others say it is neither one. Do you think smoking is a habit, an addiction, both or neither? Respondent: both. 
	5b. In your opinion, how does the addictive nature of cigarettes compare to other substances. Are cigarettes more addic tive, less addictive or about the same as: 
	Cocaine? Respondent: I would say less addictive than cocaine. Heroin? Respondent : less addictive than cocaine. Alcohol? Respondent: more addictive than alcohol. 
	Caffeine? Respondent: I would say about the same, then laughing she added 'I drink caffeine.' 
	Marijuana? Respondent: I would say cigarette is more addictive than marijuana. 
	Valium? Respondent: I would say about the same. All her answers were short but she seemed pretty sure about them. 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Do you think restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors have been adequately enforced? Respondent: No. Her answer was so short that I probed about it. She said her answer was based on seeing children buying cigarettes. I asked her if she knew anything about the law, she responded she knew that the minimum age to buy cigarettes is 18 but she thinks there are many kids who have older sisters and brothers who smoke so it is easy for them to have access to cigarettes. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Do you think that distribution of free cigarette and tobacco samples on public property should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: Banned completely. Probing on the meaning of public property she immediately responded like a park, tourist areas. 

	8. 
	8. 
	Do you think sponsorship of sporting or c ultural events by tobacco companies should be allowed without any restrictions, some restrictions, or banned completely? Respondent: Banned completely. Probing on what a cultural event would be for her, she said first she didn't know. She said she would have to think about it, then she added: 'like a festival or something.' She kept on saying that if these (cigarette) companies wanted to sponsor. an event, it is good that they give money away but they should not adv

	9. 
	9. 
	Do you think advertising of tobacco products should be allowed without any restrictions, some restriction, or banned completely? Respondent: some restrictions. Probing about advertising she thinks right away on TV and movie advertising, for example in a PG-13 movie cigarette advertising should not be allowed because it is like telling the kids go ahead, try this. 


	END OF THE I NTERVIEW 




